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The WQ&k described in this thesis is divided into 
five main ports end ox&& appendixo Ports X « XXX deal with the 
accounts ©f the X—Ray studios of three- derivatives of* 
bie**(dlpb®nyl-pto©aphi3io )-ethyiaiaA»a 9 (C^H^)gPeN »
Part XV describes the crystal structure analysis ©I* lead 
thiocyanate and Part V summarises the chemical syntheses of 
same amlnophosphin© complexeso The appendix contains som© of 
the methods and theories used in X«Ray Crystallography0
Xn all the X-Ray work* the heavy atom technique 
was used to overcome the phase problem. Intensities war®- 
estimated visually and the refinement of each structure was fo: 
the* three-dimensional lo&at-square® analysis.
PART X s 'This section contains an account of the 
X-Ray study of dichloro-h±s«»{diphenyl*»phosphino}-©thylamlne 
palladium (XX) jCĝ Hĝ PgNPdCî e* The result© obtained show 
that the ligand is bidautat© and that the complex has a 
©is—configurationo Other features of the palladium complex 
are described.
PART XX i The crystal structure of the ethyl iodide 
adduct of bls-(diphenyl-phosphino}-ethylamine^
(°gH-)2P.N .(C2H,)P(C2H5 )(C6H.)2*1“ is established. The two 
phosphorus atoms differ significantly in their configuration 
and the quataraisation takes place at one P-atosn only0 Other 
points discussed include the delocalisation of the lone pair 
on nitrogen and evidence in favour of dsr«pTr bonding in P-N-P 
systems.
XXX c
PART III i This contains information about the X-Ray 
structure analysis of bi©«(diphenyl-p2u*sphlno)-ethyl&ailn© 
molybdenum tetraearboayleCg^IIg^NPgMotCO)^. The iaolybd«nusi atom 
is oetahodrally coordinated with the ligand occupying two 
neighbouring sites. An attempt is made to obtain the Mo«G 
bond order from the observed Mo—C bond lengths. Additional 
evidence was obtained in support of d̂ f-p̂  back-bonding in 
P—N-P system o
PART XV s The crystal structure of the lead 
thlocyanate* supplied by Miss Ida Woodward of Queen*© 
Universitye Belfast* is reported in this section. Results 
show a six-fold coordination of Fb and bonding through S and N 
of different thiocyanat© ions.
PART Y i The transition metal complexes of some: 
amino-phosphine compounds have been prepared. The ligands used 
are of the formula - Ph^P-ISR-P .Ph^ (R » Il,»M@sBt.aPr and iPr). 
Complexes with the above ligands have been formed with 
Nickel (IT) iodide* bromide* nitrata and thiocyanate. The 
corresponding complexes of mercury (IX) iodide* bromide and 
chloride were also prepared. With b±s-(diphenyl—phosphino)~ 
ethyiamine* the palladium (II) chloride complex and the 
mono-ethyl iodide adduct were prepared* whilst the disulphide 
and diselenide of the bis-(diphenyl-phosphin© )-methylamin© 
were formed.
Part of the work on the chemical syntheses was 
published In the Journal of the Chemical Society*
( Payne © t ai. *3 #C. S ® $ 19^ 0 15^ 3 / ®
X-RAY ' SraiCTUKS ANALYSIS OF SOtCKLORO~3XS ( DXFHBN¥L=PHOSPIf XMO Iiw ,m*\f ■wi.wmtiMMiiaaw iaiwiwniorwVMMrirwiuri wu— P a n mm  bih wwfwm muiw iiV»fiWi’ii*fc.i:»T(.iJMlMM*n«miw^w ffiii m m  m. hmi mMmâ mtfaeMSStK0umetm«aaB»rrin'sv»aaaeasaCt'
STH-a,AMXMS^PALLADXm; fall
After the asetexislve vark .of C*A:+A* Michaelis (1890^1905) ? 
the study of 'asaluophesphines 'has developed alouly*
Little cr nothing vas reported is the chemical journals until 
1946 whoa GrisoaeX'.. and co»WQrker8 described the synthesis of 
FhMHPSPh' from PGl^ and aniline.? si m e  then
several other inorganic ©heiaists have Joined, in the task of 
discovering the.- chemistry' of. the ■ sss&aophcsphins©»
Although ®moh work has new been d©&© ia this field of 
P*»H compounds* the interpretation of csany of the reactions 
involved remains ©onfussd* Eosolapoff (&95®) la his book 
on organ© phosphorus chemistry Writes* "Many of the rather 
i n t e r e s t i n g  r e a c t  le n s  u s e d  In th e  s y n th e s is  a n d  
Interoonversiojas of this fatally are very imperfectly understood 
For this reason® a considerable confusion exists in the 
literature ©a this subject t® the present day* The 
oiimination of such confusion is extremely necessary and its 
accomplishment is oho- of the great challenges in the field 
of organ© phosphorus compounds*»
Van Wasser further comments that, !3Scssolap©ff might have added 
that some of the structures assigned to a number of organic 
compounds involving P~2? bonds %?er© patently absurd*,*
As interest gr@$? in the chesaistry &£ asiinophcsphines» 
it be cams evident that X-Ray &ogk was nccessagy to solve some 
structural problems in this field* On© such problem is the
i
typo of bonding ia.terv&lent F~X? systems and the'bidentate 
n&tur© of ethyl ** bi@«( di phenyl ~phoephi no )«»aisiae in comples; 
fornatiag with $h® transition metale«
There is cUa^ly a for X-B&y cry®tailogr&pkt© wojrif:*
but * at the time of writings no such work Sms been published^ 
©ither on the ligand itself ©r ©a its .complexes* This 
thesis therefor© deseri&ss ike first structure asmlya *s of 
ossssponud̂  of-this el&'ss* -
The'ligand* ethyl bis®( diphenyl*»phosphino) «amia® was 
first'-prepared- by G® Bwart (1963)» He prepared the 
iBsrcuric:-'iodide -'.ad&uoi of the ligand bat the structure of 
the complex was not known*
It is reasonable te assiuaa that* sine© the ligand with 
a PMP skeleton has two phosphorus at mss and os© nitrogen^ 
it is capable of behaving a© either a bidentate ligand to 
a 4 ** c o «»© rdi n&i ed mercury ©r as a iisonodentat© ligand to a 
3**6o«*ordi&&te<S mercury*
In-further-work o» formation by Payne @t al
(19̂ 4) #■ the chemical studies were more in favour of the 
bidentate nature of the ligand than of the monodentateji 
but 9 sisao© no £**Ray information was available regarding the 
structure and the stereochessical nature of these ©osspiexesj, 
it was not easy t© say with any certainty the nature of the 
bonding of the ligand in complex forest ion and to explain the 
exact type of bonding around the two phosphorus atoms and the 
'nitrogen bridging them*
In order to elucidate these problems* the X-B&y structure 
analyst® of the Dlohloro»his«*(diphsnylMphoephino)«>othylaxelno«> 
palladium (U ) was undertaken*
Subsequent cfag&io&l st,*©w©d tfa® foraKil®, to fa©
€^H^»P$P«M0Xg* Th® G2Y8t&la iar©ae® pal© yellow needles- 
aod'wer© of* such good.-quality that os&say faoos were visible• 
Small single crystals wer© picked fo® X«»fey w@s^©
The prelisaiBary -photographic work was kindly-doxaa by 
Mro ;Gyta formerly of this Dapasrtmont*
!o 2o 0BYSTAL m mt̂̂ iteiaAtggm'iigtMtfnigwwgigwMWfcaffsa.
c»ys««as © r l C e g H j ^ l g H C ^ i ^ a  ci2 (box. wt. 591.13)
at?© ..eŝ borhoaibiQ-.-with a ^ 20° 90 «“ ©°®2 A* fas 17°60 «> 0°©2 A P
4. O ' -  ©«|» 13°87 «• 0°O2 A% volume of unit cell* V ® 5106 A $
tad'esiiped density*. pss « X°5^ g&>/ec$ calculated density
pe a* 1*3% g®/c© for S molecules pop unit cell* The total
Slumber of ®l©efcrozi£ pop unit ooll» F(OOO) ® 258%*a
©©efficient* fop « padiation (1 « 1° ̂ 2  &)6 p, « 92 ©sT5' *
34* Pi* . « 277 ~ _
i»s» - s p a o b - QBmjF-- -
The fblloslag systematic halvings were ©bsegved from 
Voioaossbeps photograph© of the principal monos «
Ob fa&O s fa & 2n wbioh indicate© the pros ©ace of a glide
plans alosig a perpesdlcular to s#
®k0 -f k o 2fa this indicates a 2^ asiss al©ag b»
SiOl $ 1 » 2si£ -gild© plans along <2 normal to fa, 
hO© s fa «a 2a, a |L ‘ assla silong* a*jL *“*
©kl s' k » 2a* a g|.ide plmsm along fâ aorsaal to a and
©01 * 1. * 2a indicate© a 2^ &&is alos^ e»
These conditions unambiguously indicate tbs spa©® gr@sip
*li6’ I*Li* “ »®3®« Tb© linear absosptlon
Fgj/baj/cg./a i.e. pbea(D^).
The V©iasenherg photographs of the nets hd, Okl and 
hkG-hkXO were taken employing the sauXtiple-fila technique due 
to Robertson (1943)» The intensity data which consist of 
about 3000 independent reflections were visually estimated by 
comparison with a calibrated intensity step wedge® Crystals 
of an average width 0«015 ©® were sisg&i the value of about 
0*5 for fiH was sufficiently anil that absorption corrections 
could be neglected* Corrections were however made for the 
Leront&s polarisation and rotation factors (Tuna!!* 1939)»
The observed intensities were placed on a relative scale before 
being converted to the strttoturê faetor amplitudes, jp®j. the 
values of which were later placed on the s&sea seal© by 
correlation with the corresponding values of the calculated 
structure amplitudes*
1*5* PALLADIUM AT OH P0SXTXQM
«Patterson projections down the three ases (21, IS and 14 A)
were computed® The resolution of peaks was very poor in each
2of the projections when ordinary W® values were used®
Later the Po value© were sharpened by conversion to r§M(3), 
tbo values o f  FoJi{S)( AppsEdis)wes*a used, sad fcho effect of
this was that most of the diffuse peaks obtained In the 
uashagpeaed maps beoass© very prestinent© For example„ Fig* (l) 
is the unsharpenad F&ttoraon projection p(W) with virtually 
n© peak apart from the origin© When this was sharpened 
(Fig© 2} many peaks such as A* B* C frec&me outstanding and ©ould 
b© attributed to the Pd«*Pd vectors® In this way* th® other two
w
Unsharprned Psfrnon projection P(ypW) ®
Contour seoU equally arbitrary . I , I i
V
p(g 2 Sharptned Patterson projection P(v,w)
Contour scale squally arbitrary
5c
sharpened Patterson projections ?$!¥} mmi P(VW} w©r© ebt&iaiad 
asd solved* Frosi tho eight ©quimleat positions of the spac© 
group (Pbca)» positions of th© heavy at ess ** heavy atom vectors 
wore wosfsod out (Table- !)•
For the project!on P (V'f) * double weight P&«*Pd voetox* p®a$m - 
'vsre'.expected at A^(J* |* ** 2y) ©n line ?(i* V), at B̂ (2s£* *§•) 
on line P(u? '§) and a sisgl© weight peak at C^{2x# 2y) in a 
general position* These peaks vere found present (Fig:* 3 ) 
and fs-om the©® the x and y co-ordinates of palladium at obi were 
determined* Xs the sass© tray P(U ? W} , has the corresponding 
palladium ** palladiuza' veetor peaks at J.f tl and & (Fig* %j» 
th@®@ p©a&s ga^s the values of s and s« Similar vector"peaks 
found ±b P(V* If)* Fig* { % ) confirmed the values of y and s 
already obtained fsrao other tv© projections*
The co-ordinates of palladium atom so dot ©mined vere 
s « 0° l650| y « 0CO1%2 and ss » Q° J2G97»
,1*6* STRUCTURE BETm-flgATXOIl■rriii'Timii— <rlimn irinirrTraonnrrtiiiffirrnnir̂ î TrrrPifirt 11T 1   nnrrTTi n
If 1th the abeye values of Palladium s3«CTdi®£f;®g the first 
set of structure faet@r© was calculated with an isotropic 
temperature factor* B » Structure factors were calculated
for 2*735 observable reflections* The starting reliability
factor* 2&» was &6̂ * Torsss with very large <IM " jffl| ) ®*8«S
eepeeially srith positive signs were considered to have douhtfial 
phases feesse© discarded* S© that only 960 terms were selected 
for the first 3-diiaensiona.l Fourier synthesis, Computation of 
the Fourier synthesis was along the s-«axis* Th© resulting 
3*dissencloxi&l map gave part of th® ©tractor©! four other peeks 
wer© reve&led arouad the palladium* These four peaks n*©r©
TABLE lo
Pbse - 2NTER-ATOMIC VECTORS„
 ̂p y o ̂ 4+* 3 4“y0 “2 “5?9£*y9£“2 £“XB®ys£+z
 ̂d y v « |9|« 2y;,2i  ̂ii *p g ̂ 4->2s$92y9|
4.4-2y„-22 ~ £+2xp£-2yP£ 2x9£,£~22
“2k 5 | 9 |—.ii 4-2x9.2y04 - £0£+2yp«2g
4~2x9-2y>-4 »2Xp4,£+2s ifli-2y922 -
-2x9-2y5-2s |-2ss949 0 •09£*2yp£ I ,'.0,4-21
4**® 4*^9* ■ 4«2xPi„3 -2x9 2yP2z 4,0,4*2z
xgl-y^* 2p4=2y9f £(..0*4+22 2x9-2yp2s 4+2x6. £ 0
i*«oy»ies‘? 4^0.4-2s Cs£+2y9£ £+2xp£0o 2x02y9 «2z
4*«9 i^y »■•*■ Vo 4*2
2%02y02t £<-2k9£pG C 0 £+2y * £ 4P0C|*2g
4+2x 9 4 9 o- 2«9=>2y.y =-2 g £cQ*£-2z 0*4*2y04
-Kfi^ypi** 0e4+2y.„| Ip Saigas' -2Xj>2y0<=2z 4*2xp49B
4-x9~y«4*z 4eQ,4*2i Qo4~2y94 4-2x8£p0 ■=2xy =-2f92z
-jjff-yo-s - 4»4~2y3~2z =*2x5 £.?£=2s |=2xs~2y0|
4-«»4*y»* 404+2y922 - £-2x02y0£ -2x„494*2z
*®4-y9i** £+2xg«2y0.£ - 494*2ye2i
4**py*4~* 4+2xp2yp4 2x0£p£-2g £0£+2y*-22 *
V
Fij 3. Sharpened Patterson projection p(U,v]
Contour scoU equally arbitrary .
0®
io
MFî4- Sf»arpfn*4 %lkr*on ̂rojec+ion P(U, W )
6.o
jcejssidaffed to bo &10 to the- two ohl̂ riKiS a«i$ tke t&o 
paosphosua at ©as i,n tlm structure* ;• However* it not 
ip^sslbi©. t© stay 'sritfe. aiiy ees-taisty wh;i©fe, peak© woi?a &»© to 
chlorine and whioh to phosphorus -.sine©- these at-esss kuv© siai 
atosBiQ ' isussfcors (C1-- 17® P 15 15)* K©ac©s. la the ©tebseqesaas.*
!?ott&d ;«f .'struoture^actor calculation®.,. apart fro© t&©
.p&lXa&iusa' tb© other four atoms were. put in as phosphor 
that is u&ing the ̂atomic soatt@sr.iae factors ©f phosphorus for 
the four* ■
; The value ©f':H M l  6% fro®. the last value (Table £ )
Ths second round.- of- Fourier • synthesis was coapted with 1200 
terms*. Another six- peaks «ideh could bo attributed t©. o&e aO 
th® phenyl -groups. thus .••became apparent* Apart fro® tfcees* 
only the ail£&&£&& atom bridging the two phosphorus a&tvss® ©on Id 
bo .located with son© certainty* No other peak e©uld bo 
assigBed to any ••of- ■ tbs remaining? atoms* Xnste&d* there t*era 
diffuse p$aJ» - ®^}0Ciany ar©«nd palladium^ wMsfe ligfet b& 
diffraction ripples* Thus -only twelve atom® were used in the 
third sot of atruotissre-faotor unless X&ti©ita* . The E^f&efcor m s
1935 tens®. wer© selected for the third Courier synthesisv 
fh© sap obtained repealed the structure {Fie*' 3) of the o©2spS.®Xv 
Th© suhsequent etruoture^faet©r ealenXations >av© on & wA»«* 
of Af'S®? tfeiSj t*?© s3'tsii©r !?•© cries1, sysj.tk©s©s
computed to ensure:.best positions, for the ’ *»s om» and. t@" see Olv̂rfe 




231 Reflections .for P(ini) Paiisr.-son. projection* ;
127. " - * * P(0ii0 w "
80 59 ” p(yyf) " »
Found Palladium-'.atom«
1st Strueture-faota? • caIculation3s Bp^ * 30’»A(th.e ■ tempo factor
R m '46$ .
960 Reflections for the 1st, 3-D Fourier synthesis*
Found Pel * 4 P/Cl atom©,
2nd, Structura-factor calculationss8p^ « ®p/ci *
R is 40$
1200 Reflections for the 2nd, 3-D-Fourier synthesis.
Found . Pd <■ 4 -P/Cl * SC + U  atesss*
3rd, Btructurs-facto? salculationsjBp^ s 30 Bp/g? 3 4,5.
' 8c/m « 4,sS?
R B 3?% .
1935 Reflections for trts 3rd, 3-D Fourier .aynifteaie.
Found ft 11 the 32 atoms except the hydros
S«iSI3S«
4th, Strusfcure-factor calculations,using the above .temp, fact
8 • 28oe$
=* Contcd ~
Adjustsanfcs af Carbon at sib position®.- in the bsnsancs rings 
obtained f ?ou feha.? projections' dosn fcha ajbjsnd a  s*
5th* Structure-feetor calculations, using the &hoy<3 fcs*ap* fa©
R a 2 % * 1 %
2500 Reflections'.for the 4th* 3«D Fourier synthesis*
Found Whole structure,
6th* ^St^ucturerfsotpr^oalculs.tionei't'teap* .factors unchanged*
R a 23*0# ' ‘ ’
2?35 Reflections -for fch® 5th 3«D.Fourier synthesis*
Found Whole structure*
7feh* Structure.^actor calculations, terap. factors unchanged*
R « 21.536-
2735 3-D (Fo.-.Fc) Fourier synthesis.
All ©toms included*
8th* S.F. calculations*8p£j >  3.3,8Cj_ .* 3*6, Bp ■ 3*8
6^ a 4*49 Bg a -4*7*
iafiU-2- -cont*d -
1st* Cycle of S.F.L.S. Refinement98 p S p e a r s  anisotropic
tuhiie Bg»Bq ,remain isotropic
•R * 15.4#
2nd. Cycle of S.F.L.S. Refinement.
R « I5o35/u 
3rd* Cycle of S.F.L.S. Refinement.
R « 14«52$
4th, Cycle of S.F.L.S. Refinement.
R « 13.20$
5th. Cycle of S.F.L.S, Refinement* Weighting scheme changed,
R a 11.69#
6th. Cycle of S.F.L.S, Refinement,
R * 11.30#
7th. Cycle of S.F.L.S. Refinement,anisotropic temp. factors are





3Fho first stage th© oiifrdsaties ©£ series
t@̂ isiâ l©ffl effects fey ooaqautlsig ©n© eyoXe ©£* diffdreaoe 
F<ras&©? synthesis*.' Tfe.© tcspemtare ffeafeo&s w e m  also 
adjusted and the-' M*»taot©3? w&© slightly improved (fck© value 
at this stag© was -IS »&#>)»
Further refinement was mad© by the method ©£ 
l«eaat"»8qtt{unos«• . The- Lo&st^squares bleek^diagon&X prenr&ssm© 
written fey Professor Gruieksfmnk and Ms*. J* Smith for the 
K»&*F« 9 eerapatojp at Glasgow Unilve-relty was s*sed«
The weighting sc asm© first adopted requires 
| f , , „ W f-. , ,  /  6 «  F asi'n. I f  F  <£6 K F  ssia (F  s i n  »  X»5©)»l&sS.L S5JSX @ €7̂  © ©
Later this was found unsuitable- £©r the type of phot©&raphi© 
data collected aad a ©haage was- mad© after the fourth cycl© 
to ©a©. reeoaismeaded by Prefeseor Cruickakasik.# This is ©£ the
£©r§s «=>
a i/lP^ * 1^01 * Pg l^l2 *5- f}^|
wfees*© p̂  « 2 n eias ® &/W& ej&2£s » ®«
Throughout the reflnesssnt» the ten partial-®ahi£t f&c&ors 
(Rollett9©) ff©eotma©ad©d iss the Leaat^aquares p&og&&ms0 were
u@@d with soms discrations. depending @a the progress achieved 
ia th® preceding cycles of refinement« Ss general, tfe© shift' 
factor-s 0 “8 { 0°9 aad w©r© need &ad it was only whoa the 
©truetur© was aonveriglag that the shift l°%6 was- applied*
Sacfe atomic position was evaluated fr&m a ^ s 3 
while a Z m. & ss&tgta was solved for the overall sc&X©«»£&ete7 « 
Tfe© thermal vibrations were ©©gspu&ed £voni a d s 6 matrix for 
v.li-3 ’paXlaufiiuss* oklGsdj&a £5i& pfecaph areas ates'S* while the tfeesiBaX
Bo
vibrations of the rest of &h© at esse (siaialy carbon) were given 
isoirople refinement in all. but the last cyclei? (Table 5)o
Seven cycles of least«square« brought the atomic parameters 
to oonrergeiicso The reliability-Hactor of the last set of 
scaled strueture-factors was 10°90% (Table 2)n
The final atomic co-ordinates obtained from the seventh 
least -squares cycle are shewn in Table 3 , while the 
corresponding standard deviations are listed in Table h*
The interatomic bond lengths are listed in Table 6 with 
estimated standard deviations* The standard deviation,<KA-B)0 
of a bond betssen etoss (i) Bud (8 ) is given by the fo*»ule9
o(a«o)* • o(a)2 ♦ 0 (B)2
where cr(A) and o(B) are the standard deviations in co-ordinates 
of the atoms (A) and (B). The inter-bond angles with 
estimated standard deviations are listed in Table 7  
The standard deviation, o(P) in radians, for an angle {£) formed 
at atom (B) by the atoms (a) and (C) is given by the formula,
**(0) .[<&*! * L»(B) -JU . £-£»_£ I ♦ 1 * <£&)]
L(ab) 1 (ab) ab.bc J (bc) (bc)J
(Robertson and Cruickahaak, 1953) • Intramolecular non boaded
oand intermoleoular distances less than k°0 A are given in 
Tables 8 and^The shortest of these distances is 3 ° 30 A, which 
suggests the absence of any interactions between molecules 
other than those of the van der Baals type* Table 10 lists 
the equations of the best mean planes defined by a given 












































































































































STAfrfPAEP DEVIATIONS IK ATQffilC COORPINflTEii (in R)
ATOI8S OT(8) CT(y) <T~(z)
Pel 0,001 0.001 0.002
Ci(l) 0.004 0.0Q5 0.006
Cl(2) O.OOS 0.004 0.006
P(l). 0.004 0.004 0.006
P (2) 0.004 ' 0.004 0.006
H 0.013 0.013 0.016
C(l) 0.019 0.020 0.023
0(2) 0.023 0.026 0.028
C(3) 0.018 0.018 0.022
C(4) 0.021 0.022 0.025
C(5) 0.023 0.022 Q.Q25
C(6) 0.021 0.020 Q.025
C{?) 0.017 0.01? 0.021
C(8) 0.018 0.016 0.023
C(9) 0.024 0.024 0.026
C(10) 0.023 0.023 0.027
C(ll) 0.018 0.019 0.023
C(12) 0.020 0.019 0.024
G{13) 0.025 0.026 0.Q27
€(14) 0.02? 0.026 0.031
TABLE 4o • Confc’d -
STANDARD DEVIATIONS IN ATOMIC COORDINATES (in 8)
AToi?is a ~ ( x )  c r i y )
C(15) , 0*021 0*G21 0.024
C(I6) 0.019 0.020 0,022
C(X?) 0.020 0.021 0.024
0(18) 0.022 0.02-1 0.024
0.022 0.021 0 o024
C(20) 0.016 0.016 0 o020
C(21) 0.019 0,020 0.023
C(22) QoQ17 OoOIS 0.021
C(23) 0.021 0.022 0.024
C(24) 0.028 0.029 0.028
C(25) 0.021 0,022 0.024
C(26) 0.019 0.020 0.024
TABLE S 0
FINAL ANISOTROPIC THERMAL PAWAKETER5 (Uij).
ATQBIS
(uo) (U22) (U33) (2U23) (2U31) (2U12)
Pd 0,026 0,028 0 ,043 =0.000 =0,002 0,083
Ci(l) 0 o 834 Qo046 0.074 0.000 =0,011 =0.021
Cl{2) QoQ46 0,036 0,048 0 .004 0.002 0,024
PCD 0,022 0,027 0.051 0 . 004 =0.005 0,004
P(2) 0.024 0 o 026 0,037 8,007 =0.001 0,003
H 0,039 0,023 0,026 0,024 =0.003 =0.004
C(l) Qo 056 0.038 0.058 0,029 -0,087 =0,007
C{2) 0,066 0.021 0,142 Q. 066 =0.045 0.002
C(3) Oo 032 0.032 0.073 =0,024 'QoOIX -0.017
C(4) Q .036 0,063 0,063 =0,023 0.023 =0,034
C(5) 0.053 0,057 0.053 =0.808 0.005 0,010
C(6) 0,034 Oo 046 0,073 0.023 =0,014 0,034
c(?) 0.042 0,035 0,031 0.Q04 -0.017 -0.009
C{8) 0,041 0,056 0,017 =0,004 0.010 =0.020
C(9) 0.063 0.072 0,026 =0.010 0,002 0,019
C(1Q) 0,062 0,044 0,082 0.011 -0.017 0.020
c(ll) 0.052 0.044 0.033 =0.009 =0.025 0.QG6
C(12) 0.044 0.041 0.057 =0.018 -0.023 -0.022
C(13) 0.067 0.062 0.073 =0.007 =0.042 0.007
C(X4) Q.098 0.050 0.082 =0.004 -0.057 0*014
= Cont*d -
T A:BLL 5 0 - Co n fc5 d -
L I HAL AM I SC}TROPIC THiERfflAL PARAS tT£RS (01 n .
A TOSS ( u n ) (U22) (U33) (2U23) (2U31) (2U12)
C{15) 0*043 Oo 040 0*093 -0.004 0.C06 Do 005
C(16) 0.03? 0 o 0 4 v 0 o 052 -0.007 -0.046 0.006
C(i?) Oo 045 0.053 0.G34 -Q o 036 0# 0 0 6 0 o 0.034
C (18) 0.049 0.056 0 a 055 0.001 -0.009 QoOoe
C(19) 0.054 Co 065 0o037 0.001 0,004 0 o 008
C (20) 0.031 0.031 0.038 0.022 -0.017 0.011
C (21) 0.025 0.050 0o078 -0.006 -0.001 0.004
C(22) 0.035 0.035 0.042 -0.003 Q.006 0.008
€(23) 0*054 Oo 056 0 o 040 -0.015 -0.015 0.008
€(24) 0.081 0.075 Q.068 -0.014 0*014 -0.033
€(25) OoOSl 0 o053 0. 063 « Q . 013 0*009 -0*028
0(26) Qo049 0oQ40 Gc059 -0.008 Oo 001 Go 012
TABLE Sotssa*sr̂ s«si-wj *
lntgg°atQ̂ j.e. 8oad Leootha in §s 
mlth eafclaated Standard DsvAafciona.
Pd - PCI) 2o22(QoQQ4) C(9) « c(io) Io44(0o04)
Pd CO P(2) 2«23(0c004) 0(0) 0(14) Io46(0o04)
Pd - CX(l) 2o3?(0o005) c(io) • 0(11) Io34{0o03)
Pd as 01(2) 2o37(0o005) C(X1) - 0(12) Io40(0o03)
P(l) - Io73(0o0l) 0<12) - 0(13) 1o41(Qo04)
P(i) o C(20) Io79(0o02) C(X3> - 0(14) Io4l(0o04)
P(X) css 0(7) 1o7S{0o02) 0(13) - 0(16) Xo37(0o03)
9(2) <3» ■» Io72(0o0l) 0(15)• » 0(20) io3?(QoG3)
P(2) . C(22) Io83{0o02) 0(16) CO 0(17) lo42(G«03)
P(2) • C(li) lo84(0*02) C(17) CO 0(18) 1o35(0o03)
C(l) n 1o45(GoG2} 0(1©) = 0(19) Xo45(0o03)
C(J) - 0(2) Io50(0o03) 0(19) - 0(20) Io42(0o03)
C(3) - C{4) Io42(0o03) 0(21) 0(22) Io39(Go 03)
C(3) - 0(8) 1o40(0oG3) 0(21) <= 0(26) lo40(0oG3)
C(4) o 0(5) Io33(0o03) 0(22) - 0(23) l»36(Go03)
C(S) • 0(6) Io38(0o03) 0(23) 0(24) Xo40(Qo04)
C{6) o C(7) X»41-(G»Q3) 0(24) - 0(25) lo44(Qo04)
c(t) o* C(8) Io40(0o03) 0(25) <o 0(26) lo38(Go03)
_ 1 q
INTERBQSSP m C l £ S  -(®)
Cl(l) , a>;-Pd - €1(2) 9.4 08 €■(7) .« C{8) - C{3)
p(l) **. Pd - P{2) 71 0 4 0(8) - E{3) ■= C(4)
p(l). - M ■: - ,P(2) 97 0 C(9) - €(10) « C(li)
Pd «»' ' J* \ i' j>■: - c(7) 117*6 c ( m ) « C(ll) - 0(12)














€{18} - €(19) - C{20}
C(19) - C (20) - €(15)
C(20) - C (15) - C (16)
>  0 ( 2 2 ) -  C ( 2 3 )
- 0(23) - €(24)
- C(24) - €(25)
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1 2 0 * 3  
121 oi 
1 2 3 . 3
121 oi
114*6
1 2 5 * 4
1 1 2 * 9
120*6
1 1 9  * 5  
HO* 1 
1 2 1 0 ©  
1 1 5  * 9  
123 o S 
1 2 1  * 2  
1 2 0 o 5  
117o9 




INTRAMOLECULAR NON-BONDED 01 STANCES,
Pd o * o u 2oS4
Pd O  0  0 C (22) 3o50
Pd o c o C(20) 3o50
Pd o © o C(X1) 3o54
Pd © Q  O C ( 23 ) 3054
Pd o o o C(V) 3 c 60
Pd © 0 0 C(19) 3„63
ci{i) 0 * 0 P(2) 3046
CI(X) 0 * 0 €1(2) 3064
Cl(2) O 0 0 p(l) 3o43
€1(2) O ■ 0 C(19) 3076
Cl(2) go© 0(6} 3081
Cl(2) 0. o 0 C(7) 3o99
3(1) 0 * 0 P(2) 2o?l
P(D © o o C(19) 2077
p(l) 0 © 0 C (15) 2o84
3(1) O 0 0 C(I) 2o85
P(l) O  O 0 C(6) 2&86
3(1) o o © C(8) 2o8?
P(l) 0 © 0 C(22) 3oS7
3(2) o o o C (23) 2072
3(2) o 0 o C(1C) 2074
3(2) o  o © C(12) 2036
3(2) O 0 © C(l) 2o91
P( 2 ) 0 O 0 C (2 ) 3 041
P(2 ) 0 0 0 C ( 20 ) 3 o99
ft 0*0 C<2 ) 2 o SG
U coo C ( i l ) 2 o94
ft O 0 0 C(2G) 2 095
n O 0 o c ( 7 ) 2 o96
N 0*0 C(22 ) 2 0 9Q
N 0 0 0 c ( x o ) 3 o l 3
ft • 90 C(8 ) 3 028
ft o o * C(15) 3 0 59
ft © © © C(23) 3 0S2
ft o © o C(21) 3 0a?
ft o o 0 C(19) 3 o97
C(X) o o o C(2Q) 3 o42
C(1 ) O 0 o C(22 ) 3 049
C{1 ) o o o C(15) 3 051
c ( x ) coo C(7 ) 3 c 72
C ( l ) O O 0 C ( U ) 3 0 78
C(X) O O 0 C(8 ) 3 o81
C(X) o o o C(10) 3 086
C(X) ©00 C(21) 3 098
c ( 2 ) © 0 o C( iO) 3„49
C(2 ) o o o C ( l l ) 3 cS5
C(2 > 0 © © C( 21) 3 c 82
« €onfc°d =
TABLE. 8n - Csnfc'd «
INTRAMOLECULAR
P<2 ) O 0 o C( 2l ) 2o92
C(2 ) O 0 O C(22) 3.84
C(3 ) O O 9 c(6 ) 2o74
C(4 ) 0 0 o 0 (8 ) 2.54
C{4 ) o o o c(7) 2 o89
0 (5 ) 0 0 0 c('7) 2053
C(5) O 0 0 c(8) 2o87
C(6 ) O 0 o C(20) 3o28
C(6) 0 0 « C(15) 3.73
C(?) o o o C(20) 2 082
c<?) O 0 o 0 (15} 3 033
C(?) O 0 0 C(I9 ) 3 095
C<9 ) O 0 o 0 (13) 2©66
C<9 ) 0 o o G(X2§ 2o90
C(10) o o o C(14) 2©49
c<io) O 0 0 C(12) 2o50
C(1 D) O O  0 0 (13) 3o00
C(26) o o o 0 (16) 3 .99
NON~BONPED DISTANCES*
C(ll) o o o C(13) 2 0 53
c(ii) coo C(14) 2 0?4
c(xx) 0 o o S(22) So 03
C(ll) O 0 0 0 (21) So 39
C(X 2 ) O 0 0 0 (21) 3o2'6
C{12) 0 O 0 0 (22) 3 o31
£(15) 0 o © c(ie) 2 o78
C(1S) o o o C(X9 ) 2 o?9
C(17) 0 O 0 0 (20) 2 o86
C(18) 0 O 0 0 (20) 2 0 50
C(21) o © o 0 (24) 2o @0
C(22) 0 o o 0 (26) 2 04@
C(22) © O © 0 (25) 2o8X
£(23) 0 0 0 0 (25) 2 o50
£(23) 0 o o 0 (26) 20@e
£(24) 0 O 0 0 (26) 2 049
C(2S) O 0 0 0 (16) 3oS5
ifABLx. 9p 
INTER-HOIXCULAR DISTANCES < 4 3
Pd. 4 * 0 C(3)ii . 3-0 95
Pd 9 » e C(!7)i So 97
Pd C(18}i 305?
£1(1) O P * C(3)ii 3.93
Ci(l) o » » C(14)iw 3.87
£1(1) » < * C ( 2 4 ) i i i  3.98
€1(2} *0*0 C (l)y 3057
£1(2) o © * C(3)ii 3.71
Cl( 2) 0 * 0 £(8)ii 3.36
Cl(2) * ft * C(15)u 3.9?
Cl(2) 0 * 9 C(i?)i 3.93
£1(2) * * » C(18)i 3.75
C(l) * *  * C(l?)vl 3 a 92
C(2) * t t C(X7)wi 3,84
C(2) 0 * 0 C{iB)vi 3,76
C{2) 0 * 0 C(24)vi 3.87
C<3) 0 * 0 C(X6)wi 3,99
C ( 3) * • o £{19)1 3.92
C(3) •  o • C(25)vii 3.67
The subscripts refer io
i 4-x# l-y# £*z
ii i~Xg l~y8 **%4rZ 
iiii®xP l-yo -s•' iv l x̂» i~y9 X~g
..i* *} ■ ’ ft * * C(24}ttii 3 ,6?
w \ ; • o • C{2S)<yU i o 0 ?
C(4) 6*0 C (26)vii 3.76
C(a) c e * C(12)yli 3.91
C(5) c * o C(24) i 3 a 97
G<6) 0 * • C(9)ii 3,82
C{?) 0 * * C(18)i 3o§>5
C( 8) « « « C(16)yi 3.94
C{8) o * »- C(18)i 3o99
C(8) o * * C(19)i ■S. 80
C(9) * * * C(13)iv 3 a 81
C(9) • ft * C(25)wi 3.92
G(9) * * o C(26)yi 3,90
C(12) * • « C(l3)iv 3,70
C(i2) * * 0 C{14)i w 3 o 46
C (13) * « • C(13)iu 3.34
£(13) • * * C(I4)iv 3oSQ
C(13) • ft 0 C(X6)yiii 3.8S





v i i i  l£*x, y g l£~z
m ± L  M e
EQUATIONS OF WEAK PL&&SS . ftMP_Pg.8TAMC£S(8) Of
arosas r«CflTYH£S£ places,
(a)' Plans through Pd0 Cl(l)9 Cl(2)» P(l)» ”(2).
O.X8D8x - 0e2475y - 0*95192 <* 3»7348 * 0
Pd ®0«Dl4' C{5) -- -2*25? C{11) -I•463
Cl(l) 0o021 C{6) -1*255 n -0*152
£1(2) -GoG13 C(7) -1*281 c(i) 0*206
P<1) 0oQ26 C(9) -3*765 C(20) lo517
P(2) -0*019 C(10) -2*600 0(22) lo552
Plane through P(l), P(2)» 8, CCl),
Oo2082k -iOo1829y - Oo96082 <3- 301880 « 0
p(i) OoOSO Pd 0*157
P(2) 0o052 C(2) -0*614
N -0*181
C(i) 0o07S
Dihedral angle bettseen plane (a) and plane (b) 1$ 178° 0
9o
©thsg5 fs1©® tbe S&m® of tho aioto i©pox*t&s&
dihadr&l aa$left between pXaass are par-eooxsted la Tabl© .tOc 
Tab!©11 lists the obseryod structure asepiitute 
ealcalat©d structure factors*
Xo Sc
This analysis has established the structure aiad the 
essential stereocheasistry ©f PieteX©2m^bls**(dipbaayX^pkosphlss^} < 
^ethylasstae p&lX&diuss (XX) and proves usaahlgucusly fcfee 
bideut&t© isaturo ef .to' F*S.P ligand» Fi*gS C3  ̂C i l l  ̂  •
'iThe mean plana t&pough the at©ias Fdj. 01 (1). Cl(2), J>(l) 
and P{&) w&© calculated (Table 10)?* The de-̂ iatiesas fress 
this plan© a?© iusiguif ie&stt* Tb® planarity is supported
by the angles at palla&iusi which acid up to about 36@e*
Horra&lly the &ufos t i'tueuta ob pal.Xadinsa occupy tl&o corners of 
a  S q u a r e *  b u t  t h e  f g E m t i o a  ® £  t h e  f o u r  s e a b o r e d  riug: a n d  
•the r*igrid a a t u r a  e f  P  s k e l e t o n  s k s  a  s q u a r e  arr^sagcsa©sat
ĴS •£vimpossible* T*ho l*«#d«»P is 71®% *=* ® 45 « Xf this t© h®
about 9®c\ this would require an angle of about 50 d f1©^ the
F*H«F which Is not feasible in irk®^ of' tfea fact that- tk@
FcH.lA angle ia the £2*0© ligand is of tbs ©rdes? HO* (part XXX)
AOa th© other haicd̂  if’ were to b© about loo"5* assl
A  ' * ■P~Pd-P wer© to retain aortas! 90%  this would oall for narrower
angle© at the Fhosphorsss at^ss amd of coarse nearness of Fd
smd the nitregem atoms* which ebs?t©i£s!Ly would ia^olv© raora
etrala« Th© structure d&t&iacd--t|i.&ro&@re is probably
©ptlrnua for a stabl© system*
D.CHUORO BIS (̂.PHENYL PHOSPH.NO) ETHUAMINE BuAD.UM I MOLeCULC
_L
F.35\ fltom.o arrangementa a* viewed \n fxojec-k.on down «Te c axis.
J.0o
es•rae asas boa* leagtfe og SS-2&8, (indlvldKal -9.s.<i.20*00fcA.)
’ " 'is gigsfcificaaSXy frssss is© mXua {2«38Aj ®3ZpQ®t®&.
Pd«*F siagle bead (s?tsa ©if ©owaloafc .radii), This 
o f  Pd«F bosd dist&BG© ssight laŝ re 2»ie-os, fo©K «**<» #©?:#»©©#•
•%© pJf>&-p -&3§gX© ©£ 7Ic4r/ is 'v&sr sasaab scall**? tasss. 9&
tjjfJI tbUS ■fa&ZretPi lfiJp©S3X ©«!.€? £a G1. ©•SuSV*S UiJ es£W£® ©̂ Gl'll&p ©J5 th@ 
d«»@rbitaX© between both ate&s? ?d asi P iss.w©Xw®*t la the &«4»©nd8 
test siay ■ lead t© a noifefrllaaar, infceraa&ion which ssighfc 
e©as ©i^&bXy ?r©suXt la bond sh&rtonixsg^ P 9S, ill *+ I£*
Tfe® second is probably nor* lopovtant - nsya©Xy the ®££®s$t 
©f1 fcfc© it~b©®di«g. in the. -sy-ateis* • This wiaw ±b &tg»©ŝ $fo®i&©sl 
by ih© .observed . langthsalzig• of th© P<8«CX hand* (Gl In. 
p©®itl©a .t© P) which ©an be diseuaaod' la •tas'ass . th® tw-® 
af'f©ot * . Th© two ijBdapsadatit. Fd«01 h®m& lengths af 2c37&.
\ladlvloiuaX . ©*s«d *=> -15*005 A) when eospas'ad with th% tw© 
uMpaets*ical b&ldgd .P&**01 bond length© la [(stŷ esae) M0X^ jju,s. 
Baeiusig©&* ©i al* 19-58 e differ ©Xgalifie&xitXy £ras& th© ba»id̂ & 
Pd*»CX diataisce (2^324 *> 0*01 A) sis t© th® ble££a » Pel bsmdli
• v * @but» agrees with the bridge Fd«Cl" distance (2C39% « .0*015 A) 
tigT&as to tfea ©Xe^ia «° Pd b©neu TU® QQT$?®3pozi&.±n& 
unaysEsa©ts*ieai .Pd*>0X diatanee© in ©a© of th© twe' 
oryatal-les«aphl©aXXy dlffeipeat. dlisers of {( c ^ J P d  S X ^ ] ^  
Gassp@at©r' efc aXt X9SX6 f*s>XX0&? th© .©am© t,s?©£td* Th© trains o££&@x 
was also polatad out by Holdon ©t a! (X95S) wh© discwe^il 
a similar Xeagthaaias ■ ©f th» as©ta-X*-chlorla© fes»ssd traas t© as 
©Xa^ln XlsaSeâ e Sja -S©ise*a salt, E[
W uaderlleh ©t ai ̂ ,195%} *,
DICHLORO — BIS — (DIPHENYL — PHOSPHINO)—ETHYLAIY1INE PALLADI UfYl ( I I ) .
e l  o I a OScale La 111 A
6. Packing of the molecules iir> projection dou/n the b-axis
It.
%n fch© studies of 3v»sllyi cosspies of Palladium*
Rove (31962) aad Obosfransli ot al» (19̂ 5) independently
@recorded the value of 2 “40 A for M - C U  also, Salth (1S65) 
determined the eaise sfcrucfcta?® t (C_Hj) PdCl J2 at - 1&0®C
O
and obtained a vain® of about 2°b0 A  for tbs Pd«<2X in this
ally! ooBpouade Even though tbs chloifis® at«s in PMF
palladius coapids as*e sto&obildgisg th© saeaa value of 
©Pd«€JX (26 37 A) compares quit© veil with tho values reoorded 
fop bridge Td«CX wh©r© Ci is trans to an al iylie group»
The 0*«*Pd«Ĉ  in the ally! complex studied by Oberbsuŝ Xi (l9&5) 
is 69 • 1°* this value i© quite close to tbs P«^U& angle
of 71 ®4 « 0“15° reeordod in th@ present work so that a
strong similarity exist© between them. Xt seems possible
Atherefor© that th© of 7%*k is not the chief footer
responsible for tbs shortening of Pd**P* rather this might 
be due to bonding 9 the effect of which results
as well in Pd-*CX lengthening^ F»«p- in ̂ *i .
The argument of tr&ns effect if as advanced by Chatt 
and Wilkins? (1952) t© explain the possibility of d3b»d& 
bond formation in ois«tmns conversion of [P(Bt J^l^PtCXg*
Xn their disemsioiis they postulated that the amount of 
double bond d m m t e y  in the Pt-P bond would be more in the 
trana-complex than in the eie«c ©espies* This will in effect 
give rise to longer Pb«*€Jl bond in the txftm«eo8pl#x«
Xn complexes with a variety of phtssphin© ligands of different 
f&»besidlag capacity9 tbe forsaatiea of the tr&n©«tso»er might 
be Impossible wher© the traas effect i© very large. An
A
interesting application of this argument ha a been t^mnS 
*« p® where i t  i@ only possible t© form the ©ie^fsros 
©f PtCX^(PF^(Cnatt ©sj SAo 5 J.9]?Xiia
Th® strueture under investigation provides another 
pies© of evidence 1b favour of the trazs© effect especially 
when compared with the other available Pd^B bend lengths 
in related complexes * Quit® recently 0 Bailey et ai, (1965) 
published the structure of trans«di<»ied©«>bi8« (dimethyl 
phenyl«phosphine) Pd(l2)a A comparison of bond lengths 
vith sum of the calculated single^bond ©©valent r a d i i  
in Bail©y3s compound and in the present atractor© shows 
som© evidences of W^bonding in the Pd-P of the latter0 
Figo-Z show© Bailey5© results while Fig a IX is the result ©f 
th© present vork«
Fd“F®h®c.S 2--3^  O«0.i5ta- Wi«Xobeo« 2<>6l£ 0*0X5®
"pd=>I?e&^i3 2o38&0- 01 %  o & 3
Trans ̂complex (Bailey5©)
Wg»d)
®a=?ob8 » 2022= OoOÔ tj, M-Cl0h8 *» 2»37° OoOOjt
‘P<MPcair 2-=3sS<> 2*2?tCiŝ cossples
Wfk) © (values obtained from the sum ©f singlo^boad Fig 0(XX| *©©valent radii J -.
CX
2- 596 ±0:£0b_ A_v p




tfithin the- aeottr&cy of the data., Bailey3s figures compare 
quit© favourably with the calculated value© whereas the 
bond is the present work is about ®«3Urf£ ishort off its® 
@&p©et@d and th© Pd«CX probably ±n eompensating f©r the 
shcrteziing Is about QoloM lesagsr than the theoretical*
This ©an b® attributed to the trajis»effffee4 in' accordance 
with Ch&it«Vllkix28°' Theory*
Xn the crystal study of Diwiodo^Ce^phenylesie^feis- 
dimethyl—arsine)—palladium ( X X ) 0 Stephenson ( 1 9 & 2 )  recorded 
a value of.2*39® for Pd=*Aa§ bend instead of the theoretical 
value, of-2*50^ and claimed that, this ehortening represents 
the first direct d ŷ.̂ diy bending between Pd and As 0 Xf 
this is tru© off Pd=As it Is probably true off Pd=»P us ides* 
the conditions discussed above*
-s <$,;£*'
W and C(l) from their mean plane are insignificant therefor 
FWP system is almost planar* The two independent P«=IS bond, 
length© off lo?25-Qo@i%l and l*?23“Oo0 1 ^ {Table 6)0 ar© 
equal * Their m@as value ■( I * 72&J5) is miich shorter than the 
sum off the single bend covalent radii (l08&®)« Xi$ 
phosphonitrllics and associated - compounds (Paddock0 1962 K  
^wF tends to be. greater than 120® ,> but the FNP- angle in this 
©@®p@ui»d off 97q7^^7& shows that its nitrogen is in 
substantially different environment * The coiaparison of 1*72 
with Io8^| for P«W bond length shows there • is' ©hertoning 
which may be due to 1$»bondin& - thus substantiating the theory 
of deloealisation dealt with in Part IX* Xn phosphonitrllics
The deviations (Table to) of the atoms' P(l) 0 fy&Jq
©
TABLE 11.
H K I M Fc H K L hi Fc H K I | Fo | Fc
y 4 0 199.1 - 216.2 12 u 121.7 123.3 26 6 31 .3 -57 .1
0 6 256.3 -21 4 .0 12 4 175.2 194.8 4 20 .0 -1 9 .3
8 0 256.3 238.4 12 5 0 14.7 -6 .7 0 6 33 .5 -3 0 .5
10 387.3 448.6 12 0 121.7 127-4 0 8 136.5 -15 4 .2
j 12 u 280.2 262.5 12 7 u 81.1 -7 7 .9 0 10 149.4 -1 9 1 .4
) 14 0 46.1 52.0 12 8 136.4 137.5 0 12 161.6 - 178.8
16 0 70-1 -8 1 .5 12 9 16.6 - 11.6 0 14 9 2 .7 -7 8 .9
j 18 0 19.4 -1 4 .5 12 10 149.3 151.8 0 16 52 .6 -4 2 .9
20 0 2 5 .8 20 .7 12 1 8 6 .6 98.2 0 18 110.1 - lo o . 3
J 22 0 18.4 23.1 12 12 0 94.1 85-9 0 20 147.2 -1 2 8 .9
2 2 0 195.5 -21 7 .6 12 13 0 7 1 .9 75 .2 0 22 78.1 -8 2 .0
2 0 7 9 .3 -6 2 .2 12 14 53.5 66.8 1 3 44.1
4 18.4 -4 0 .2 12 15 16.6 6 .9 1 4 141.1 - 160.2
2 182.5 -1 9 3 .5 12 16 29 .5 31.4 1 5 171.5 172.4
2 64.5 -6 7 .3 14 94.1 -7 8 .7 1 6 63 .9 35.8
2 7 241.6 -26 7 .3 14 0 57.2 - 50 .8 1 7 74 .3 57 .2
2 105.1 -9 1 .3 14 2 0 55 .3 -5 1 .3 1 8 2 1 .4 21 .3
2 97-8 -10 5 .7 14 0 59.0 - 56.6 1 7 3 .6 -6 4 .8
2 o 59-0 - 66.2 14 4 0 47.9 -4 1 .2 1 11 69.1 -5 6 .4
2 1 127.2 -139-2 14 5 2 4 .0 -3 3 .3 1 12 81 .6 -72 .1
2 12 75-6 -6 9 .7 14 6 6 6 .4 -6 2 .7 13 3o .4 2 7 .9
2 13 0 112.5 -13 6 .4 14 7 16.6 - 16.2 14 45. u -4 0 .6
14 35.0 -2 9 .5 14 25 .8 - 20.2 1 15 4o. 1 2 8 .4
2 15 99-6 - 106.8 14 9 156.7 -14 7 .5 18 2 2 .4 - 2 .6
2 16 0 71 .9 -5 3 .0 14 10 36.9 -3 3 -9 1 22 21.7 -2 5 -3
2 17 119.9 -134.1 14 18U.7 -17 9 .6 2 2 17-9 -1 5 .9
2 18 29 .5 -3 8 .2 14 12 51.6 - 50.1 2 3 88.2 -8 5 -5
2 19 119.9 -1 1 2 .9 14 13 106.9 - 108.2 2 4 74 .8 -8 3 .2
20 25 .8 26.7 14 14 24 .0 -2 4 .2 2 5 26 .3 7 - l2 21 79 .3 -75 -3 14 15 60.8 -5 9 .6 2 6 29 .0 21 .6
2 22 o 29-5 37-6 14 16 14.7 -1 3 .9 2 7 142.5 - 143.0
25 .8 - 8.1 14 17 20 .2 -2 5 .9 2 8 89.0 89 .6
171.4 181.9 14 18 11.0 *.16.3 2 9 159.0 - 201.2
236.0 -25 4 .6 14 19 60 .8 -6 2 .3 2 150.8 183.2
o 217.6 234.7 16 16.6 - 9 .6 2 11 172.5 -1 8 9 .3
263.7 -27 0 .3 16 0 16.6 -1 3 .9 2 12 129.7 122.3
0 92.1 -7 3 .6 16 0 86 .6 -9 2 .8 2 13 96 .7 - 102.1
6 230.5 - 231.6 16 3 47 .9 -5 3 .2 2 16 33-2 - 6 .0
7 0 97 .8 93-1 16 4 175.2 -1 7 8 .9 2 18 83.7 34 .9
3 0 158.5 -14 4 .4 16 5 42.4 -3 0 .4 2 20 46.0 70 .2
9 8 6 .6 82 .0 16 6 173.3 -14 9 .2 2 22 65.3 63 .2
10 53 .5 -6 1 .9 16 7 62.7 65 .6 3 1 103.3 - 106.7
0 169.6 180.4 16 8 97.8 - 101.8 3 2 109.7 -14 0 .4
12 60 .8 - 65.0 16 9 110.0 117.9 3 3 172.6 - 238.8
13 114.3 133.2 16 36.9 -3 7 .9 3 4 132.1 -1 4 8 .4
14 18.4 - 15.0 16 1 127.2 123.4 3 5 105.9 104.4
15 0 51 .6 51.9 16 12 18.4 10.3 3 6 58.3 - 51.0
16 o 2 5 .8 11.0 16 13 16.6 21.1 3 8 73 .8 7 1 .9
17 79-3 90.1 16 14 16.6 -1 2 .4 3 9 67 .9 -6 0 .7
18 2 4 .0 4.1 16 15 U .7 -1 5 .3 3 10 54.7 57 .4
19 106.9 92.6 16 16 51.6 -4 7 .8 3 11 80.2 •6 4 .2
20 Q 2 4 .0 - 26 .0 16 17 36.9 39.8 3 12 41.3 -2 5 .9
21 101.4 99.5 16 18 31.3 - 31.1 3 13 48.6 -42 .1
22 25 .8 -2 7 .7 18 95.9 9 2 .u 3 14 50.7 -4 7 .9
6 0 0 167.8 133-5 18 1 18.4 - 11.1 4 167-5 162.1
6 o 103.3 - 100.0 18 2 114.3 116.1 4 2 17.2 -2 0 .9
6 2 0 46.1 - 11.8 18 3 18.4 28.0 4 3 210.7 279-3
3 147.5 -14 7 .7 18 4 112.5 117.9 4 4 54.9 -2 8 .3
6 4 0 368.7 518.8 18 5 18.4 22.2 4 5 271.0 334.7
6 5 1.9 - 2 .0 18 6 112.5 111.2 4 6 156.2 168.8
6 6 387.3 416.0 18 7 31.3 41.9 4 7 238.7 267.2
6 7 143.8 159-1 18 e 112.5 114.5 4 8 48.3 54.8
8 o 125.4 125.1 18 9 18.4 8 .2 4 9 128.5 129.2
6 9 127.2 109.8 18 10 95-9 92.8 4 11 39.4 34.7
6 10 47.9 38.1 18 11 29-5 -7 -6 4 12 20.8 -2 1 .5
6 11 49.8 -4 7 .5 18 12 47.9 37.5 4 13 88 .0 76 .5
6 12 64.5 54 .8 18 13 16.6 1«.6 4 14 ' 72 .2 67.2
6 13 0 62 .7 -7 1 .4 18 14 42.4 36.2 4 15 57.3 60 .9
6 14 108.8 111.8 18 15 0 40.5 47.0 4 16 102.4 109.4
6 15 o 36.9 42.3 18 16- 33.2 32.5 4 17 51.6 50.5
6 16 60.8 6o.4 20 110.7 -10 9 .3 4 18 79.5 99-9
17 68 .2 67.5 20 18.4 13.6 4 20 31.6 29-3
8 0 66 .4 -5 4 .3 20 2 53.5 - 49.6 5 66.7 -4 8 .5
8 i o 24 .0 20.2 2o 3 0 18.4 16.9 5 2 77 .8 67.1
8 4 u 121.7 -12 4 .7 20 4 31-3 31.1 5 3 25 .9 26 .2
8 5 0 138.2 -13 0 .5 20 5 6 4 .5 -5 7 .9 5 4 96.7 83.1
8 6 0 261.8 -26 7 .5 20 7 0 84.8 -7 3 .4 5 5 35.4 27.4
8 7 0 112.5 -11 5 .5 20 8 44.2 -3 2 .7 5 6 35.2 -2 1 .7
8 8 o 97.8 -90 .1 20 9 u 59.0 -5 6 .3 5 8 49.8 50.8
8 9 0 84.8 -8 1 .7 20 73.8 -7 1 .8 5 9 71 .0 66.4
8 10 75.6 57 .7 20 11 20.2 -19 . 4 5 14 32.6 26.4
8 11 -79 -9 20 13 35.0 - 29 .8 5 16 57.3 56.6
8 12 l l l f i -1 7 .9 20 15 79.3 -8 7 .2 5 18 30.9 31.1
8 13 106.9 - 1')8 .2 22 99.6 -9 5 .6 6 1 51.9 -55 -3
8 14 64.5 - 61.9 22 1 16.6 4 .1 6 2 46.4 39-5
8 15 121.7 -15 3 .9 22 2 68.2 -6 8 .5 6 3 53-3 51.2
8 16 47.9 -4 4 .5 22 3 16.6 15.6 6 4 96.7 - 96 .0
8 17 116.1 -12 2 .7 22 4 49.8 -5 4 .2 6 5 31.6 -1 5 .7
8 18 16.6 -1 0 .3 22 5 36.9 44.5 6 6 134.0 -13 8 .4
8 19 75 .6 - 69 .2 20 6 0 31.3 19.5 6 7 16.0 -1 1 .7
8 21 49.8 -4 6 .5 22 6 16.6 - 17.6 6 8 167.0 -17 4 .9
0 106.9 -9 6 .3 22 7 57.2 43.1 6 10 106.2 - 110.8
1 46.1 42 .7 22 8 35-0 -3 6 .0 6 11 54.3 43.5
2 184.4 -16 2 .4 22 9 20.2 19.8 6 12 93 .9 -0 7 .4
3 123-6 124.1 22 10 71.9 - 68.1 6 14 126.0 -1 2 8 .3
o 4 114.3 -11 7 -4 22 11 0 24.0 15.2 6 16 134.4 -14 4 .4
0 5 0 143.8 135.3 22 12 55.3 -5 6 .8 6 18 107.6 - 121.9
0 6 0 94.1 -87 .1 22 13 24.0 28 .6 6 20 65.1 -7 1 .3
7 0 127.2 116.2 24 0 0 53-5 46.3 6 22 35.6 -4 4 .3
8 0 106.9 - 91.0 24 14.7 - 17.0 7 1 33-5 -2 0 .5
9 0 60.8 -5 7 .5 24 2 90.4 85.6 7 2 92.0 79.1
0 10 0 59.0 -5 9 -9 24 3 14.7 -5 .8 7 4 105.0 -8 5 -3
11 51.6 53.7 24 4 105.1 99-4 7 5 <18.4 108.8
12 62.7 -5 4 .7 24 5 12.9 -1 2 .9 7 6 38.7 -3 5 .0
13 0 165.9 166.1 24 6 0 75.6 75-7 7 13 32.0 29.9
14 47.9 -5 3 .5 24 7 12.9 17.1 7 14 32.8 -28 .1
0 15 125.4 154.9 24 8 60.8 57.2 7 16 51.9 - 43.1
0 16 0 35.0 -3 5 .3 24 9 25 .8 27 .7 7 18 36.6 -34 .1
17 90.4 94.2 24 44.2 53.6 8 1 106.6 -11 5 .8
0 19 24.0 14.5 26 62 .7 43.5 8 2 88.7 82 .6
0 21 0 35.0 34 .3 26 1 0 11.0 3 .0 8 3 191.1 - 265.8
2 339.2 343.6 26 2 9-2 4 .1 8 4 146.8 164.2
1 0 51 .6 50 .0 26 3 9 .2 17.4 8 5 235.0 -34 1 .42 2 u 247.0 237.9 26 4 66.4 -6 4 .6 8 6 90.0 77.1
K L |F o | Fc H K L I Fo | Fc K K L 1 Fo| Fc
7 1 203.8 -2 5 0 .0 16 12 1 61.1 -5 1 .6 4 19 2 96 .9 - 88 .8
8 1 71 .2 -7 5 .7 18 14 1 62 .5 -5 8 .3 4 21 2 72 .2 - 70 .6
9 1 64 .4 - 61.2 18 16 1 66 .0 -7 4 .2 5 2 130.9 -1 4 7 .5
10 1 54 .0 -4 8 .1 19 5 1 52.3 45-9 5 1 2 16.3 16.7
11 1 60.6 -6 0 .7 19 7 1 22 .9 26 .3 5 ■ 2 2 102.9 91 .5
12 1 94 .6 94 .6 20 1 123.6 - 126.5 5 3 2 22 .3 -2 3 .5
1 51 .4 -3 8 .8 20 3 1 137.5 -1 2 3 .0 5 4 2 258.4 291-1
14 1 117.2 127-3 20 5 1 114.4 -1 0 2 .4 5 5 2 29 .5 27 .4
15 1 93-9 -9 2 .7 20 7 1 96 .7 -0 8 .4 5 6 2 181.5 210.0
16 1 92.2 87-3 20 9 1 75.2 -7 2 .0 5 7 2 61 .8 -5 7 -4
17 1 31.1 -4 3 .9 20 1 81 .6 -7 3 -8 5 8 2 4 i .o 37-2
1 1 114.8 -1 1 6 .7 20 13 1 30.9 - 26 .9 5 9 2 98.2 -1 0 3 .3
3 1 65 .6 - 59 .0 20 14 1 22 .6 24 .8 5 11 2 62 .8 -64 .1
4 1 73 .4 63.1 20 15 1 18.1 -1 7 .8 5 12 2 32 .9 29 .5
5 1 62 .3 56.2 21 5 1 49.O -4 2 .1 5 14 2 56 .3 46 .2
7 1 72 .9 -5 9 -6 21 7 1 51 .4 -3 9 -2 5 16 2 25 .4 27 .6
9 1 49 .0 - 50.0 22 1 75.2 67 .5 5 17 2 24 .9 -2 8 .6
10 1 21 .0 - 16.0 22 3 85 .6 74 .7 5 19 2 43.6 -4 1 .7
1 48.8 -4 5 .5 22 4 42.2 36 .2 6 2 99.8 -9 0 .5
13 1 32.8 -3 3 .3 22 5 77-4 69.1 6 2 28 .8 -2 6 .7
1 1 146.5 135.1 22 •6 34 .6 45 .2 6 2 2 200.0 - 209.8
2 1 113.9 98 .4 22 7 64 .4 62.4 6 3 2 97-7 89-6
3 1 156.2 160.3 22 8 52.3 50.2 6 4 298.7 -32 0 .3
4 1 33.7 33-6 22 9 67-7 58 .9 6 6 2 292.8 -3 0 0 .7
5 1 171.2 198.8 22 10 1 36.1 34 .0 6 7 77 .6 -7 6 .3
6 1 54.7 51 .7 22 11 1 50.2 46.2 6 8 187-0 -20 7 .5
7 1 190.6 192.9 22 12 29-9 27 .3 6 9 2 63 .9 -6 4 .6
9 1 90 .4 84.1 24 1 97.4 93-4 6 13 24 .7 29-6
10 1 89 .2
%}'?■
24 5 5°>'?
-4 6 .7 6 14 50.8 - 5 3 7
• ' 1 25 .9 -2 4 .e 6 17 2 24.7 -29^5
13 i 87 .8 78 .4 24 8 47.7 -4 4 .9 6 18 2 7 4 .J -4 8 .3
14 1 94.1 86 .4 24 9 46 .7 39 .6 7 0 2 13.7 5 .0
15 1 51 .6 45 .0 24 10 39-8 -4 2 .4 7 1 2 28 .0 27.5
16 1 22.1 22.8 26 83 .5 -8 4 .0 7 2 2 112.7 -1 1 7 .4
17 1 21 .0 18.8 26 22.0 15.2 7 3 29 .B - 22 .0
18 1 38 .4 36 .0 26 3 7 1 .9 -7 3 .7 7 4 2 182.3 -1 7 8 .3
20 1 44,1 43 .8 26 4 22.6 22.1 7 5 4o.5 -3 4 .7
1 16.7 - 3 .2 26 5 34.4 - 41 ,9 7 6 177-6 -17 5 -8
2 1 24. 1 - 20 .0 0 4 253.5 - 260.1 7 7 2 66.7 -6 4 .5
1 76 .2 76.2 0 6 110.4 -1 0 5 .7 7 8 2 34.0 - 26.1
1 55 .5 44.7 8 2 214,0 -1 9 9 .5 7 9 2 75 .0 -7 4 .3
8 1 61 .8 55 .3 0 10 176.6 -17 4 .2 7 10 2 30 .9 -3 5 .3
9 1 21 .2 28.1 0 12 2 162.3 -1 0 5 .2 7 12 2 34.0 -3 5 -7
12 1 57.1 51 .9 0 14 2 82 .3 -96 .1 7 14 2 36.1 -3 4 .0
14 1 23 .4 27-5 0 22 2 22 .8 - 20.2 7 15 2 51.4 -5 1 .5
16 1 21 .7 15. I 2 121.8 -13 4 .5 7 16 25 .2 -2 5 .9
1 113.9 110.3 3 2 69 .8 -7 1 .5 7 <7 48 .8 -4 3 .3
2 1 99 .8 -9 4 .8 1 4 2 25 .2 25 .3 0 2 127.8 116.5
3 1 32 .0 29 .8 1 5 2 42 .3 -33 -6 8 1 15.O - 16.0
1 89.0 -8 7 .4 1 6 2 80.2 -7 5 .8 2 95 .9 78 .8
5 1 84 .9 -8 4 .8 1 7 2 31.2 26 .5 8 3 2 92.1 81 .6
6 1 49.0 -4 6 .7 8 121.3 -1 0 6 .7 8 4 2 101.5 97 .9
1 35.8 -2 8 .9 1 9 36.6 31.6 8 5 2 95 .6 90 ,6
6 1 37.0 -2 5 .8 1 10 125.2 - 117.0 8 6 66 .2 57.7
9 1 31.1 26 .4 1 12 22.3 -2 1 .7 6 7 2 122.3 112.0
10 1 98 .8 -1 0 0 .4 1 13 75 .0 - 72 .0 8 8 2 81 .5 73 .5
11 1 56*. 9 52. 1 1 15 2 44.2 -39 -1 8 9 117.6 114.1
12 1 152.2 -1 4 5 .4 16 2 36.3 -4 1 .6 8 11 57-9 60 .2
13 1 23 .4 20 .5 18 2 24 .4 -2 3 .9 8 12 24. 4 26 .5
14 1 130.9 -1 3 2 .4 2 2 2 143.6 153.2 8 13 104. 4 112.5
16 1 63 .4 - 62.1 2 3 2 131.2 132.1 8 14 62 .8 67.2
18 1 57.5 -5 1 .3 2 4 2 69 .3 68.8 15 2 112.2 118.0
20 1 63 .7 -6 1 .5 2 5 2 82 .8 96 .9 8 16 2 25 .2 23 .6
1 68.9 68.8 2 6 2 20 .2 22 .3 8 17 2 102.1 93.1
1 4u.8 28 .0 2 7 112.7 96 .6 8 19 2 69 .6 65 .6
7 1 21.4 21 .6 2 8 2 126.2 110.2 8 21 44.9 45.3
9 1 45.2 36.1 2 8 144.9 110.2 9 2 92 .4 - 8 4 .9
1 51.6 -57 -1 2 10 2 52.7 56.1 9 2 91 .4 -7 9 .4
12 1 33.2 -2 7 .2 2 11 144.7 139-3 9 2 41 .8 -4 4 .3
1 196.5 -20 5 .4 2 12 2 67-7 60 .9 9 2 30.6 23 .6
2 1 60 .8 -67 .1 2 13 2 114.5 116.7 9 5 2 112.2 116.7
1 145.6 -1 5 2 .9 2 14 2 60 .7 60 .9 9 7 2 90. 1 88 .3
1 46.7 -4 1 .7 2 2 72 .2 74 .9 9 2 31.2 30.2
5 1 85. l -8 5 -8 2 16 2 25 .7 3 .9 10 2 39.9 -3 3 .7
6 1 37-7 35-9 2 17 2 110.6 100.3 9 13 2 50.8 49.4
7 1 89.0 -7 9 -4 2 19 2 106.2 102.8 9 15 2 88 .5 89-2
1 99- 1 108.7 2 21 2 77-3 75 .8 9 17 2 70 .6 63 .9
9 1 83 .3 -8 2 .6 2 22 25.7 - 12.2 9 19 2 33.2 30.9
10 1 93-6 80.2 3 149.6 133.9 0 2 136.9 150.911 1 110.4 -1 2 3 .5 3 115.9 110 .7 2 63.3 -5 9 .3
12 . 1 33.0 28.1 3 63-1 75.7 2 150.4 141.9
13 1 32.3 -4 J .6 3 2 128.8 -12 6 .4 2 183-4 - 194.4
15 1 59-0 -5 7 .5 3 2 27 .5 11.8 2 1 :2 .9 104.5
18 1 43.8 43 .9 3 2 35.8 30.7 2 131.9 -14 9 .5
1 48. 1 -4 6 .8 3 6 2 53-5 •48.7 2 72 .6 78.71 54.3 - 50.6 3 7 2 55 .8 56.2 7 2 36.3 26 .3
7 1 55.9 -5 7 .8 3 8 2 17.3 18.6 2 69 .6 72 .9
1 188.5 192.6 3 2 53.2 46.0 0 2 64 .7 59-2
1 79 .9 73-0 3 1 2 117.9 107.2 10 2 85 .9 85-21 141.3 129.4 3 13 2 48.0 44.4 1 2 65.1 -6 3 .2
1 38 .9 43.8 3 14 43.1 -3 7 .5 0 12 2 43 .0 45.0
1 55.9 57.9 3 ’ 5 2 25 .4 31 .8 13 2 145.5 -142.37 1 61.6 65 .9 3 16 2 25-7 0 .5 15 2 136.4 -129.1
1 88.0 85 .4 3 17 2 35.8 4 ! .3 0 17 2 82 .5 -78 .110 1 52-3 12*7 3 19 2 63 .6 62 .6 <9 2 31.4 -3 1 .31 83 .0 86 .0 3 21 2 44.9 38 .7 2 204.1 218.412 1 44.8 43 .4 4 2 238.4 234.9 1 2 26 .4 35.0
13 1 64 .4 59 .6 4 2 196.9 187-6 1 2 2 135.6 137.114 1 75 .8 70 .7 4 2 2 172.2 183.1 2 20 .2 -3 0 .515 1 18.4 17-8 4 3 2 26 .7 31.0 1 7 2 37 .9 -4 o .316 1 52 .3 5 0 .J 4 2 148.0 146.0 1 8 2 85 .4 87 .218 1 37.7 38.2 4 5 2 113.3 - 109.7 1 10 2 88 . 0 85 .48 1 52 .6 60.5 4 6 2 116.9 110.4 1 1 2 24 .9 33-2
1 23 .4 19.1 4 7 2 163.3 -15 7 .4 1 12 2 51.1 57.2
1 96.0 - 102.2 4 8 2 117.2 121.2 1 13 2 25.7 -2 1 .7
1 52.3 56.7 4 9 2 143.6 - 149.0 1 14 2 25 .4 28 .6
1 102.6 119.6 4 2 102.6 95.0 15 2 55-6 -5 9 .16 1 91.0 -9 1 .9 4 1 2 129.1 - 126.0 17 2 38.2 -3 9 .8






























































































































































































































TABLE 11 - c o n t 1d
| f o | Fc H K L M Fc
118 2 -13 2 -4 25 6 2 30 .9 -3 4 .2
78 .9 .-8 9 -9 26 5 2 27.7 - 3 .6
56 .8 -5 9 -7 0 2 3 8 .0 8 .2
92 .7 -10 6 .7 0 4 3 80 .3 63 .3
36 .3 -4 2 .8 6 3 105.2 91 .6
61.8 -6 0 .7 0 8 3 80 .8 83 .3
22 .8 -3 0 .9 0 3 131.5 134.4
59-4 - 68 .6 u 12 3 129.8 130.9
36.6 -3 9 .2 0 14 3 51.1 50.4
8 2 .5 -8 2 .3 16 3 52.7 53.6
7 4 .8 -6 5 .7 18 3 74.1 86 .3
38.2 -3 5 .8 20 3 87 .0 77 .4
32.7 - 30 .2 22 3 35.3 40.8
47-5 44 .2 1 2 3 129.5 181.7
34 .3 -3 3 .5 1 3 3 114.6 -9 5 .6
67 .2 -72 .1 1 4 3 136.0 108.9
57 .4 -6 1 .7 1 5 3 48.2 -5 3 .8
25-7 -33 .1 1 6 3 20 .8 24 .2
50.8 -5 1 .3 7 3 39.6 -33 .1
23.6 -2 8 .9 1 8 3 30.5 33.2
62.8 63.1 9 3 114.8 -11 5 .9
22.1 20 .2 10 3 94.2 105.6
54.8 55 .7 1 11 3 69.6 -7 3 .4
45 .4 46.4 1 12 3 130.1 137.7
39-9 36.6 1 13 3 34.8 -3 7 .8
23-9 19.5 1 14 3 62 .6 66.1
24 .4 24 .4 1 16 3 37.2 45 .5
43.1 43-0 1 18 3 34.8 4o.5
25 -4 32.2 1 20 3 79 .2 75 -8
117.4 116.4 22 3 54,1 61 .6
64.1 62 .5 2 2 3 141.0 157.3
18.4 30.5 2 3 3 137.6 120.0
44.6 47.6 2 4 3 86.5 65 .6
23-3 25-9 2 5 3 51.1 48.2
23 .6 30.9 2 6 3 15.0 - 26 .8
62 .8 7 4 .4 2 7 3 46.6 34.1
72 .4 7 7 .9 2 8 3 107.3 -12 0 .3
21 .3 12.2 2 9 3 152.0 144.6
24.1 28 .3 2 10 3 80 .3 -7 4 .2
•59-7 64 .5 2 11 3 127.2 145.0
67 .7 -82'. 4 2 12 3 93 .9 -9 0 .4
124.2 144.9 2 13 3 88 .8 91 .7
110.6 135.5 2 18 3 34.8 -3 8 .4
72 .4 -8 2 .4 2 20 3 49 .8 -5 1 .9
57.4 63.1 2 21 3 29 .4 35.0
120.7 - 122.1 2 22 3 33.9 - 37.O
25 .4 33-8 3 3 236.6 254.7
79 .4 -7 3 .7 3 2 3 42.8 -3 ? -3
43.6 45.4 3 3 3 160. t 174.3
36.3 -3 4 .9 3 4 3 46.3 48.0
21 .3 26 .5 3 6 3 48.7 59.7
56.0 66 .0 3 7 3 111.6 117.9
61.5 66 .8 3 9 3 125.3 134.5
43.6 -4 1 .7 3 10 3 75 .5 -5 2 .2
56 .8 66.2 3 11 3 70 .6 78.1
57.4 51.3 3 13 3 49.5 53-1
51.4 56.1 3 14 3 57-6 62.2
24 .9 26.1 3 15 3 45.5 39.9
48.8 -5 6 .7 3 16 3 45.5 48.6
108.6 -11 5 .4 3 17 3 25 .7 32. is
36.1 -3 8 .5 3 20 3 34.5 -2 9 -5
114.8 -138.2 4 3 137.3 -1 3 9 .9
25*7 -3 3 .6 4 2 3 46.3 -39 -168.0 -7 8 .9 4 3 3 116.7 -10 5 .4
72 .6 -7 8 .7 4 4 3 87.0 -7 7 .5
8 o .4 -6 9 .5 4 5 3 189-7 -18 3 .5
73 .2 - 70 .0 4 9 3 66.1 -11 0 .7
49.1 -4 6 .4 4 7 3 l4 i . $ -170.1
2 2 .5 -1 5 .5 4 8 3 37.2 - 43.2
63.1 -7 2 .4 4 9 3 127.7 -11 0 .7
5 7 .6 t 61 .3 4 11 3 39-0 -4 o .6
25-7 -2 9 .0 4 12 3 23-8 - 29 .0
36.1 -3 7 .2 4 13 3 55.? -5 7 .9
4 3 .8 -41 .1 4 14 3 36.4 -3 7 .0
50.1 -5 0 .9 4 15 3 45.5 -5 4 .5
49.1 -4 3 -8 4 16 3 6? . 3 -7 5 .0
41.0 -43 .1 4 17 3 44.2 -4 2 .4
50.8 62 .7 4 18 3 59-4 -5 8 .6
35.8 39.1 4 20 3 39.3 -3 2 .2
25.2 33-2 5 3 103.6 -10 6 .4
49.8 50 .5 5 2 3 100.1 80 .4
48.3 57.3 5 3 3 6e .7 -5 8 .6
50.6 43.4 5 4 3 32.1 34.3
48.0 40.7 5 6 3 131.1 - 126.9
37.1 29.7 5 8 3 145.6 -1 4 6 .9
46.7 45.6 5 9 3 50.0 -5 3 .4
126.5 71 .3 • 5 10 3 57 .6 -5 7 .4
34.8 - 21.0 5 3 60.7 -5 5 -2
34.5 38.6 5 12 3 48.4 -4 9 .3
47.7 46 .6 5 14 3 44.9 -4 4 .9
23-3 -2 9 .5 5 16 3 94.2 - 121.1
2 2 .5 22.2 5 18 3 67.7 - 68.1
25 .7 - 8 .2 5 20 3 33.2 -3 8 .2
103.4 108.0 6 3 3 48.2 -3 6 .3
62.0 65 .4 6 4 3 72 .0 72 .4
22 .8 32.9 6 5 3 58 .9 64 .?
22 .3 -2 8 .5 6 6 3 105.7 92 .4
18.7 -1 5 .6 6 6 3 19.5 16.0
15.3 -1 0 .3 6 10 3 $9.5 49 .6
22.5 -3 3 .9 6 11 3 io .  4 - 41 .3
54.0 50.7 6 12 3 107.0 95-9
43.6 44.1 6 14 3 97 .7 104.8
46.9 . 44.5 6 16 3 93 .9 99-2
34.3 32-9 6 18 3 84 .9 77-4
16.1 6 .8 6 20 3 32.1 53 .5
48 .8 - 46 .9 7 1 3 53.0 32.0
85 .6 -7 5 .3 7 2 3 33-4 37.4
7 5 .3 ' - 6 2 .9 7 3 3 ?9-8 -9 6 .7
57.1 -55 *6 7 4 3 43.1 39.8
54.8 - 22.1 7 5 3 198.1 -2 0 4 .9
12.2 -4 9 .8 7 6 3 72 .8 77.1
6?.e -4 9 .8 7 7 3 88 .3 -9 1 .4
38.9 -3 9 .4 7 8 3 76.2 70 .8
30.9 -3 « .2 7 9 3 30.5 -3 4 .7
H K L M
Pc H K L
7 10 3 22 .7 25 .0 15 7 3
7 14 78 .7 80 .6 15 9 3
7 16 93.2 98.0 15 11 3
7 18 65 .2 5 7 9 15 17 3
7 20 53 .6 29 .5 16 1 3
8 1 107.9 102.7 16 2 3
8 2 103.8 -1 0 3 .3 16 3 3
8 3 130.6 130.3 16 4 3
8 4 3 136.8 -1 4 6 .2 16 5 3
8 5 163.8 175.8 16 6 3
8 7 3 137.9 136.3 16 7 3
8 8 3 51 .9 57.2 16 8 3
8 9 94.5 106.3 16 9 3
4 11 54.6 45 .9 16 10 3
6 12 3 121 5 - 125-2 16 11 3
8 44.9 42 .4 16 12 3
8 14 69 .6 - 7 2 ' 1 16 13 38 15 52 .5 48.7 16 14 3
8 16 3 36.1 -4 4 .3 16 15 3
8 17 3 34.2 37.3 16 16 3
8 20 3 50.6 3 .8 17 1 3
9 1 3 118.6 120.1 17 2 3
9 2 38 .8 •2 8 .4 17 4 3
9 3 127.4 142.1 17 5 3
9 4 31.8 - 25 .0 17 6 3
9 5 194.9 199.6 17 6 3
9 6 8 - 9 -3 8 .8 17 9 39 7 86 .5 90 .6 17 10 3
9 8 53 .8 51.8 17 11 3
9 9 3 72 .8 8 0 .5 17 12 3
9 10 47-9 44 .3 ’ I 16 39 11 55-7 55-5 18 1 3
9 15 3 40.7 18 2 3
9 20 3
|1 . 9
24 .8 18 3 3
10 105*2 -9 9 -8 18 3
10 2 26 .2 -2 7 -9 18 5 3
10 3 3 135.7 - 150.0 18 6 3
10 5 144.5 - 161.1 18 7 3
10 7 140.2 -1 4 4 .7 18 8 3
10 8 45 .5 -3 7 .4 18 10 3
10 62 .6 -6 4 .9 18 i t 3
10 10 3 55.1 -5 0 .3 18 3
10 11 3 25 .4 -2 8 .4 18 14 3
12 3 25-9 -3 1 .7 18 16 3
10 13 3 26 .2 -2 4 .5 19 3 3
10 14 45-5 -5 0 .9 19 4 3
10 15 25 .7 -23 .1 19 3
10 16 34.8 -4 3 .9  • 19 7 3
10 18 3 36.1 -2 5 -9 19 12 3
11 1 47.7 -3 9 -6 19 14 3
11 2 3 44.2 -52 .1 19 15 3
11 3 3 72.5 -7 8 .0 20 3 3
11 4 50.6 -5 0 .3 20 5 3
11 5 3 90 .2 -9 4 .7 20 7 3
1: 49.3 - 47.8 20 9 3
11 7 3 55-7 -5 4 .0 20 11 3
11 8 23-5 -3 0 .3 20 11 3
11 8 3 56 .2 -3 0 .3 20 14 3
11 11 3 25 .7 -3 2 .2 21 3
11 12 123.1 -12 9 -2 21 3
11 13 26.2 - 30.2 21 3
11 16 41 .5 -4 8 .0 21 7 3
11 18 34.2 - 32.8 21 9 3
12 2 3 86 .5 86.2 21 13 3
12 3 3 52.2 - 50. B 22 3
12 4 87 .0 86.1 22 3 3
12 22 .2 20.7 22 5 3
12 39-6 48.4 22 7 3
12 7 23.5 16.0 22 8 3
12 9 24 .8 34.2 22 9 3
12 10 96.4 91-3 22 10 3
12 1 25 .9 -3 0 .3 22 11 3
12 12 105.4 109.5 22 12 3
12 13 26.2 -3 8 .2 23 3
12 14 92.4 97 .3 23 2 3
12 15 24.6 -35 -2 23 3
12 16 56.4 56.5 23 4 3
12 18 36.9 25-0 23 3
12 20 20 .0 37-4 23 6 3
13 156.8 - 169.6 23 7 3
13 38.3 37-4 24 3
13 3 38.8 -44.. 4 24 3
13 4 32.1 28 .3 24 3
13 23 .8 25 .5 24 7 3
13 7 49.0 -4 6 .2 24 3
13 7 50.3 -4 6 .2 24 3
13 9 62.9 -8 1 .4 25 3
13 10 63-9 65-3 25 3
13 1 58.9 -58 .1 25 3
13 12 3 58.7 54.8 26 3
13 13 36.4 -4 3 .3 26 3
13 14 61 .3 48.4 4 4
13 16 38.3 36.9 u 6 4
13 18 38.0 36.1 10 4
16 3 38.0 36.1 12 4
14 3 103.3 129.8 0 14 4
14 2 3 92-9 9?-1 0 18 4
14 3 3 112.9 134.6 19 414 4 3 33-7 33-9 1 2 4
14 5 97 .2 115.9 1 3 4
14 6 49 .5 -5 1 .0 1 4 4
14 7 61 .8 66 .5 1 4
14 3 81 .3 - 90.1 1 4
14 9 52 .2 5 2 4 1 7 4
14 10 58 .9 -5 8 .2 1 8 4
14 11 3 37 .2 36.6 1 10 4
14 13 3 50.6 43 .9 1 11 4
14 15 3 55.7 47.8 1 12 4
14 17 3 18.2 19.9 1 13 414 18 37 .2 -4 0 .6 1 14 4
15 3 145.1 147.7 1 15 4
15 3 86.4 1 19 4
15 4 3 24 .6 33.7 2 4
15 8 3 .c 89.1 2 4
K Fc H K L M Fc
57 .8 50.1 2 3 4 30 .3 33-2
114.8 105.8 2 4 4 170.3 -1 7 6 .9
63 .7 69 .3 2 5 4 95.1 -8 8 .5
23 .2 24.1 2 6 4 27-5 -3 5 .5
117.8 -1 2 8 .5 2 7 4 89.1 -9 9 -5
25.1 -2 8 .7 2 9 4 79.1 - 71.1
91 .6 -97 -1 2 10 4 21 .8 26 .6
25 .4 -2 4 .4 2 11 4 61 .7 -6 8 .3
25 .7 -2 7 .4 2 12 4 55-2 - 58 .0
25 .9 -2 7 .9 2 4 36.4"’ -3 1 .5
58 .7 -5 4 .0 2 14 4 88 .9 - 91.1
45 .5 -4 7 .0 2 15 4 47.1 -5 1 .9
64 .2 -5 5 .9 2 17 4 79 .3 -8 3 .2
36 .7 -4 1 .7 2 19 4 60. e • 6u .o
84 .6 -6 4 .5 2 21 4 2 3 .5 - 34.1
24 .6 -2 3 .0 3 0 4 6 ? . l -4 7 -4
57-6 -4 6 .3 3 1 4 84 .7 -7 5 -6
65 .8 -5 0 .5 3 2 4 29 .2 -3 3 -2
34.5 -3 0 .4 3 3 4 4o .6 -4 8 .7
43.1 3 . 4 4 57 .7 51 .3
68 .2 3 5 4 33 .4 -4 1 .4
25 .7 14.4 3 6 4 40.1 34 .5
25 .9 22.0 3 7 4 85 .5 -7 7 .0
26 .2 29-1 3 8 4 47.1 -5 3 -7
26 .2 -4 5 .6 3 9 4 124.5 -1 2 5 -e
83 .0 -4 5 .6 3 10 4 49 .6 - 52 .0
25 .9 - 25 .0 3 11 4 113.4 - 115-8
67.1 - 61 .2 3 13 4 104. 1 - 108-8
24 .6 -3 1 .8 3 14 4 2 6 .6 22 .4
47-1 -4 6 .5 3 15 4 98 .5 - 102.2
59 .7 -5 4 .2 3 17. 4 69 .5 -7 3 .6
58.7 48.4 3 19 4 68.1 - 67.0
26.2 -2 3 -9 3 21 4 39-8 - 60 .3
26 .2 - 22 .2 4 0 4 162.4 - 182.6
26 .2 - 11.1 4 4 91-9 -8 ? -5
69 .6 -6 7 .2 4 2 4 116.2 -1 0 4 .9
64 .2 59 .5 4 3 4 114.5 -9 0 -9
69.1 -6 4 .4 4 4 4 28 .9 14.5
9?. 8 87.1 4 5 4 102.9 95.4
84 .? 73 .0 4 7 4 151.5 146.0
4o .6 35.0 4 8 4 132.4 -13 3 -7
41.2 35.0 4 9 4 96.8 89-5
45 .5 29 .0 4 10 4 125.7 - ! 2e .s
49.0 57.7 4 11 4 58 .6 66 .9
69 .6 - 68 .0 4 13 4 26.1 33.7
36 .9 31 .7 4 14 4 53 .8 57 .9
, 86 .5 -9 6 .7 4 15 4 47-1 44.2
80 .3 -7 5 .4 4 17 4 63 .9 6 ’ .2
50 .0 47.2 4 18 4 34 .7 -2 7 .2
* 2 - 1 42.4 4 19 4 50.2 49.218.2 - 20. 1 4 20 4 33.9 -3 4 .3 -
85 .6 76 .5 4 21 4 58 .9 39-2
87.0 86 .3 5 0 4 65-1 -3 9 -8
77.1 70.1 5 2 4 175-1 -108.1
76 .7 65.1 5 3 4 7 8 .5 -6 4 .5
53.2 41 .0 5 4 4 214.6 - 225-8
22 .7 41.0 5 5 4 43 .4 -3 0 .4
18.5 - 19.6 5 6 4 221.9 -227-4
50 .3 50.8 5 7 4 50.2 45 .5
4?. 5 48 .0 5 8 4 131-5 -133-1
24 .3 25 .7 5 9 4 122.3 125-2
68 .7 54.5 5 10 4 60 .8 -5 2 -6
41.7 4o.o 5 11 4 68 .7 71 .4
25.7 24 .3 5 12 4 56 .9 -5 0 -9
56.4 - 49.0 5 14 4 46.8 -4 o .9
81.1 - 65 .6 5 15 4 38.4 33-3
63 .7 -5 0 .5 5 16 4 53.8 -5 4 -3
62 .9 -5 4 .7 5 18 4 34.2 - 30.7
49.0 -4 2 .9 5 19 4 58.3 46.4
45 .8 -4 o .7 5 20 19.0 -3 -1
33 .9 -2 7 -5 5 21 4 44 .9 47-3
33.4 -3 1 .4 6 4 171.7 375-5
21.1 -1 5 .4 6 1 4 61.0 63-0
21 .9 25.1 6 2 4 107.5 113.1
21.6 - 23 .6 6 3 4 57-7 - 56.1
37.2 -3 1 .4 6 4 115.6 127-7
36.4 -2 9 .9 6 5 4 38.7 -3 5 -6
64 .7 -5 1 .2 6 6 4 174.5 207-5
27 .8 -3 0 .7 6 7 4 48.2 37-6
45.8 -3 8 .3 6 145.0 150.5
65 .6 -61 .1 9 66.1 78 .4
26.2 27.1 6 10 4 7 7 .9 75 .3
35.8 34.5 6 4 36.4 - 3o .6
23 .8 21 .6 6 16 4 37.8 35-2
4 o . i 45 .9 18 4 41.2 36.5
4o. 1 45 .9 19 42.9 36 .3
56.4 -5 4 .9 6 19 37 .0 *36.3
43.7 -4 1 .7 7 4 108.3 86 .4
19.0 26 .9 7 4 34 .7 -3 1 .2
61 .3 67.1 7 2 4 116.4 131.4
45.2 53-7 7 3 4 57.5 -5 2 .4
135.8 132-1 7 4 4 109.4 208.7
60 .5 58.0 7 6 4 177.3 224.6
94.8 105.9 7 7 4 104.3 110.8
120.3 135-0 7 8 4 128.2 120.7
103.5 114.5 7 9 4 60 .3 67-4
61 .7 -5 6 .3 7 10 4 67 .9 6S.0
22 .9 7 12 4 52.1 47 -9
190.5 270.7 7 14 4 54 .3 47.1
149.2 137.9 7 15 4 66 .5 78 -4
51 .9 47 .7 7 16 4 45.7 37-s
82 .7 78 .6 7 17 4 83 .5 77-1
64 .7 60 .3 7 19 4 50.7 52 .3
39 .4 -3 8 .9 8 1 4 3 i .o -7 1 .4
128.7 124.1 8 3 4 108.0 ■-1 0 2 .9
152.6 156.5 a 4 4 78 .2 - 82 .6
69 .5 65 .5 8 6 103.2 -9 1 .0
§8 .5 109-2 8 8 4 89 .7 -8 3 -4
85 .5 90. u 8 9 4 23 .5 -2 8 .5
26 .6 26.7 8 10 4 24 .3 14.4
60 .8 70.7 8 11 4 95 .9 -9 9 -0
32.5 28.1 8 12 4 26 .4 21 .4
34.2 53.1 8 13 4 97 .6 -8 7 -5
90. w -92 .1 s 15 4 60 .3 - 56.0
-cont















24 7 4 26. 1
212.7 157-0
70.2 54.6
33.2 - 4 i . i  
119.5 -139.1








"5 .5  -30.1
80.1 9.4-14.7
7 5 75 .8 75.1
8 5 101.9 -117.8
9 5 68.1 76.2
10 5 126.6 -138.2
.11 5 95.1 108.7
12 5 121.6 -132.2
13 5 60 .5 62.1
15 5 27 .9 27-9
16 5 39.3 -47 .8
18 5 75 .8  -72 .4
20 5 84 .9  - 80.3
2 5 167.7 - 150.0
3 5 21.1 -24 .5
4 5 70 .8  -58 .4
5 5 21 .7 -25 .0
6 5 66.1 55.7
7 5 32.3 -30 .3
8 5 90.2 89.7
9 5 89 .6 -83 .2
11 5 69.9 - 62.0
13 5 60.5 - 56.0
16 5 27 .6 19.8
1 5 257.0 -227.9
2 5 23.5 -16 .0
3 5 222.3 -282.7
4 5 117.4 -116.7
5 5 1 9 1 .8 -20 4 .7
6 5 17.3 -14 .4
7 5 177.4 -193.5
8 5 91 .9 79 .8
'  "  114.5 - 116.3
74.3 70.6p:? ill:1,
4 8 .2 - 5 3 . 0  
• *  -  3 9 .6 ^ -4 0 .8
16 5 47.9 . 49.8














































6 1 5 50.5















































































27 .3 -31 .7









81 .9 -78 .8  
37-3 -35.1
74 .9  - 85.0






55.2 -48 .5  
168.6 - 182.2
107.8 111.5
178.0 - 202.1 
156.0 - 161.5 
154.2 -154.6
54 .9 -59 .0



















































19 2 5 27-6 -34 .8 







20 3 5 26.7
20 9 5 64.3
20 11 5 39.3
21 1 5  73.1
21 3 5 105-1
21 5 5 95.1
21 7 5 89-0
21 9 5 71 .4
21 11 5 44.3
22 1 5 41.7
22 8 5 38.7
22 9 5 43.4
22 9 5 27-0
22 11 5 17.6
23 1 5 21.7
23 2 5 21-7
23 3 5 47.6
25 1 5 54.0
25 2 5 21.4
25 3 5 47.9
25 5 5 22.9
0 2 6  150.7 
0 4 6 54.8
0 6 6  4o. 7 
u 10 6 22.7
0 12 6 56.5
41.6 
- 36.6 
-55 .9  
-5 4 .7  
- 58.8 
-33 -7  
-55 .1 
-3 8 .4  
- 72.2 
-97.1 
-79 .7  














7 6 1S.1 -17 .6
8 6 88.9 -8 5 .7
9 6 52.2 - 56.0
iu  6 107-4 - 116.5
11 6 48.2 -48 .4
12 6 116.5 - 116.4
13 6 64 .3 - 76.0
14 6 65 .7 - 74.0
15 6 66.0 - 68.6
16 6 26.4 -23 .5
17 6 35-6 - 34.0
18 6 23.2 18.2
19 6 36.1 -29.1































































19 o 57-7 - b j .4
20 6 24.1 - 27.0
0 6 35-6 34.7
1 6  40.1 45.9
2 6 31.6 -34 .4



























|P o | Pc
















10 13 6 46.2 47.7
225.0 254.9
30.7 -3 5 .7
198.7 202.5 
63 .4  - 69.6
76.1 99.2
33.3 -3 2 .7
59.1 57.2
76 .9  78.0
110.2 109.1
26 .7  -2 7 .4
89.2 111.4













-46 .2  







































78 .9  - 96.0
25 .3  -3 3 .3
51.6 - 50.2
87.2 -9 5 .9  
‘ -65 .2
-68 .4  

















15 lb  b 16.O
15 17 6 46.5
16 0 6 26.4
16 1 6 26.4
16 2 6 26.7
16 3 6 46.2
16 9 6 45.3
17 0 6 66.0














-29 -7  45.8










-5 0 .2  



































68 .9 -6 4 .3
117.5 121.3




85.5 -8 3 .956.2 60.6
28.7 -29 .3
77.2 91.1
28.7 - 3 6 . lm U:\
42.1 43.3
88.1 65.3
39.2 -4 2 .6
54.7 -45 .2
65.8 -66 .2
33.5 -24 .7  

















23.6 - 19.1 
'  '  61.1
44.0 







91-3 -79 -3  
67-3 -64 .6  
39-2 -2 8 .5  
23-9 -18-1
25 .6 - 26.8
64.5 -90 -7 
55-9 -61 .2  
95-1 -107.8
41.2 -37.1 











65.4 - 70.6 
45 .0 -4 3 .8





31.2 - 29.3 
70 .9 - 69.1
88.8 80.4
82.7 -75 -8
86.2 69 .6 
122.6 -137.8





6 6 32.7 37
12 7 84.3 -8 1 .3
-cont1d-
TABLE 11 - c o n t 'd-
M |Po| Po Pc | f o |
9 to  
9 t l
9 *2 9 t 8
to  to  
to  11 
iu  13 
10 17
11 10 
i i  1 
11 12 
i t  i f t  
i i  16
11 17 
































92 .0  10
2 2 .3  21 .7
3 3 .5  11.5
5 0 .3 38.1
3 3 .2  -3 6 .0
51. 5 So.7
2 5 .2  -2 3 .5
III -II:S
2 8 .7  27 .0*1.2 *8.9
2 8 .*  35 .2
3 0 .0  -3 3 .2
7 7 .6  -7 0 .9  
5 6 .5  -5 1 .5
2 6 .2  - 29 .0
81.1 - 90 .961.9
8o.1T6-3
50. 5 -S6 .8  *  7 8 3 3 -*  -31
7 6 -9  79 -7  *  8 8 2S.9  35
8 5 .5  - 8 9 .0  * 9 8  59.S  -66
- 85 .3
2 9 .6  -7 0 .9  
7 6 .3  - 89 .9
7 1 .2  - 69 .8
7 2 .5  -7 1 .2
19.8 -2 2 .9
55 .2  -6 3 .6
6 8 .3  72 .6
6 0 .0  -2 3 -3  
* 9 .8  -1 3 .5
1*0 .5  - 166.5
6 1 .3  - 67 .8  
* 9 .6  * 2 .6
2 8 .7  -2 9 .0IS:? -Zi:s
. 79*7
-8 9 .0
6 1 .9  60 .0
7 5 .0  -7 5 .0
i l l ii'.I
27 .8  3 3 .ft
2 7 .8  -2 S .7
28.1 23 .9
90 .7  99 .2  
108.2 
127.1











* 7 . *
62 .8
8.1
5 * .8  
-2 8 .7  
-» 7 .o  
-3 6 .8  
-5 1 .2  
-6 5 .3  
-6 7 .2
-S 4 -263 .2  - 60 .8  
* 9 .2  - * 5 .9  
* 8 .5  -4 8 .9  
21 .0  -2 9 -7
2?:S :&I
27 .2  25 .2
85 .2  -85 .1
26 .2  22 .5
3:2 :8:I
21 .7  20 .9
48 .8  50 .4  
35 .7  -3 f t . 6 
2 3 .6  - 2 ft. 0
8 6 .5  7 6 .ft
39 .6  -3 1 .1
61 .9  -4 8 .7
27 .2  25 .2
85 .2  -8 5 .1







32 .9  -3 4 .4  
3 4 .5  -3 1 .9  
2 2 .0  -2 3 .8  
33 .2  -3 7 -9  
106.9 - 103.1







48 .2  






1 10 8 
1 1 1  6 
1 12 8 
1 13 8 
1 tft 6 
1 15 8 






2 3 B 102.9
2 S 8 38.1
2 5 8 62 .5
2 6 8 20 .9
2 12 8 29 . S
2 13 8 66 .8
2 15 8 6 4 .“
2 20 8 18.
3 0 8 42
3 * 8
“  7  -  3 10 8 
3 11 8 
3 13 8 
3 15 8 
3 17 8 
3 18 8 
3 19 8
5 7 8  12:1 
III
ii





7 6 .7  
36.1
37 .52:3 M  1 $.1 
* 3 .1  :j3:?
8 0 .0  - 88 .6
55 .3  *5 .3
87 .0  - 101.9
2 7 .7  30.8  
7 5 .9  -8 3 .3  
73 .2  -8 5 .9
7 0 .8  -7 7 .3
7 1 .9  -7 3 .4
39.1 32 .3 
53 .6  -5 4 .2
39 .4  36.1
21 .5  - 22.1
36.1 27 .7
ii
j , ?  „
ft 17 8 
ft 19 8
6 6 






5Vi*  9 X 5 10 8
6 10 8 
6 11 8 
6  12 8 
7 0 8
7 6 8 
7 7  8 
7 8 8 
7 9 8 
7 10 8 
7 1 1 8  
7 13 8
7 ’ § § 7 16 8 
7 17 8 






35-4  -2 8 .0
31 .7  -3 3 .2
139.3 -1 2 3 .5
29 .7  -2 6 .5  
Ifto .f t -1 2 7 .3  
80 .0  - 86.1 
1ft2.ft -1 3 4 .0  
139.7 -140.1
84 .3  97 .9  
128.9 -1 4 1 .0
90 .0  102.6
69.1 -6 9 .7
53 .3  -5 5 .5
35 .4  34.1
39.1 36 .9 
28-7 -2 5 .6
29 .4  - 24.1
29 .7  -2 9 .7
82.0
51.2
29 .7  
39-1 

























9 10 8 
9 11 8 
9 12 8 
9 14 8





i * ! :  i
51.0
179.0
35 .4  34 .0
51 .6  -5 2 .4
26 .7  19.8
39.1 -3 8 .1
50 .6  -5 9 -811:1 ill: I
82 .3  3 .4
48.2 41 .8
73 .9  -75 .1
67.1 -7 5 .2
55 .3 56 .0
24 .9  21 .7
26 .7  -2 5 .5  
fto.1 -4 1 .4
29 .0  29.1
29 .4  -3 6 .6
42.2  35.0
28 .0  - 22 .9
173.4 -185.1
45 .2 49 .5
121.5 -1 5 1 .6  
60 .0  56 .6
38 .4  -77 .1  
27 -7  23 .7






11 15 8 
11 17 8
12 0 8
12 ft 8 28 .3  -27 .1
29 .7  36 .4
100.5 -9 7 .8  
4 8 .2  42 .2





























13 2 8 7 5 .5
13 4 8 82 .3
13 6 8 78 .6



























29 .0  -2 8 .7
29 .0  -3 7 .2
  S9 .9
- • I  23 .7
5 0 .6  S5 .9
39.1 28 .0
51 .2  * 7 .4
51 .2  47 .5
42 .2  27 .6
7 8 .3  -7 9 .8  
170.7 - |7 . 5
-4 5 .3  





36.1 -3 2 .7
m  :ii:\
54 .6  - 43 .6 
4 .2  -3 3 .3  
69 .4























-6 8 .7  
- 61 .0 
23 .8  
-4 2 .6  










7 5 .4  76.1
* 9 .3  §8 .0
54 .2  -6 2 .6  
44 .6  41.1
67 .5  -8 7 .7
3 .5  - 80.1 
5 .8  -5 8 .4  










































63 .8  -7 7 .6
36 .0  43.1
37 .7  -3 5 .9
28.1 23 .5
26 .4  32 .4
126.4 -1 2 2 .3  
121.0 - 111.6 
157.8 -1 6 7 .6
7 6 .4  - 8 0 .9
100.6 -9 6 .3
37.1 31 .3
9 7 .5  - 100.1
64 .5  7 3 .5
63 .2  -5 9 .5
6 7 .8  -7 8 .3
28.1 -3 5 .7
39 .7  -3 9 .6SI:? :i!:I
71.1 - 61 .5
121.7 - 108.3
46 .7  - * 3 .2
2 7 .8  -2 4 .6  
47 -3  -4 4 .0  






61 .2  






34 .4  
. 45 .0
8 1 9 107.1
3ft io  39 -7
40 .6  40 .0
80 .7  - 8 7 .9  
48 .3  44 .9
59 .2  -7 2 .8
99 .2  98 .8
114.1 117.0
5 4 .6  61 .7
48 .3  -5 4 .8
39 .7  ..44.2
6 4 .8  - 61 .4  
60.1 -4 6 .7
38 .6  
-5 6 .3
106.9
U:l m  
in  5h
39.7 39 .9
10S.2  - 135.7
91 .3  105.1




97 .0  - 91 .6
57 .6  - 55 .6
92 .6  - 97 .7
28.1 - 31 .6
74.1 - 80 .7
8 8 .6  - 90 .8
35 .7  -3 6 .8
53 .6  - 50.1
57 .3  - 50 .63:3 III:0°
62 .2  -5 6 .3
33 .7  -3 3 .7  
  51 .0
28 .8
3 4 .73?:i










5 3 .2  -5 3 .0  
27.1 -2 3 .2  





















:l -l|:? I I
5 7 .9  46 .7
42 .7  -2 6 .3
6 4 .8  59 .5
35 .7  -3 3 .9  
17 .5 19.0
18.2 -2 7 .9
46 .7  48 .5
































43 .3  
41 .9 
25 .6  
37 .28
17 13 9 32
16 5 9 42- _____


























54 .8  
66 .7I?:? :IU
16.0 -9 7 .2  
*5-5 -9 6 .1  
- 98.196 .4
5 .9  -3 8 .9  
1 .3  -1 8 .5  
14 .7 






29 .2  
81 .5  
39-3
52.7














43 .3  -2 5 .8
89.1 -7 7 .4

































n . ’ 6
105.2
- 58 .6  
9 0 .6  85 .3
So. 1 - 53 .6
2 8 .9  31 .8  
14 .S 79 .9
107.2 107-1
83 .0  80 .9
31 .4  25 .8
9 3 .5  71 .8
2 5 .5  - 5 .7
9 9 .6  89 .2
2 6 .7  -2 5 .6
7 3 .7  78.1
71.1 79.1
17.7 24 .0  
49 -6  -3 8 .3
51 .2  -5 6 .2
23 .4  -2 4 .2
55 .9  -4 6 .8
25 .2  - 26 .8
65 .0  - 71 .0
63 .2  -2 1 .7
58 .4  -5 7 .2
2 4 .9  -3 0 .8
124.2 -1 2 2 .9
59 .5  -7 3 .3  
2 6 .3  - 25.1 
27 -7 -3 7 .4
28 .5  -3 1 .0
50 .2  -5 2 .4’ :II:I
-3 4 .4  
-3 3 .9:II:I
2 5 .2  -2 9 .6
41.1 51 .0









2 7 .4  -4 2 .0
1 32.6
-3 4 .7  
35 .6
51 .2  40.2
33 .2  - 26 .6
51 .2  ‘
56 .6
63 .6  
64 .2
38.6
48 .3  
71 .8  



















6 4 .6  - 68 .6
71.1 - 69 .6
56 .4  -4 8 .6
50 .6  -4 8 .8
40.1 -26.8
50 .6  -5 1 .3
40 .5  -5 1 .2
63 .2  -6 4 .2
71.1 -6 8 .3  




u : s  . 11 .8
35 .7  -3 9 .*
31 .4  -2 7 -0
35 .0  34 .2
67 -5  70 .9
2 7 .5 35 .6
46 .2  S5 .9
50 .8  * 5 .6
40 .5  48.2
¥  ^6 6 .7  70 .2
42 .2  * 2 .6
33 .9  -3 1 .5
40.1 -3 8 .2
36.8 -3 4 .4  
18.0 -2 0 .5
36 .8  -4 1 .3  
19-5 -2 4 .1
50 .6  51 .9
12.6 - 11.1
16.2 23 .3
feeg* I l?H(S8& 9̂ }4g] ^bonding has b©©n. established
f>«=*W bond lengths of tli® ordor Xo 65-1, 7g&hsv© fc®©r« ŝ asarsd- 
(Paddock0 X9&2) c-
• A four^faasfeered 2*ing is .formed by PMP and Pd which 
are approximately ©©planar- (Table 10 )o Angle© of the r±ng 
sum up to 36Q°q The P»F distance i s  about 2 c 6 § *. T h is  i® 
raih@r short compared with th© sum of van dor Wamls radii 0 
Soma overlap ©I* d«o?bitala is not Impossible-. Around 
e&eh phosphorus atoia9 the average valency angle is 
approxisatoly 109s5' © Th© individual angle however ranges*
from about 95 to. 120 (individual @cSad© is about OoS');
It is. not .surprising that th® angles at phosphorus deviate 
from the tetrahedral arrangement a© the nature and slse 
of th® groups attached to th© phosphorus atoms will eau@@ 
some strain t© be introducedo
The average length of the aromatic earbeii»earboa 
bonds in the four benzene ring© involved is 1o398«©0©©6S0 
This value is in good agreement with tin© aceoptod values of 
to 397® (Sutton et al0 1958}0 the averag© angles of the 
benzon© rings is about ■ 120°© The mean P«C aryl is l0'8l»040lSc 
Comparison of the individual v&lues of P«C aryl bond lengths 
with those recorded by other workers such'.as J*J'o BaXy0 
SarteXX and Brockway0 £rlieh-8 and Ows$©s0 @.tc33 are 
summarised in Table 33 0
X-KAT STBPCTORE ANALYSIS OT BTim. ZODXDB 
ABDUCT OF BIS^ (BIPKBmfl^PHOSPHXHO ) =gTHYIJLMT»B
.E.s- £/ m  —
Bsi&ii sfeo&atly* fow attests h&va been ss&de sfctady is 
detail .the nature’'of. hbfi bonding ‘In fim .termient phosphor*#©** 
aitrogen system* .- ■ • Th® - first str&ofcssre reported is this t^f-is- 
throws. so©®- light, ea tlio nature -of* this- beading* 'fat sHaec* 
on© ©f the principal' ti&.oias ■* phcsphertts •• ash ibtts mere tfe&n 
@a© ec^ordiiaat-iOBw- it would fee instructive. to study soss© si&ss 
ce^Xexss ■*& the;-ligand «* bis (diphenyl ph®si^ia©)©tfeylasii2i©e 
Therefore ¥8 Lauder^ e-sk the study off the ethyl iodide addict 
©f th®- Xi-|gsmd» tfc© jtossula ef which cah b© written as **
t (e5H5)ap.ir. <o^5)3?(ĉ b5)2c ^ 5) ] V .  . .
fee differing; elootroslio dox&igaara&l ©a ©f the isve 
principal atoiss iLosrcritared*{p *»d H)s should help .ia 
lu^eratai&i&g the- -type ©f hsudl's^ @m> likely to em€?©iMs»es 
i n  s u a h  F H P  s y s t e e s *  T h e  eleo-troaict c - o a f i  g a m t i c m  e f
phosphorus* (I©)"* (2&}d (%»)̂ ‘ {3©}* (3p)^ suggests. th&
■ ' % ** possibility- c-i’ bmsMklugg with such orbitals as ps ©p*1* or
- p h o s p h o r u s  1 ©  i s r @ l ? e d  in t h r e e  © i 4 f o & s *  c © « * © r d X - s s a t i ' © 2 § >  t ©  
other &tesssf He&ce* ©no would ssspect in tb© resultant 
e a a s p © i a a d s  * . f c o s d  a n g l e s  m ^ g i n ^  f e o a  9 0  0  t t e o u ^ a  1 0 9 ^ 2 8 . ®  t ©  & 2 © @ . 
Tb© exact ■values hcweyer depend ©a several other factors* 
the stsric requirements* t h e ' bond pair;** bond pair repulsion, 
the e l e c t r o n e g a t i v i t y  aaad the number o f  t h e  s u b s t i t u e n t  g r o u p s < 
Hltrogeh with ole'ei resale coafiguaratiea. is2 a©2 ap3' is e&pafel©- 
of foxmiitg sp*" hyferrldSp sc- that when ix&vo-Xwed in bo sadism* 
f S h @  s % u © s  s h o u l c s  t o z s d  t o w a r d s  3 . 2 0 ® »  H o w e v e r *  i t  i s  s a © r ©
1
usual t© find angle© el ©a© to the tetrahedral - I©9®8 
la which ®p^ hybrid!s&ti @n e&a be postulated * Th© formati©a 
©f {Mronds between phosphorus and nitrogen# which i© considered 
to be ap2 hybridised# and two g-bonda between the ©am© 
phosphorus and two other substituents gives sis® to a situation 
where both -phosphorus and nitrogen posses© a Ion© pair of 
electrons* . This lead® to the problem as to which at ora would 
be §3are capable of donating its Ions pais* or in other words,, 
which atom has the greater bass .strength*
Considering the elsetronegativities of the two 
principal atoms (p and M)a' nitrogen with an electronegativity 
of 3© (Pauling© Hudgins* 1933* ®-sd Sai&derson# 1955)® ssight b© 
expected to be saor® basic than phosphorus with a value of 2$ 
but* ©sperimentS' havo shown that the rowerse is th© eis®«
Burg (l958)* in the preparation of a 1 i 1 methyl iodide adduet 
of diiaethyX>̂ ualnodiis©thyl«>phosphine found that the methyl 
group was attached to phosphorus, indicating that the greater 
oleetron donor bonding power resides on phosphorus* Thu® a 
phosphonium compound was obtained rather than an awaiiBo 
M©^P«H.N©2 * Mel -* (Me^P«H Me )̂'5*!*’.
The problem of. qu&temisation' in PUP system might fee 
similar to tfe© above reported by Burg* Theoretically, on© 
might consider the Ions pair of electron on nitrogen in the 
PHP system to be completely delocalised over the whole system 
via the 3d orbitals s. !«e« the orbital containing the lone 
pair as being suitably positioned to allow an overlap with th© 
diffusa vacant set of 3d orbital© on phosphorus, thus, resulting
£ 7  ■-
resulting in p«rf ® back«b©nda.ngo
Such an overlap of orbitals c a n  be shown 
d i a g r a r a m a t i e a l l y  f o r  a  F - I f - F  s y s t e m *
KoBo this diagram i s  n o
in tended to convoy arc
idea of a co^lin^ar
structure for t h ©  P«=!S=P
skelatono
Another problem which maless the compounds
different from some other phosphine© is the question of how 
many phosphorus centres are involved in quarternlsationo 
In compounds containing P~CH«~P0 the two phosphorus a t o m s
bu^ the molecular weight determination as well as th© 
n oia0r 0 studies (Payne et al0 196k) on P=>H«>P compound© point 
to the fact that only one of th® two phosphorus atoms is 
Involved in quarternlsationo
Of latctp there has been varied opinions on whether or 
not the bond in P«-C(aryl)is affected by th© conjugation in 
th® benzene rlngo Sine® this structure involves the two 
type© of bond© g the P « C (aryl)and P»C (ftlkyl)o it is of interest 
to compare th© bond«lengths to se© whether there is shortening 
of bond in P ~ c {aryl)which will in effact suggest that 
phosphorus interacts with the ^bonding in th® benzene ring 
to which it is aitach®d0
have been reported quart©rnis8d9 (Hewartson et al0 1962)5
2o2o crystal jbata 
Th© crystals of th% @&hyl«»lG«lide addtset of 
bia»(diphe£syX pfecsphis©)®efchyXa©A»© were prepared as described 
in Part V of this thesis* The compotmd ga?s whit© sj@©dl©®iik@ 
crystals which were foussd suitable fos* %*»R&y wosk after @1©^ 
recrystallisatioja 1b nitrosscfch&ns® Th© ©ryat&Xs of £esisnX& 
[(CgHjgCgE^.H.CegHgJ.PfC^Jg]^" (mol. we. 569*1) as® 
orShorhoasbio w&fca a a 13*9*5 » 0*03, b «• 21*22 2 0*05.SH&
. » ®q0 « 10°®4 «• 0°O3 A| volume of unit cell, V a 2961°% A^t
«MT
measured density* p . a X°3^ gps/co (By floatation in KX ©©lotion) 
calculated density9 » Xc29 gia/co — for 4 gsoXesuXe© peg* unit
call. r(000) * 1152, 2*1 B 2309 while XrResfc " J53?.
eThe linear absolution coefficient for £«Rays (X » 1°54^ A) s 
|fc » 166 oa^j M« Ft® « 157 ~ X®0o
Rotation^ oscillation and novin^«fiXn ph©t©gmphi© iiictkcd©
°were used and C&«&a (X « 1*542 A) radiation was employed*
The cell dimensions were determined from rotation and ©quit©rial 
layer**lin® Weissonherg photographs® Th© space group was
uniquely dotesTBined frosa th© ay st ©matte halving©®
hO® absent whan h «s 2a ❖ ls
OfeO absent when k ® 2n -?
003, absent when I. « 2n * 1*
These conditions are satisfied by
1 9} space group * The multiple film technique*
(Bob©rt©on* 1943)* was employed*
2o4* ® S § I T T  DATA
:*•.■'•■ ■ .Intensity were obtained visually tfroai th® eauiterlax
xy6
md aqui-inclisati&n upper-layer Weissonberg photographs 
taken from ©ratals rotated about th© needle«*axis {c«*ery©tal 
axis)® Small crystals of approximately square cros&^seetien
5»(0°020 x 0°02! cm̂ ) were used® H© ©orresiion was m ad© for 
absorption or spot shape* but the usual correct ions were applied < 
The various layers hkO«*hXc6 were placed on the same seal© by 
comparison of I K i  —  I h J -  ^  the seal© obtained was 
adjusted to approach unity throughout th© processes of 
structure®*factor calculations ©
The position of the iodide ion was obtained from the 
Patterson projection P(u£v), Fig* 1$ and, from a 
three-dimensional Patterson function®
For an orthorhcssbic crystal, the expression for the 
Patterson function ?(UW) can be written as*«
p(tnw) «= ̂  n  ii^bkii2 Cos ZWQ Cos 23kV Cos 2sl¥©
Prior to each computation th® coefficient j Fhlrt| ̂  in th© above 
expression was modified by
m s  * [f ®sp^si»s a A 2 ) r 2
The I*«««o2 westers to be expected in the space group 
one jaoleeuls/asyaasetrio unit, are shown In 
Table 12« The s and y ccoordinates of the iodide ion were 
obtained from the Patterson projection, while th® Harker 
seotions at U o J, y e J and ¥ a *§- on a 3-D Patterson map gave 
the oo«ordimte9 st y and s»
The peaks corresponding to the Ico«»«I vectors are denoted
P2„2,2, - XWTER-ATQBIIG VECTORS
. ... r rn“ I
ATOMIC
POSITIONS «j>y92
x 9y 0z .
£=2ss9~2y9i
i»i-2y,-2z









Sharpened PoPerson Projection P (u,V) 
C o n t o u r  s c a l e  • i j u a l l y  a r b i t r a r y .
u
L a
2. 3-D Sharpened PaHtrson Synthesis. Section tosboui I - I  vector on P^v^v.w)
O  I •
Contour scale equally a rb it r a r y . I i i i i I A
determined frCBS
s/a « 0°193# y/b 55 £>°X35e ®/c *» ©°X63«
Structure Faetorsc&Xculatad for 1~ nlcne with tempemtur© 
factor# B ® 3°3^% gave an Revalue of 39%* Tha first 
three^disaensicnaX Fourier synthesis# for which the observed 
structure 'amplitudes and phase angle&calculated for the Iodide 
ion alone were ©saployedg, enabled appros!mats co-ordinates to b-s 
assigned to P(l), ?(2) and nitrogen* These atoms were included 
in the next structure^fact or calculations# with B « %61 for 
phosphorus atoms- and B s 4°5 for the nitrogen. The value 
of H diminished to 33°4/i*
The second Fourier synthesis was computed with the improvodi 
pfeas© constant© in conjunction with the observed structure? 
amplitudes as coefficients» the ssap obtained revealed almost 
the whole structurep apart from the ethyl group of the loci Ida 
ion. Thus# In the subsequent struct us* ©^factor calculation©
30 atoms out of the %2 atoms (non—hydrogen) were included agsd 
the value of B « 4 u7 was used for carbon atoss• R was 2h°hf^
Th© subsequent three-dimensional Fourier synthesis shewed 
all the atoms (except hydrogen). Calculation of a further 
set of structure factors» with each atom included, as its 
appropriate chemical type yielded an agreement factor of 22° j 
During th© course ©f refinement* however, two carbon at 
(the ethyl radical of th® iodid® ion), were discovered to have 
been badly positioned froai the result of th® previous Fourier 
synthesis. This error was later discovered to he due to 
diffraction ripples created om P(2) along the e«»axi© about
u
F ig  3 .  3 - D  P aH trao n  s y n th e s is  ( s h a r p e n e d ) .  Section P  ^ U ,  ^ , w )
O I .
Contours at sgual a rb itrary  intervals . I i i i ■ I A
u
3 - D Sharpened fhHerson syrtlhuis. Section P(u.V,n).
° 'Contours at etjual arbitrary inhrvalt. I i i i i I
21*
which data w©r© collcctod* The problem m s  solved fey
c©Bputlsŝ g; a difforeao© Fourier synthesis in the legion of th© 
p(2) with atruciure-fact or data calculated without the two 
carbon atoms inquest!on* From the map obtained * the two 
atoms wore located fairly accurately*
2o6. STlgJCTURB RBFIHJBHBCT
Refinement was by the Least-squares method as described 
earlier la this thesise Anisotropic tsssper&tur© factors were 
assigned to Iodine and phosphorus* while the temperature 
footers of the rest remain isotropic*
The weight!Jig scheme used was -
< * - 1/ k  ♦ |M ♦ **2 lr.l2 ♦ pjki3!*
whore p^ • 2 x P sin* pg « 2 Pfl aax«» » 0« (Cruiekshassk̂ s). 
For most part of the refinement* the shift footer used were 
in the order 0*8* 0*9, 0*7 and 1*26* Convergence was attained 
after ten cycles of least-aquares«. The filial value of H* 
excluding unobserved reflections was 13°0^> The course of 
the whole analysis is shown in Table 13* For the structure* 
-footer calculations throughout* theoretical atomic scattering 
factors wey© useds those of Berghnls et &!• (1935) for 
carbon and nitrogen* and the Thossas-Feml values (1935) 
for phosphorus and iodine were chosen*
2o7* RgSOLTS
The final values of|pJ » P^, and are given in 
Table lk» The final positional parameters ©r© listed in 
Table 15 while the corresponding standard deviations occupy 
*foble id.
TABLE-3L5o
■©PURSE OF - AWALVSIS •
118 Reflections for the Patterson projsctlon P(-UV)o 
1221 ” ® * 3-D Patterson ayntheaiso
Found 1“
Isto Structure-factor calculationsa Bj» * 30 3S2
H n 39oG$
H O P  Raflections for the Isto 3-0 Fourier synthssiso
Found ' I" * 2P ♦ N 
2ndo Structure-faetor calculations, Bp * 4<>1» Sg « 4 0sS2
■ 33*4#
1221 Raflaetiona for the 2nd* 3-D Fourier ©ynfchesiSo
Found I" * 2P ❖ 26C <► 8
Srdo Structure-factor calculations, Bg « 4 0?82
R « 24*4%
1221 Reflections for the 3rd0 3-D Fourier synth@s£e0
Found All the 32 stems (non-hydrogen)»
4th0 Structure-factor calculations^ tempo factors remain sarae0
R « 22o3%
let® Cycle of S 0 F 0 I 0 S 0 Refinement, 8j«0 8P, (anisotropic)a
R * 17*75#
2nd* Cycle of S»F«l.«S» Refinement,,
R « 16*60#




4th. Cycle of S.FoL.S* Refinement,
R 8 14054#
Sth* Cycle of S*F*to5o Refinement, (Only 30 atoms included her©)*
R s 15*79#
6th0 Cycle of S0FCU 5 ,  Refinement,
R ® 13*41#
7th* Cycle of SoFJL.Se Refinement, (All 32 atoms included)*
R 8 13*24#
Btho Cycle of S.FoloS* Refinement,
R a 13*11#
9th. Cycle of S.F*loS* Refinement,
R 8 13.06#
IGtho Cycle of S.FoLoS* Refinement, (Final data sealing)*
Final R « 13*00#
TABLE 14.
ISo
F R A C T I O N A L  A T O M I C  CaQftOSEiAT£S«
ATGIflS (»/a) Cy/b) (z/e)
I 0.6962 0.3538 -0.1560
p(l) 0« 6983 Oo1038 0 .12Q8
P ( 2 } 0o8097 G.2124 0o2323
JJ-. 0.6954 Oo 1875 G.IS15
C(l) Qo 6065 0.2273 Q„1992
C(2) Go559G 0.2215 0.3400
•e(3) 0o7870 0.3444 0.1577
C(4) 0.7306 0.4121 0 .2151
C(S) 0.7783 0.4270 0.3448
C<6) 0.7905 0.3878 Q.43G4
C(7) 0.8043 0.3115 0.4239
C(8) 0.8002 0.2963 0 .2 9 6 8
0(9) 0.6371 0.1088 -0.0296
0(10) 0.6319 0.1704 -0.1222
C(U) 0.5937 0.1661 -0.2591
C(X2) 0.5535 Q.1099 -Q.3G47
€(13) 0.5475 0.0628 -0.2285
€(14) 0.5893 0.0520 -OoXQSl
€(15) 0.8590 0.1686 0.3656
€■(16) 0.9573 0.1535 0.3731
- Confc’d -





















































STANDARD OBVIATIONS IN ATOHiIC COORDINATES (in t )
ATOffiS crt*) cri y) criz)
1 0*003 0,003 0.004
P(i) OcOoa 0.008 0.010
P(2) 0,009 0,009 0.012
tt 0,030 0.027 Go 035
C(i) 0o032 0.033 Oo 042
C{2) 0.035 0.036 0.047
C(3) 0.042 0,056 0.050
C(4) 0.041 0.041 0.047
C(5) 0.033 0.039 Q.G49
C(6) 0,042 0.055 0.050
C(7) 0.042 0.040 0.047
C(8) 0.042 0.039 0.046
C(9) 0.030 0.031 0.040
C(iO) 0.037 0.040 0 .046
C(U) 0.034 0.036 0.043
C( 12 ) 0.042 0.044 0.052
C(13) 0.042 0.060 0.054
C(14) 0.031 0.031 0.039
C(15) 0.026 0.028 0.038
C(16) 0.043 0.047 0.053
- Cont4d -
23.
fiscal tea^«r«6wre*»fact®£* parn&et&rs ars recorded is
T&bl© 17* Xntrasolecular bonded distress, iat rami ocular
o . offl@â boâ ©d ^ 6 A* and iatsrsaoleoular dist&ssc© <4 A are
eoiapliad in Tabled 18 » 19 aad 20* Table ZX lists infcerbend 
angles.
2oS» DXSCUSSXOH
w  S iB 5 » f lM a ^ B » to s te s e te 4 B >
Th© structure ©f the e£hyl«=>i©did@ adduet of
bi©« (diphenyl •» phospbinc^othylassin© has been established.
Th© sd&uct is a phesphoniusa Gesspound, quarternis&tlea taking:
place at on© P^sto® only. Results show that P{l) and P(2)
differ significantly in. their configuration P(2) is the
quartesnaaqr phosphorus occupying the centre ©f a tetrahedron
with si©aa bond angle of abeut 109° 5 ® 0®71°« The bends
around P(l) ©errespsading to a substantially sp^ hybridised
a&on have saean bosd**angle ©f 102 £ 0*7®° and would see® to
involve a large aeount of p-charastsr.
The mean P«0 (aryl) is 1*81 £ 0*02 A* while P«*C (alkyl)
❖ °i# 1*81 «» 0*05 A« These values ar© within th® rang© recorded 
ia other ooiapounds of this class (Table 33)* These values 
do aot suggest any &*»b©nd formation in P«C (aryl). This point 
i® discussed further in the susasary (Part XV).
The P(2)«H distances» 1*75 £ 0*03 A» agrees quite veil 
with the value of 1*72 A receded in the previous work but 
differs significantly froa th® other P-H distance [P(l)-H]
^  e
©f 1*88 «. 0*03 A* This differonce confirms the chemical 
distinction between th© tv© phosphorus at ©as. Since the suss 
®f th© slnglo^bend covalent radii (1*84 A) is quite close t©
'ABLE. 17,
F XWALA8IS50TR0P 1C THERMAL PARAMETERS (01.1),
»g«my n m  w.irxmmiraasai ■«v-artfcfeas-gi<«g**tf»'J»^«*«x,<M»**«*C ̂ r ia ii 'w w m u ii1 r  .........   n. mj'nahn < im iSTnnj
ATOMS
I 0.073 0oQ70 0 O075 0 a 045 0,042 0.064
p( 1) 0.022 0.028 0,030 -0 c, 003 -0.018 —0 oQ00
P(2) 0,019 0.048 0,042 -0,023 0,0!5 =0,022
FINAL ISOTROPIC THERMAL PARAMETERS (Ul.Oj 
(for Nitrogen and Carbon atoms).
fa 0.044 C(10) 0.050 C(20) Qo066
CCD 0,037 C(il) Do 039 C(21) 0,029
C(2) 0.047 C( 12) 0,063 C(22) 0,012
C(3) 0.095 C(I3) 0,091 C(23) Q.Q35
C(4) 0,056 C (14) 0, 028 C(24) 0,062
C(5) OoQSO C(15) Qc820 C(25) 0,057
C(6) 8.092 C(IS) Q.061 C(26) 0.035
C(?) 0.056 C(17) 0.061 C(27) 0.112
C(8) 0.054 C(18) 0,079 C ( 28 ) 0.141
C(9) 0.028 C(19) 0,043
table: iSc
En-fcegatoroio Bond LengthsJx^Ju 
y»ith aafcisiafcetai Siĝ idarri Psvigfcions*
PCD N 1*88(0-03) C (12 )• e(i3) 1-26(0*0?)
p(i) - CC9) 1*74(0.04) C(13) - C(14) 1.36(0.06)
PCD *» €(22) 1#81{0*03} C(X4) C(9) 1*59(0,08)
p(s) - pi- 1*75(0*03) C( 15) - €(16) 1*41(0,05)
P( 2) - c-O) 1*90(0*04) C(16) - C(17) 1.49(0.07)
P(2) - C(15) 1.77(0.04) 0(17) o C(18) 1.41(0.0?)
Hz) = C{2?) i*8X(Q0Gs) c(ia) 0(19) Io5?(0o06)
C(3) o C(4) 1*55(0.0?) C(1S) - 5(20) 1.60(0.06)
C{4) «o C(S) 1 * 34(0.0?) C(20) e(i5) Io 54(0 oOS]
C(6) c=> c(6) 1.30(0.07) C{21) - C(22) 1oS5(0o04)
C‘(6) c(?) 1.63(0.07) C(22) - 0(23) Io52(0o05)
C(?) ,C(8) I o 32(0o0?) C (23) o C(24) 1.45(0o05)
C(8) - C{3) l o 6 Q ( 0 o0?) C ( 24 ) €(25) Io51(0o06)
C(9) C(10) 1.61(0.05) €(25) • 0(26) 1.40(0.06)
C(10) = C(ll) 1.47(0.06) C(26) C ( 2 1) 1.45(0.05)
C ( M ) o £(12) lo43(0.06) C(27) «=> 0(28) 1*56(0.07)
TABLE 19,
XWTRAMOLECULAR 80fl?-8Q8D£D DISTANCES’,
p(l) 0 0 0 C(23) 2*84 0 O 0 C (21) 3*77
P M 0 0 0 p(2) 2099 H O 0 o C (23) 3 077
p(x) ooo c(i) 3 oOl N O o G e(7) 3„82
p(D 0 0 0 C(21) 3o02 c(l) 0 C 0 0(8) 3o28
p(D 0 o 0 C(2?) 305? c(l) 0 0 0 0(22) 3C 45
p(D O 0 0 0(15) 3058 C(1) 0 o o 0(3) 3c54
p«i) 0 O 0 0 (28) 3o60 c(l) 0 o o 0(21) 3*74
PCX) 0 0 0 c<2) 3082 C(x) O O 0 0(7) 3093
PCD O 0 o C(2Q) 3096 C(2) Q O 0 0(22) 3o55
P<2) o o o 0(16) 2 011 C(2) 0 6 9 0(21) 3*63
P(2) O 0 0 c (?) 2 0@i E(2) O O 0 0(8) 3*73
P(2) 0 O 0 C(20) 2084 C{2) 0 0 0 0(28) 3o85
P<2) O 0 0 ecu 2*86 C(2) O 0 0 0(7) 3099
P(2) O 0 0 C(3) 2088 C<3) o 0 0 0(5) 2054
P(2) 0 0 0 C (29) 2092 C{3) 0 0 0 0(7) 2,63
P(2) O O 0 C(2) 3065 EC3) O O 0 0(6) 2C94
N 0 0 o C(2) 2*54 C(3) o o 0 0(27) 3033
N 0 0 0 C(22) 2oS0 C(4) 0 0 0 0(6) 2 o40
N 0 O 0 C(15) 2 o9Q C<4) O 0 0 0(8) 2 06?
II 0 0 0 0(8) 2 093 C(4) o o 0 0(7) 3o01
N 0 o o 0(27) 2,99 C(5) coo 0(7) 2054
N 0 0 0 C(20) 3034 C(5) o o o 0(8) 2 *81
N 0 o o 0(28) 3053 C(6) 0 © o 0(8) 2q42
N 0 0 0 0(3) 3055 C(7) 0 o o 0(15) 3 c 16
= CQ?titfld =
TABLE ig -Corsfc«d»
KHTRÂ WQLECUtAR ffQM~SOMPEP DISTANCESa
C(7) c o p C(2B) 3.50 C(12) C O O C (19) 3 092
C(7) o o o £(16) 3.98 C(15) o o o C(2?) 2*89
C(8) 0 0 0 C (15) 2.91 £(15) o o o 0(28) 3*99
C(8) 0 0 0 C(2?) 3.06 C(16) O  0 c 0(20) 2 oS4
C(8) O O P C (20) 3.62 £(15) O O P 0(2?) 30G9
CO) o o o C(16) 3.80 C (20) o o o 0(23) 305S
C(9) o o o C(13) 2.52 C(21) P O O 0(25) 2 056
CO) o o o C(ll) 2.67 C(2l) o o o 0(23) 2*58
CO) O  o  0 c(12) 2.99 £(21) o o o 0(24) 2 c.95
C(iO) o o o C (12) 2 c5i C(22) o o o 0(26) 2oS8
£(10) 0 0 0 C(14) 2055 £(22) o o o 0(24) 2o58
C(10) o o o C(13) 2o ?9 £(22) o o o 0(25} 3C01
C(ll) ooo C (13) 2*37 £(23) o o o 0(25) 2o57
C(u) o o o C (14) 2o88 £(23) o o o 0(26) 2 089
c(n) o o o C(19) 3o?0 £(24) G O O 0(26) 2c. 48
£(12) ooo C(14) 2o40
TA8L£■2Qn
3tNTEB«fflOt£CULAB ’01 STANCES ^  4
I 09  0 C(3)v 3o59 C(ll) ooo C(20)vi£ 3o83
X O O O C<16)ii 3094 C { !«£/• ooo C(24)vii 3062
P(X 6 * » C(25)Ui 30 83 C(12) ooo C(25)^ii 3o91
c(l ooo C<28)y 3o85, C (12 ) o e o C(4)ii. 3o93
C(2 ooo C(1?)wi 3o80 C(i3) ooo C(24)vii 3o?3
C(4 0 0 0 C(26-)viii3o93 C(13) 0 0 9 C{4)ii So 7?
C<5 ooo C(£2)i 3o86 c(is) O O O C(-225¥iii 3093
C(5 0 0 0 C(i3)i 3o93 C(18) o o c C('21)eiii So 94
C(B' ooo C(25)vi So 98 , C{I8) ooo e(23}^iii 3 o 95
C(6 ooo C'(26)*i 3o71 £{18} ooo C(26)viii “ 3097
C(6 ooo C{25)vi So 85 C(1S) ■ooo C(25)vUi. So 97'
C(6 ooo C(I2)i 3o36 C(I9) ooo C(23)vUi So 89
C(? 0 9 0 C{12)£ 3099 C (22 ) o c. 0 C{25)111 3 c. 60
C(9 ooo C(28)^ ■ So 99 C(24) ooo £(26}iv ’ 3o?5
c(io) ooo C(28')v 3085
THE ENVIRONMENT OF IODINE < &So
i ooo P(2) 5o37 I ooo C<27) 5015
i ooo C(i) 4oS4 I OOO C'(10) 4022
i • 0 0 C(3) 3o5i I ooo H 5ol2
The subscripts refer to the Follcsing positions:
i y» z w Hg+Xo £-y
ii ” l + X 9 y» 2 vi i*x, ® i«2
H i ii-HP -y® -i*z vii -i+x® i-yo 1“2
it# -y* i*c-2 viii l«x® thy ® £ - *
TABU .21»
O T E R 8 0 H D  A?iCL£S ( ° K
X » 9 ( 2 ) • N 72
1 - 0 (1) - C{ 2) 147
1 * C(3) • P(2) 1X3
I - C(3) «9 C(4) 102
X - C(27) - C(28) 84
I - C(10) C(X1) 91
p(l) - N - P(2) 111
1 . N P(l) 118
N = P(2) «S» C(27) 112
C(2?) - P(2) <S» C(15) 104
C(15) - P(2) C(8) 105
C(8) - P(2) - N 109
CCS) - P(2) - C(27) 113
N - P(2) - 0(15) 114
n - P(l) . C(22) 103
n - P(i) - C(9) 102
C(22) - P(D c» C(9) 100
c(3) - 0(4) - C(6) 125
C(4) - C(S) “ 0(6) 122
C(5) - C<6) - C(7) 132
C(S) - 0(7) C(8) 106
C{7) 0(8) “ C{3) 130
C<8> 0(3) C(4) 105
0(9) - 0(10) - C(ll) 122
0(10) C90(11) - C(X2) U 8
C(ll) - 0(12) - C(l3) 121
C(12) • 0(13) - C(14) 130
C(X3) 0(14) - C{9) 120
0(14) ■sa 0(9) - C(10) 108
C(15) • 0(16) C(27) 120
0(16) 0(17) - C(X8) 122
0(17) - 0(18) - C(18) 124
0(18) • 0(19) - C(20) 110
0(19) - 0(20) - C(15) 128
C(20) - 0(15) - 0(16) 118
0(21) - 0(22) - C{23) 116
C(22) <39 0(23) - C(24) 121
C(23) - 0(24) - C{25) 120
0(24) C90(25) - C(26) 118
0(26) - 0(26) <=3C(21) 126
0(26) 0(21) • C(22) 118
C(l2
)
ethyliodide adduct of BIS-(DIPHENYL-PHOSPHINO)-ETHYLAIYIINE.
fig. 5. Atomic arrangements as viewed down the a-axis.
& 3 o
a  ®l»BB « ®°®3 A* this valise is probably tlm first ©sample of
a t m  single bossd reported for this class of e©mp©imds0
Th© non-linearity of the F«H*P skeleton is ©@t&fol±sh@d9
the angle P*»N»P b©isg 111°14 *» Is 6®* This value is sssaller
than any reported la the phosphonitrills systems (Paddock, 19&&)
which, support© the statement ssada In Fart X that the nitrogen
in the P»N®3? system is in a different environment fres that
in the other systems so far freestIgated*
Th© closest approach between P(2)* and X** 1® 5°37 • ®°0i A*
Investigation. of fch© surroundings of the iodide Ion revealed
« »  ®that P(l) is ®v©n further away fross X (at > 6  4) and that
•a . eH is at 5° 11 * 0cO3 A® . The structures of several quaternary 
nitrogen compounds containing have h@@n studied and
e
all the shortest » J °  distances reported ar© less tteaa 5 A*
In the crystal structure analyses of e&raeurigie XX dimafchiodid©
and isacusine^A iodide (MePh&il et ale 1961, 19^3) the shortest
+  m  ©N m  J  distances are 4®42t 4° 52 &&& 4° 53 A* McKay et &1>
©
(1955) also reported a value of 4° 38 A in morphine hydrio&idco
Hence all the evidence supports the view that quaternis&tien
occurs at one of the phosphorus atoms and not at the nitrogen
atom of the F-H-P system®
It seecss that si&e end shape are the factors controlling
the packing of the molecule rather than charge «>
The closest contacts between X*° and the carbon atoas
o m
***® 3*51 and 4°13 A* which agree well with the shortest C«»»X
o
4istaaaea of *}°669 3°87 and 3°9& A in caracurine XI 
tiioethiodide (MoPhail and Hobertson* 1961)1 3*74 and 3° 94 A
sported in hunterbusvsizi3«»P ss©thiodid© (Asher® 1963) •






Packing of the molecules in projection doum the c-axis.
X® v£m? of the* r©3Lative&y high stsiBi&arcl deviations
(fal)ld^ } eastesssiy© discussion of the boad^leqgths between
light atom© will mot b® attempted* l0sj@f©rs the value©
obtained as*© in geseal agrees®at. *rifch moroally accepted mines
fhe average oartooa (ep^)-carbon (spw) bend length is 1«56 Ag
©this i© similar to the accepted value* of I° 547 A in diamond*
Th® mean. bond angle of the boassne rings is about 120®, hut
&the averag© aromatic carbon-carbon bond length is 1*47 A
©tfhich is much longer than the expeeted value of 1°397 A 
(Sutton ©t &jhe 195S) ♦




Theoretical Coiscc&pt of bonding ±n 
Bis-(di phenyl ~pho»phiao) ©thy lamine~se©lybdemss3~tetraearfe©isyls 
The bonding in this cc-c-iples: may ho viewed as one ^hich 
involves two major components, On one hand, the bend 
formation between the phoophin© lifiind, aad the metal 
molybdenum; and* on the other ham, the bond between the metal 
and the carbonyl group. Bach of these involves aeinly the 
formation of 0 « bond and probably accompanied by «-boad 
formation due to bach - co~ordination*
In the case of a aefal»c&rbonyl format ion, a 9 « bond 
is formed by a dative overlap of the filled carbon 0 ® orbital 
with an empty metal & ©* orbital* (Fig* la). Xn order to 
stabilise the 0 «» bond, there is dissipation of the excess 
negative charge from the d^orbital of the metal into an empty 
anti«»bonding p«orbi£al of the carbon* Thus a
back-bonding* (Fig. lb)* accompanies th© formation of a ® - bond
J&tgrammotrle representation of the whole mechanism can be made 
terms of the faience Bond Theory (Cotton at alo *1̂ 62) 0
Fig. la. The formation of M«C 0 - bond*
Fig. lb M«*C 0 • bend and t-bond formation.
is' seen to lower til© C«®0 bond order and this should result is. 
the inor®a®a in S*»0 carbonyl bond length compared with its 
value in free CO. Th© above mechanism gives both MQ**€
<M) partial double bond character, thus up to a point the 
effect ef «J « bond formation strengthens th© ^bonding and 
vie® versa.
Th© mechanism becomes mor® complicated if the metal carbonyl 
is completed to sous© other electron donorso Up till now it is 
still not possible to detest 0 — ft synergic bonding in complexes* 
with P, As orS by infra rod? but, it is generally assumed 
that .seme X-*b ousting is associated with these poor s>electron 
donorso Poilhl&nc aacl Bigorgn© (1962) working on th© 
triphenyl-phosphine—molybtiezuisa tricarbonyl found that th© 
carbonyl frequency which occur© at 1980 oa*-̂  in molybdenum
w o * !  * * - ' ‘1hoxacarbonyl is lowered to 1835 cm and. 1934 ca” in th© 
triphenyl phosphlne complex* The decrease in th© value ©f 
frequency is due to th© strong &»hocding between th© ssetal ion 
a»d th© carbon of th© carbonyl group® This in effect will 
reduce the C«*0 bond order and results in C«0 bond lengthening.
Th© estont to which this order is lowered is dependent on the 
nature of the substituezsts attached to phosphorus.
*lect roaegat i vity i© the chief factor influencing the 
8ub®titu©.mt groups. The C-0 stretching frequency in 
Myi(co) ^ was found alascst same as that in Ni(CC^»
(Bigorgu® aad Zialwer* 19 60).
system i© correct» and* assuming that the phosphorus doss met 
interact with the ft^bondlng in the conjugated systeaa (hen&one) 
to which it i© attached, it is reasonable to assume that the 
bonding between the ligand «* PUP «» and th© metal -» molybdenum ® 
is similar to that between carbonyl group and the metal« 
Donation of electrons by th© phosphorus atom to the central 
metal atom will result in a ef«»b©nd formation. Fig* 2a®
A transfer of the excess negative charge on the metal into the 
empty d~orhital of phosphorus will result in & 
back bonding which helps to strengthen the e*»bond formation and 
vice versa® In a P$P'•molybdenum carbonyl ©oeplex9 th© 
presence of a CO group (a better n^bender) will reduce th© 
amount of ^bonding in the Mo-P bond* This effect will fe© 
transmitted into the PKP system and the resultant P^N bond o.rd-uj 
is increased® If the above operation is correct, on© expects 
to have shorter average P-H bond length in PMPM©{CO}^ than 
in PNPPdCl?, say.
Fig* 2d.. Formation, of Mo~P a-bond and back bonding®
Th® existoac© of u^boadisig in Mo—P would result in the
lowering of C**0 bond order which would necessitate A owes" 
stretching frequency* Payns and Valker (I9&5) recorded
s mtoa- of  ̂ite if© i-si frs^Mmey of
$2i©. e&rbotfsyl i& ©f fSi;*©{GI>jf £ ©M.is vaisss is lesss tfeaB
« 1tits-, value- ~ r&coraoei ite i2io €2-9 ©ix^isMs©
•frequency in molybdenum hexateairbonylo Thus mt® aspects 
.the £«==© bond length ±n FK'PliS2©(€©}|, be linger' bhmit
the -value in molybdenum he&aoarbonyl or is fro© &&*
, ©they factor which, could be in favour or ageingt 
ttk© fl«boiMii:D& iti ineiudb effective m rms?i®,pp±t% ©f if©
• d«p©rbit&lSo • This overlap t© some ©stent is governed by th 
M@=P dl©tan.ce .and P«*p©*»P bead angle* The s a »  could fee* 
said of the FH-P skeleton in this comples* It. te s@e@©sas© 
therefore to collect store inf orsmt-i ©is to eub© tasi'tis is -shs
.lowering or- 'th& -increasing of all the bond .orders . 
discussed0 Th® establishment- -of ife© structure and
• ’Stereoebamistry of fei@~(diphenyl«*phosphJLsa© )ethylju&£s!©«>» 
s&©Xybd®majsi«£-©tr&earfeonyX would thus ho of assista©s© is 
th© understanding of the various bondings -involved ® &©©?©© 
■the X«$s&y crystal structure, analysis was . undertakeho’
a9<
3,2* C&Y&VM* M S
.Tb© crystals of bia^dipfeeayl^pfeespfelne) "©thyl&ssln©** 
•molybdenum^t st^ao&^b onyi»
[(C^Jg.Pfit* ( S ^ )  •*» (C^^gjMco)^] {©©X, vi* 6 2 1 *%) as*©
*&«erthorhoiBbiot T*fe© trnit cell dimanaioas are a « 16*9 « 0*03,
*  ^  © 
fe « 1?°21 *• 0*04?: e « 20*16 « 0*0% A and the veluas© ©f th©
«a »  " * *
@ Q
anit oell ® 5791 A ■ f » 1*45 g/c® (by floatation la
El solution) $ Pcl?i ~ 1*42 g/esj $ *' 3» F(000) <s 2528*
,  ®|t foa* CuSa « mdiation (X » 1*542 A) is ^0*0 es *
All atoms occupy a general oigls.t«*fold set of positions*
I*2*, “ l i ? 5  * I^Bsefe e 1 8 6 0  * M.Pt* » 2 0 ? t 1 ®C.
3*3*- SPACE (JROUP EBfffl
The space g&oap was uniquely determined frogs th© follosfiag 
syffltossstic absence©*«
h&© i isfeoa fe*k is odd 
fed 4 ° A i® odd
OkX s n k is odd
feOO i » h i® odd
Ok© s " & is odd
001 s * 1 is odd
Those conditions are satisfied by the space group Ptocn 
<"£>• Ko* 6o)*
The crystal system was found from oscillation photographs? 
aa& ̂ fee unit call parameters wore deteMasd from rotation and 
aoytsg filsa photographs* Tfeo reciprocal lattice eras employed 
4y reoordlssgr th© iatoasitios- of the hOl to bTX layers with a
a Volaftonbos’g sasara» 3x« tensities wore estimated visually 
using th® s'fce-|3̂ ©dg@ tdobjniquo and aft®? th© normal Lorentg* 
polarisation and Tun©!! fsotorfe had been applied® If 00 
5ton*»ss@P® &mdgp©rsdmi& s t o s  tur© amplitudes « w ©  ©valuat®do 
3«5o STfiffCTSmE BETEHmtATIOlf
A trial set of co-ordinates for th© £&©Xyhdemu3 atom 
was obtained from a sharpened thrse^disiention&l Patterson 
synthesis0 Th® SfcaooMo vectors ©^peeted fey th© application of 
th© Pbon symmetry are given in Table (22} 0 Fres such a 
Patterson mep9 MCoooMe vector p©ak is ©speeiod at J ® 2&9 
i - 2jr* i I this peak marked A in F£gaX was found ©n sectioa lit 
V © hO/skOo Th® values of s and y wg?s first worked out frens 
this double weight paako Also Moo o oM© vector peaks espeetad 
at O 0 « 2y0 J$ and at i 0 io i “ were found oss sections at 
▼ e @0/24© and ¥ & 120/24© respectively*, These are marked 
B and C in Figs* 2 and 3c Press these vector peaks the y 
and g co-ordinates of Bg© atom were worked out and these 
values w©r© confirmed by th® e©**©rdin© tea derived from th® 
single weight peak at 2&s 2y^ 2s on section at ¥ * 80/24©
Th© eo=*ordinat©3 obtained for the molybdenum atom 
in this way wares
3&/& « ©o3Sl0 y/b » Qo52hv ss/e » 001@6 c 
Since these co-ordinates are in general positions they should 
give a satisfactory phase determination of the structure 
factor •> Th® first set of structure factors calculated using 
these values for the co-ordinates gav© an B—valu© of 5>0%z
Th© probable signs given by th© molybdenum atom wer© used 
vith th© observed structure sisaolitud® coefficients to ©©mpisfe
-ATOMIC VECTORS, 
4 “ ^o4-yfi4<-2 4 * * « 4~y«“2 ~ * 9y®4**
- 4+2x>>4*2y<>4 4 e 4 *2 y P-2 2 2x s0 , 4*22
4«2x04~2ys4 «9 - 2 x 0QP4+2£ 4s4 - 2 y 922
4 « i ^ V s  “ 2s 2 X g 0 p 4^‘ 1* 4+2xP4 - 2 y ,4
-*® y»4“ * - 2x 6 0 , 4 -2 2 4 s 4 *2 y p~ 2 i 4 “2xP4 *2 y 1(4 C5>
—Xp ,  w2 - 2x i)- 2 yp- 2 2 4 * 4 * 4 -2 2 4 -2x ,4»Q Os-2y04
i + x p i * y ffi “ 2 4 , 4 , 4 - 2 2 2x p2 yp«22 O02 y 54 4<»2xsi <,o
4 - 2 x p4 5o Q» 2 y P4 - 2x P2y P22 4s4s4«2 i
*® -y # 4 * * Os~2yP4 4 *2 x t,4*Q 4»4c4«2g 2x , - 2y p2 i
- x ^ - y ^ * 4 * * s 4 * y * 4 - £ 4-«p4^ys2 » f l - y * 4 «
x pyp2 2 x , 2y, 2 2 4$ i p  4 *22 4'fi’2x i,4eO 0 p2 y 94
4 - * s 4 ‘* y » 4 ^ 4 * 4s4*22 - 2x » - 2y 92z 0 * - 2 y P4 4—25*, 4s ®
44-2^9i « y 0«2 4 * 2 x 04 j>o Op- 2 y P4 2 x D- 2 y p-22 4?4ff 4 —22
- « PyP4 -2 0»2ya4 4 - 2 x P 4s o 4 s 4 s 4 -2 i - 2 x p2yp-2 3
- * p -  y ^ - * • 4 - 2 x P4«2y24 4 s 4 -2 y P-2 2 - 2x P0 94c-2 s
4+Kf4*yp4»z 4 * 2 x P4 * 2 y P4 «s» 2 x p0 ,4 -2 2 4s4<-2yp-2 s
4 -*® 4 *y p * 4 * 4 * 2 y p22 -2x4,0 ,4^22 <s» 4»4+2 y p- 2 *
X p-ye i+z 2 x 9Q9£ * 2 z 4o4*°2yP22 4 *2 x P4 - 2 y P4 C3
©  o:
fij - 2. 3*& Sfwpmd PaNMdn SaeHon V* x/z 
Contour icd li a^uolj orbihrorij.
* A ;A
Mo-Mo voctor at V *  +°/'4<>,W«14.0 
Contour scolo «<jaalU) arbitrary. L
K ,  I.
CanKur sc«l« a^a a ll^  o r b ik r t f ^
th© first >*B Fourisr syathcsia* The outcome was a host of 
diffraction ripples around molybdenum, phosphorus and the 
fourth oxygon5 0(4)* which initially coalesced with its carbon* 
0(6). However* two peaks were 'prominent and equidistant fress 
the molybdenum at obi tfca distances calculated justified 
MS*? bond lengths* Therefore* these two peaks were included 
with Ms in th® next round of structure»f&etor calculations«
R fell to 39?U
With these more reliable signs th© second Fourier synthesis 
was computed with all th© 1 ?00 non«*s@r© terms* The taap 
obtained revealed the hexusen© rings attached to the two 
phosphorus atoms* the F1IP skeleton and th© probable positions 
of th© first three carbonyl groups® In th© midst of 
diffraction ripples still left s only the 24~£&rhon atoms of th® 
phenyl groups could be located with some precision* Hence only 
27 out of the 38 no3i-*hydr©g©n atom© of th® complex were included 
in the third round of phase determining process* Th® 
reliability**factor at this stage was 29°4$* Th® third Fourier 
synthesis computed gave th® positions of all the atoms*
R-fact or was down to 24 »4̂ U
At this stage» It was decided that refinement of atomic 
parameters by the least ̂squares method might prove better and 
faster than by Fourier syntheses*
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The block-diagonal element 3 of the 1 east-sqaares program®®
•>vere used* The weighting scheme and the shift-factors adopted
are same as before* Anisotropic temperature factors were 
assigns  ̂to th® Molybdenum* phosphorus and- -oxygen stoats while
co u r s e or AKftL-vsis,
1700 Reflections for th© 3-D Patterson synthesis.
Found fffolybdsnum atom,
lato Structurs-factor calculations, S$Q s .  4oiol?2(th0 tamp* facto*)
R b 50$
1 0 2 0 Reflections for the 1st. 3-D Fourier synthesis*
Found fffo 4> 2P
2nd* Structurs^factor-calculatiori'egBp * 4.0ofP
R « 39$
3L70Q Reflection® for the 2nd. 3«D-Fourier synthesis*
Found IHo * 2P » 24C
3rd* Structure-factor calculations, 8^ * 3* §G$2
R * 29*4$
1700 Reflection® for the 3rd* 3-0 Fourier synthesis.
Found All the 38 atoRss (n©n«hydroQ®n)0
4th0 Structure-?actor caleulatioo3e Bq^  b 305oR2
R s 24»4$
let* Cycle of S.F.L.S. Refinements, 8jg0(anisotropic) 0
R b 16o6$
2nd. Cycle of SoFoLS. Refinement,
R » 11©79$
3rd* Cycle of SoF.t.S. Refinement, S^pBp,8QpB^anisotropic)o
R b 10.47$
4th. Cycle of SoF0L©S« Refinement#
R * 10c04$
5th0 Cycle of S.FoL.S. Refinement,
R * 10o00$
fith? Cycle of S.F.t.S,. -Rsfinaosnt9 Data rassaled©
Final. R a 9 „ 4 5 &
32<
the remaining were given is ©triple t ©mperatur& factors.
Convergence was attained. after sis cycles of Le&8t«»squ&res •
The final agreement was 9°45/»* Th© whole eourss of* analysis 
i@ a© shown on Table 23,
3«7* RESULTS
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The final scaled e'easmd and caleulated structure 
amplitudes are compiled in Table 24* Table 25' eont&ins 
th© atosris co-ordinates and their correspcndiag standard 
deviations are listed in Table 26* The thermal vibr&fcios© 
occupy Table 27* Th© inter~&tei&ic bond^lengths with th@ir 
respective standard deviations are compiled in Table 28* 
Inter~atossie bond angles are recorded in Table 29 with their
corresponding standard deviations* ■ Xatra~sei©culmr and
©inter*»i3©X©cuXar distances A are listed in Tables 3© and 31 
respectivolys Table 32 consists of th© deviation of atoms
from some selected mean planes, and some important dihedral 
angles »
TABLE 24.
H K L | f o |  Fc H K L | f o | Fc H K
0 0 2 2 6 9 .4 -3 6 9 .2 11 0 12 9 9 .7 9 7 .5 11 1
0 0 4 1 3 .6  14 .6 11 0 14 4 8 .2 - 5 0 .3 11 1
0 0 6 3 4 1 .6  3 3 4 .2 11 0 18 4 1 .4 4 4 .6 11 1
0 0 8 3 0 4 .6 -3 1 8 .3 12 0 0 2 7 4 .9 2 5 8 .4 11
0 0 10 2 3 5 .3  2 2 6 .6 12 0 2 9 7 .8 - 8 6 .6 11 1
0 0 12 2 3 .2  2 7 .2 12 6 5 3 .7 5 5 .9 11 1
0 0 14 2 0 7 .S -1 9 9 .2 12 0 8 6 2 .3 - 6 9 .5 11 1
0 0 16 2 6 1 .8  2 5 7 .7 12 0 10 51.1 5 3 .2 11 1
0 0 18 1 4 3 .1 -1 3 6 .0 12 0 14 11 1 .7 - 11 4 .7 11 1
0 0 24 4 5 .2  -3 8 .1 12 0 16 104.1 116.8 11 1
1 0 2 2 6 0 .9 -3 1 6 .7 12 0 18 3 1 .0 - 3 4 .0 11 1
0 4 1 2 5 .0  11 4 .2 12 0 20 15 .0 9 .6 11 1
1 0 6 1 4 9 .8 -1 3 5 .0 13 0 2 1 5 7 .6 - 132.1 11 1
0 8 6 3 .4  4 8 .0 13 0 4 102.1 10 3 .7 1 1
0 10 1 7 7 .0  146.2 13 0 6 3 3 -5 - 3 4 .9 11 1
0 12 2 4 7 .7 -2 7 1 .8 13 0 10 4 2 .0 3 8 .8 11 1
0 14 170.1 15 7 .5 13 0 12 5 8 .5 - 6 4 .6 11 1
0 16 4 9 .2  4 6 .0 13 0 14 8 1 .3 8 6 .3 1 1
0 18 1 3 2 .6 -1 3 0 .9 13 0 18 4 4 .3 - 5 5 .2 11 1
0 20 5 3 .0  5 4 .9 13 0 20 4 6 .2 4 3 .9 11 1
0 22 5 4 .3  - 5 0 .3 14 0 0 1 7 3 .0 - 172.3 12 1
0 24 2 0 .8  2 0 .8 14 0 2 10 9 .2 108.1 12 1
2 0 0 3 3 1 .7 -5 7 0 .3 14 0 8 8 6 .7 7 7 .8 12 1
2 0 2 2 6 8 .4  296.1 14 0 10 4 7 .9 -5 1 .1 12 1
2 0 4 4 9 .7  33 .1 14 0 14 8 1 .3 7 9 .8 12 1
2 0 6 1 5 .5  1 5 .9 14 0 16 9 4 .2 - 1 0 9 .0 12 1
2 0 g 4 6 .7  4 6 .7 14 0 18 5 7 .0 5 4 .5 12 1
2 0 10 1 2 0 .0 -1 1 3 .8 16 0 0 9 6 .4 9 7 .6 12 1
2 0 12 3 8 .4  2 8 .4 16 0 2 5 3 .8 - 5 5 .3 12 1
2 0 14 1 7 1 .5  162.1 16 0 14 4 6 .1 -4 6 .0 12 1
2 0 16 2 0 8 .2 -2 1 0 .1 16 0 16 4 5 .2 5 1 .3 12 1
2 0 18 7 2 .7  7 5 .0 17 0 2 2 3 .2 -1 9 .4 12 1
3 2 1 8 3 .9  168 .9 17 0 4 2 5 .1 -1 8 .8 12 1
0 4 7 4 .6  -7 6 .2 17 0 6 3 8 .6 37.1 12 1
0 6 14 9 .8  141 .3 17 0 10 2 8 .0 -2 3 .7 12 1
0 8 3 0 .5  -3 0 .0 18 0 6 5 3 .8 5 3 .9 12 1
3- 0 10 7 6 .1  7 1 .2 18 0 8 7 6 .4 -6 7 .5 12 1
3 0 12 1 0 5 .0  95 .1 18 0 10 2 7 .3 3 1 .8 13 1
3 0 14 9 1 .0  -7 8 .3 19 0 2 3 6 .3 -3 3 .7 13 1
3 0 18 2 4 .2  2 1 .3 19 0 4 7 8 .9 7 9 .3 13 1
3 0 24 2 8 .3  -2 4 .2 19 0 6 7 1 .2 -6 9 .1 13 1
k 0 0 3 2 0 .7 -3 2 3 .6 19 0 8 16 .2 -1 8 .6 13 1
0 2 1 5 8 .0 -1 7 9 .7 19 0 10 6 0 .7 6 1 .3 14 1
4 0 4 1 7 1 .7 -1 5 5 .7 19 0 12 3 2 .7 - 4 1 .3 14 1
* 0 6 8 8 .7  - 6 8 .4 20 0 4 4 .0 - 3 9 .e 14 1
4 0 8 2 2 0 .2  2 1 0 .8 20 0 2 2 7 .5 2 5 .7 14 1
4 0 10 1 6 0 .2 -1 5 9 .5 20 0 6 6 3 .0 - 6 o .3 14 1
4 0 12 2 0 .0  11 .7 20 81 .1 8 7 .5 15 1
4 0 14 6 6 .2  - 6 0 .6 21 0 2 2 4 .2 2 2 .9 15 1
4 0 16 4 1 .0  3 8 .6 21 0 4 4 7 .3 - 5 1 .0 15 1
0 18 4 2 .0  3 8 .6 7 22 3 0 .0 2 7 .0 15 1
4 0 22 6 1 .2  - 6 1 .9 7 24 2 1 .7 - I 8 . 0 15 1
u 0  24 6 8 .8  6 3 .7 8 1 53 .1 5 7 .4 15 1
5 0 2 2 1 6 .4  1 8 7 .6 8 2 6 8 .0 - 5 7 .9 15 1
5 0 4 8 8 .5  - 8 8 .4 8 3 6 9 .1 - 7 4 .4 15 1
5 0 6 1 8 9 .0  188.1 8 4 139 .7 135.1 15 1
5 0 8 5 9 .6  4 8 .7 8 5 1 0 9 .7 107 .5 15 1
5 0 10 1 3 1 .4 -1 1 8 .6 8 6 4 4 .9 - 4 4 .9 15 1
5 0 12 1 3 0 .2  125.4 S 7 3 9 .7 -3 5 -7 15 1
5 0 14 4 9 .2  -4 5 .1 e 2 5 .2 14 .9 15 1
5 0 18 2 4 .2  3 0 .7 p 9 4 6 .8 - 5 2 .5 16 1
5 0 24 2 4 .4  2 8 .5 8 10 4 7 .0 4 8 .9 16 1
6 0 0 5 1 .3  4 8 .3 p 11 8 5 .3 8 7 .5 16 1
6 0 2 6 5 .4  - 7 1 . I 8 12 4 0 .3 - 5 0 .9 16 1
6 0 4 5 8 .7  - 4 9 .9 13 5 4 .6 - 5 6 .9 16 1
6 0 6 2 0 1 .9  189.8 8 15 4 o .o 35.1 16 1
6 0 8 2 8 0 .9 -2 7 5 .8 e 17 3 0 .8 2 4 .6 16 1
6 0 10 14o .9  14 2 .7 s 18 2 4 .5 - 1 5 .6 16 1
6 0 16 5 9 .0  5 6 .8 8 19 4 2 .5 -4 5 .8 16 1
6 0 18 5 3 .8  - 6 0 . I 20 2 6 .9 2 7 .5 16 1
6 0 22 102 .5  105.8 e 21 47 .1 4 2 .7 16 1
6 0 24 1 0 6 .2 -1 1 1 .1 22 3 0 .7 - 3 2 .2 16 1
7 0 2 2 1 5 .0 -1 9 8 .9 23 2 0 .9 - 2 0 .3 2
7 0 4 2 9 7 .5  2 7 3 .8 9 1 117 .6 103.0 2
7 0 6 2 9 5 .5 -3 1 6 .7 9 2 2 3 .0 15 .9 0 2
7 0 g 8 1 .2  -6 5 .4 9 3 6 9 .6 65.1 0 2
7 0 10 142 .9  137 .2 9 4 1 9 .4 - 1 2 .4 2
7 0 12 1 5 5 .0 -1 6 4 .8 9 5 8 7 .0 9 5 -5 2
7 14 4 3 .8  42 .1 9 6 5 9 .5 - 6 3 .2 2
7 0 18 5 0 .5  - 5 6 .2 9 7 10 6 .4 119.2 0 2
7 0 20 1 2 6 .4  111 .2 9 8 6 6 .9 6 7 .3 0 2
7 0 22 7 9 .6  -6 9 .1 9 9 111.1 128.2 0 2
7 0 24 3 7 .5  - 3 0 .3 9 10 e i . i -10 2 .2 2
a 0 0 14 9 .9 -*< )1 .7 9 11 3 7 .6 - 3 6 .0 0
0 2 7 2 .2  6 6 .0 9 13 2 4 .9 -21 1 2
e 0 6 2 1 8 .7 -2 2 3 .5 9 14 2 5 .3 2 6 .2 2
0 3 1 3 .3  336.1 9 15 7 1 .9 8 2 .0 0 2
8 0 10 1 3 3 .5 -1 3 9 .4 9 16 5 0 .5 - 4 8 .6
8 0 12 2 2 .6  2 3 .8 9 17 5 5 .2 -6 2 .1 2
14 2 3 .8  2 3 .8 9 18 2 3 .8 2 1 .2 2
8 0 16 7 5 .1  - 7 1 .0 9 19 2 2 .5 18.8 0 2
0 18 4 6 .8  5 1 .6 9 21 2 9 .7 3 1 .9 0 2
8 0 22 1 0 7 .5 -1 1 3 .9 9 22 3 2 .4 -4 0 . 1 2
0 24 5 5 .6  7 9 .9 9 23 4 1 .7 -5 2 .1 1 2
9 0 2 3 5 .7  -2 8 .3 10 1 2 0 .0 -1 8 .5 1 2
9 0 4 1 3 7 .0 -1 2 7 .5 10 2 5o .8 6 9 .8 1 2
9 6 12 2 .9  10 8 .7 3 15 4 .3 158.1 1 2
9 0 2 9 .2  2 9 .0 10 4 6 5 .7 - 6 0 .8 1 2
9 0 10 1 5 5 .7 -1 5 4 .6 10 5 157.1 -16 8 .5 1 2
9 0 18 2 7 .9  3 3 .2 10 6 3 6 .7 9 4 .4 1 2
20 6 1 .8  -6 2 .4 10 7 54 .4 5 0 .8 1
9 0 22 3 1 .0  3 1 .5 10 9 5 1 .3 5 3 .0 1 2
10 4 2 8 .0  2 3 .6 10 10 5 0 .9 - 4 6 .6 1 2
10 0 6 7 6 .7  71 .1 10 11 122.7 145.9 1 2
10 0 1 5 8 .2 -1 5 8 .2 10 12 5 0 .0 5 3 .7 1 2
10 0 10 3 2 .3  30 .8 10 13 7 3 .° 9 0 .5 1 2
10 0 14 75 .1  7 5 .6 10 15 2 5 .3 - 2 4 .6 1 2
10 0 16 4 l . o  -4 4 .7 10 16 2 4 .5 2 2 .7 1 2
10 0 18 2 9 .3  - 2 6 .e 10 17 3 4 .0 -4 4 .1 1 2
10 0 2? 3 8 .5  4 o .9 10 18 3 2 .3 2 9 .8 1 2
11 2 145.6  124 .3 10 19 8 5 .4 3 9 .3 1 2
11 0 4 115 .4  -9 9 .4 10 20 3 3 .7 - 4 2 .7 1 2
11 0 6 3 4 .5  3 0 .6 10 21 63.1 -7 0 .4 1 2
11 0 10 5 2 .8  5 2 .3 lu 22 2 3 .3 2 4 .7 1 2
L w Fc H K L |p o | Fc H K L M Fc
0 4 8 .0 4 1 .2 1 2 22 2 8 .2 20 .1 8 2 2 9 7 .5 - 103.8
1 117 .7 11 1 .3  • 1 2 23 2 5 .6 - 2 5 .9 8 2 5 7 9 .0 8 2 .3
3 6 7 .3 - 6 2 .e 2 2 0 8 9 .6 - 9 6 .4 8 2 6 3 4 .8 3 6 .2
5 9 1 .6 - 9 4 .4 2 2 1 1 6 4 .9 -2 2 0 .9 8 2 7 1 7 9 .9 - 199.8
6 7 0 .6 7 1 .6 2 2 3 18.1 2 1 .2 8 2 9 173.2 172 .6
7 138 .2 146.4 2 2 4 2 8 .3 2 6 .2 8 2 14 8 4 .5 - 8 5 .7
8 6 7 .4 - 6 6 .5 2 2 5 1 4 8 .0 - 143.4 8 2 15 3 2 .3 2 7 .2
9 8 7 .0 - 9 8 .3 2 2 6 120.5 128.5 8 2 16 56.1 5 4 .5
10 5 2 .5 4 7 .5 2 2 8 1 4 0 .9 - 135 .6 8 2 17 3 9 .2 - 4 2 .0
11 38 .1 4 2 .5 2 2 9 6 4 .2 6 3 .5 8 2 18 31.1 - 3 0 .7
12 2 5 .3 2 2 .5 2 2 10 6 0 .6 6 4 .5 8 2 21 5 0 .7 4 9 .9
13 2 5 .4 3 2 .2 2 2 11 9 7 .6 - 100.2 8 2 23 8 0 .8 - 7 8 .0
15 5 5 .5 - 6 2 .2 2 2 12 5 1 .8 - 4 9 .6 9 2 2 4 8 .2 - 3 6 .3
16 24 .1 18 .2 2 2 13 4 7 .5 -4 8 .2 9 2 3 2 9 .9 3 4 .5
17 5 4 .0 5 6 .0 2 2 14 2 0 .4 2 2 .6 9 2 4 3 5 .2 3 6 .9
18 2 6 .5 - 2 4 .0 2 2 15 190 .7 186 .0 9 2 5 9 1 .2 - 8 4 .6
19 3 4 .5 - 3 4 .6 2 2 16 22 .1 - 2 2 .8 9 2 7 7 1 .4 6 6 .7
20 1 9 .5 - 1 4 .8 2 2 17 1 2 1.6- 123.8 9 2 9 8 3 .7 7 9 .0
21 1 8 .5 -1 6 .1 2 2 18 3 9 .7 - 3 5 .3 9 2 10 4 9 .6 - 5 5 .3
22 1 9 .0 2 3 .1 2 2 22 5 9 .4 5 1 .2 9 2 11 43.1 - 3 6 .9
1 16 .2 14.1 2 2 24 5 8 .2 - 5 3 .8 9 2 12 5 4 .2 - 6 o .4
2 2 3 .0 -1 7 .1 2 2 25 3 0 .4 3 1 .4 9 2 13 39.1 36 . r
3 ■82.9 -7 3 .1 3 2 1 114 .9 117.8 9 2 19 3 5 .0 2 7 .7
4 5 4 .8 5 1 .7 3 2 3 100 .6 9 7 .8 9 2 21 5 5 .6 - 5 2 .2
5 9 4 .7 9 6 .9 3 2 4 148.1 154 .9 10 2 0 3 8 .9 -2 2 .2
6 4 9 .8 - 4 4 .7 3 2 5 6 6 .3 6 4 .1 10 2 1 5 1 .5 -3 9 .4
7 4 8 .7 - 4 7 .0 3 2 6 9 7 .9 - 9 7 .0 10 2 5 4 3 .0 - 4 4 .3
9 2 7 .4 - 2 3 .5 3 2 7 3 8 .4 3 4 .5 10 2 6 3 0 .5 3 3 .7
10 6 0 .8 6 6 .2 3 2 9 64.1 - 6 o .3 10 2 7 6 5 .6 7 1 .3
11 5 5 .6 6 4 .3 3 2 10 4 6 .9 4 4 .3 10 2 8 6 7 .3 -7 7 .1
12 1 8 .0 -1 8 .3 3 2 11 5 5 .7 - 5 2 .0 10 2 9 6 0 .0 - 5 8 .0
13 4 3 .6 -4 9 .0 3 2 12 2 6 .4 - 1 6 .4 10 2 12 3 5 .0 - 3 1 .4
15 2 9 .4 2 4 .9 3 2 13 3 0 .5 2 2 .7 10 2 14 3 9 .7 4 4 .3
18 2 8 .4 - 2 5 .9 3 2 15 4 o .8 - 3 8 .3 10 2 15 3 2 .2 30 .1
19 4 4 .3 - 3 9 .0 3 2 16 28 .1 -3 1 .8 10 2 16 3 4 .6 -4 4 .2
20 4 1 .4 42.1 3 2 17 2 8 .7 - 2 7 .3 11 2 1 5 9 .8 - 4 8 .8
21 3 9 .4 4 6 .5 3 2 22 3 9 .0 - 3 9 .9 11 2 3 5 6 .0 5 5 .2
0 3 4 .0 2 3 .6 4 2 0 216.1 2 4 o .9 11 2 4 5 6 .8 5 2 .3
8 5 2 .4 5 3 .5 4 2 1 130.6 133 .0 11 2 5 2 8 .8 -1 7 .8
9 3 5 .9 38.1 4 2 2 170.7 174 .6 11 2 6 4 6 .4 -3 9 .8
12 3 0 .6 33.1 4 2 3 9 o .o 6 2 .0 11 2 7 3 0 .0 2 3 .2
14 2 3 .8 -2 6 .0 4 2 4 7 9 .2 - 7 6 .4 11 2 8 3 0 .5 - 3 4 .0
2 4 6 .8 - 3 9 .7 4 2 6 6 9 .3 - 7 6 .0 11 2 10 5 4 .8 5 5 .7
3 25 .1 -1 3 .6 4 2 7 142.6 140 .0 11 2 11 2 8 .7 - 2 6 .0
10 25 .1 -2 3 .2 4 2 e 3 0 .3 2 2 .2 11 2 13 7 2 .4 7 1 .6
11 2 4 .7 2 0 .3 4 2 9 144.1 115.2 11 2 17 4 1 .3 -4 6 .8
19 1 7 .8 - 1 3 .9 4 2 10 3 5 .8 -3 1 .1 11 2 20 4 7 .5 4 6 .4
5 8 .4 -5 1 .2 4 2 11 31 -3 - 2 0 .9 12 2 4 1 .3 2 5 .7
1 5 0 .8 - 4 1 .9 4 2 12 3 8 .2 4 0 .0 12 2 1 148.2 126.0
3 33.1 2 6 .4 4 2 14 7 2 .7 - 7 4 .5 12 2 2 5 1 .0 4 5 .2
5 33.1 3 3 .2 4 2 15 4 3 .6 -3 8 .1 12 2 3 2 9 .7 -2 5 .1
7 3 5 .6 - 3 4 .e 4 2 16 8 9 .7 8 9 .6 12 2 5 3 0 .3 - 2 6 .7
9 33.1 2 9 .3 4 2 21 5 0 .7 4 7 .3 12 2 6 8 .7 -6 1 .3
11 2 3 .6 -2 4 .8 4 2 22 2 7 .0 - 2 0 .6 12 2 8 2 2 3 .4 120 .0
13 2 1 .9 - 2 4 .7 4 2 23 6 6 .2 -5 7 .8 12 2 9 3 2 .0 - 2 7 .5
14 41.1 37 -7 4 2 25 1 6 .e 2 0 .5 12 2 10 6 4 .5 -6 2 .1
15 4 o .5 4 4 .8 5 2 2 125.1 122.9 12 2 12 4 5 .8 4 0 .3
16 36 .9 -4 o .e 5 2 3 2 4 .7 - 1 0 .6 12 2 13 32.1 3 0 .9
17 4 1 .5 - 3 9 .7 5 2 4 128.9 121.8 12 2 15 7 1 .5 - 7 2 .9
18 17 .0 16 .0 5 2 5 171.2 180.1 12 2 17 6 4 .4 6 4 .2
1 33 .9 - 2 8 .6 5 2 6 1 4 .3 - 1 7 .5 12 2 18 2 7 .8 2 5 .4
2 4 3 .6 4 0 .2 5 2 6 3 .6 5 8 .2 13 2 1 7 5 .4 6 1 .7
3 6 6 .5 62.1 5 2 9 41.1 4 o .6 13 2 3 111.1 - 9 4 .2
4 5 1 .9 - 5 4 .7 5 2 10 2 5 .0 2 7 .7 13 2 4 8 8 .4 -7 8 .3
5 5 8 .9 - 6 1 .7 5 2 11 5 9 .0 - 7 2 .3 13 2 5 63 .1 5 5 .3
6 2 4 .7 19 .2 5 2 12 6 7 .9 - 7 4 .2 13 2 6 84 .1 7 9 .2
7 2 4 .3 2 5 .9 5 2 13 41.1 3 7 .2 13 2 8 3 2 .3 3 1 .4
2 3 .9 -2 0 .7 5 2 14 114.7 103.9 13 2 10 3 9 .7 - 3 7 .6
9 2 5 .6 2 0 .7 5 15 4 4 .2 - 4 5 .7 13 2 11 4 5 .6 4 9 .4
10 2 4 .9 - 2 3 .4  , 5 2 18 3 2 .3 - 2 3 .8 13 2 12 5 9 .6 5 4 .8
11 55-? - 5 5 .6 - 2 19 5 4 .9 54 .9 13 2 13 8 8 .2 -9 0 .6
12 4 9 .0 47 .5 2 20 3 0 .5 29.1 13 2 17 5 0 .6 4 6 .6
1 2 1 2 .6 4o5 5 5 2 21 8 3 .5 -7 9 .3 13 2 19 3 4 .4 - 3 7 .7
2 125.6 135.4 2 25 2 2 .7 33 .3 13 2 20 5 0 .5 - 5 1 .5
3 5 6 .7 - 8 4 .A 6 2 2 3 0 .7 - 2 1 7 .5 14 2 1 1 3 9 .7 - 126.9
4 77 .1 6 7 .6 6 2 1 139.7 140.0 14 2 3 3 2 .0 2 6 .9
5 6 0 .7 -7 5 .1 6 2 2 144.5 149 T 14 6 8 8 .6 8 7 .5
6 2 0 .0 - 1 7 .8 6 2 4 3 9 .6 - 3 2 . ° 14 2 7 4 5 .8 - 4 3 .7
7 7 1 .4 7 6 .4 6 2 5 2 2 .6 - 2 2 .6 14 2 8 8 5 .7 -8 6 .1
9 9 3 .5 - 9 3 .7 6 2 6 3 0 .5 - 3 4 .7 14 2 9 4 5 .6 4 6 .5
10 100 .4 - 9 7 .9 6 2 7 31 9 .2 3 5 0 .3 14 2 10 5 5 .3 5 3 .0
11 5 3 .7 4 5 .e 6 2 8 2 9 .0 19 .7 14 2 4 4 .4 - 4 4 .5
12 5 4 .2 4 4 .7 6 2 9 1 7 5.8- 180.7 14 2 15 9 5 .9 102.3
13 100.6 102.7 6 2 to 26 .1 - 2 9 .3 14 2 17 7 3 .0 - 6 9 .0
15 2 1 1 .5 2 0 2 .8 6 2 11 3 6 .7 2 7 .4 14 2 19 2 6 .9 2 9 .5
16 39.1 - 3 5 .7 6 2 12 2 8 .6 2 7 .3 15 2 1 4 5 .8 - 4 o .6
17 134 .0 139 .4 6 14 123.3 122.9 15 2 3 6 4 .8 5 7 .0
18 6 4 .6 7 2 .6 6 2 15 4 4 .8 - 3 9 .5 15 4 6 4 .8 6 6 .2
19 3 2 .3 - 3 1 .6 6 2 16 9 4 .0 -9 2 .3 15 5 1 .0 - 4 9 .4
22 7 4 .9 - 6 9 .9 6 2 17 64 .3 7 5 .4 15 2 10 4 3 .5 3 9 .4
23 2 5 .7 15.8 6 2 18 5 0 .7 5 2 .2 15 11 4 2 .3 - 4 2 .2
24 7 2 .7 6 6 .9 6 2 19 31 .2 -3 2 -7 15 2 12 4 0 .8 - 3 5 .5
25 4 9 .e -4 9 .1 6 2 21 6 2 .2 - 5 2 .2 15 13 55 .2 5 9 .2
1 139.3 1 8 0 .I 6 2 23 90 . P 100.5 15 17 3 3 .9 - 3 3 .8
2 4 1 .3 5 4 .9 7 2 1 45.1 4 3 .6 16 1 6 6 .6 7 1 .3
3 201 .7 2 2 3 .6 7 2 3 6 0 .8 - 6 4 .4 16 6 3 8 .4 - 3 6 .3
4 1 9 7.9- 2 3 2 .7 7 2 4 £ 1 .4 - 169.2 16 15 5 4 .6 - 5 3 .2
5 211 .4 2 4 1 .5 7 2 5 9 0 .4 152.3 17 1 3 7 .9 2 9 .4
6 2 2 7 .4 156.6 7 2 6 5 6 .4 5 9 .3 17 2 3 2 1 .7 - 2 2 .5
7 5 1 .9 47 .5 2 7 12 1.3- 121 1 18 2 0 5 7 .7 -5 9 .1
49 .8 - 3 6 .5 7 2 3 0 .6 -3 0 .7 18 5 7 .7 -5 9 .1
5 8 .3 -8 2 .2 7 2 S 9 3 .3 - 9 0 .6 ie 2 7 6 1 .3 6 2 .3
10 6 5 .6 -6 3 .2 7 2 11 107.7 112 .0 18 2 4 3 .7 6 .5
11 6 8 .2 7 0 .2 7 2 12 105.5 112.5 1 l 1 0 6 .6 - 120 .6
12 7 2 .5 7 4 .4 7 2 1*» 61.1 - 6 3 .0 1 2 191.2 2 0 6 .6
13 171.8- 177.9 7 2 14 9 7 .3 - 9 9 .0 1 3 43.1 -3 8 .0
14 P t .o - 7 7 .6 7 2 15 45. 4 4 8 .3 1 4 6 2 .0 5 0 .5
15 3 0 .0 2 3 .7 7 18 44.Q 4 2 .8 1 5 5 9 .9 -5 3 .4
16 36.1 37 .2 7 2 19 7 4 .9 - 7 8 .0 1 6 1 6 5 .4 - 164.5
17 6 3 .9 6 5 .3 7 20 50.1 - 4 8 .4 1 7 6 5 .8 5 6 .9
18 2 2 .9 -2 1 .3 7 2 21 101.4 9 0 .0 1 9 8 7 .5 9 5 .4
19 5 5 .9 -5 8 .5 7 2 22 37 .8 32.1 1 9 7 5 .4 7 0 .6
20 6 7 .0 - 6 8 .6 8 2 9 2 .0 9 1 .5 1 10 3 5 .7 -2 5 .1
21 5 2 .3 46 .8 8 2 1 8 8 .1 - 7 5 .4 1 3 11 2 9 .6 -2 7 .8
- c o n t 'd~
TABLE 24 -cont'd-
H K L M Fc
1 3 12 i e . i - 1 6 .3
1 3 14 e e .6 8 2 .5
1 3 16 8 3 .1 - 7 6 .3
1 3 17 35 -5 - 3 7 .6
1 3 19 32.1 3 1 .8
1 3 22 3 3 .8 - 3 3 .8
1 3 24 * 5 .9 4 6 .0
2 3 1 6 1 .9 -7 3 .1
2 3 2 2 3 6 .9 2 5 9 .0
2 3 3 2 7 9 -1 - •314.3
2 3 4 30 1 .5 -•3 04 .9
2 3 3 2 4 7 .3 2 2 6 .9
2 3 6 2 9 5 .8 2 6 6 .9
2 3 7 5 7 .4 - 4 6 .9
2 3 P 2 4 .5 - 2 9 .7
2 3 9 15 .2 11 .6
2 3 10 12 5.6-• 12 6 .9
2 3 i i 3 2 .3 2 7 .4
2 3 12 5 6 .3 17 9 .6
2 3 14 1 0 3 .0 ..1 0 1 .2
2 3 15 2 6 .0 2 1 .0
2 3 18 9 0 .8 72 -1
2 3 20 83 .1 - 6 9 .3
2 3 22 54 .8 3 7 .4
3 3 0 1 2 1 .5 138.1
3 3 1 17 8 .8 17 9 .2
3 3 2 2 9 7 -6 -3 1 8 .1
3 3 3 139.7 12 8 .2
3 3 4 91.1 -6 4 .7
3 3 5 2 2 .0 - 2 2 .7
3 3 6 2 5 3 .3 2 4 7 .3
3 3 7 1 6 .7 f i .9
3 3 9 21 9 .3 *•1 99 .2
3 3 10 5 9 .4 9 1 .3
3 3 11 2 4 .9 -2 5 .7
3 3 14 145.7-• 140.8
3 3 16 1 4 0 .0 141 .6
3 3 19 e 6 . i -7 6 .5
3 7. 22 9 6 .6 8 2 .5
3 3 24 9 0 .7 - 9 5 .2
4 3 1 7 3 .2 - 5 1 .5
4 3 8 2 .8 -9 1 .4
4 3 3 lo 6 .4 -9 2 .1
4 3 4 3 3 5 .5  3 3 3 .3
4 3 6 176.0--15 8 .2
4 3 7 17 .5 - 2 2 .2
4 3 e 3 7 .2 3 9 .4
4 3 9 5 o .o - 4 5 .2
4 3 10 143.1 14 7 .5
4 3 11 2 5 .6 2 6 .3
4 3 12 10 2 .4 .•1 8 9 .5
4 3 14 132.4 131 .0
4 3 15 2 6 .6 - 2 4 .2
4 3 ie 9 0 .6 - 8 8 .5
4 3 20 1o8.8 103.2
4 3 22 6 4 .7 -5 7 .0
5 3 0 I6 0 .8 .•198.1
5 3 123-7 108.1
5 3 2 135-3 13 9 .9
5 3 3 5 6 .5 - 5 2 .4
5 3 5 13 -6 16.1
5 3 6 14 4.6-• 141.6
5 3 7 4 5 .2 - 3 8 .5
5 3 e 151.1 151.9
5 3 9 2 6 .6 - 3 1 .5
5 3 10 112.1-•113.5
5 3 14 6 5 -2 7 6 .7
5 3 15 2 6 .9 3 0 .6
5 3 16 8 9 .9 - 8 4 .4
5 3 18 5 9 -7 5 4 .9
5 3 22 6 8 .7 -6 6 .1
5 3 24 7 0 .6 63 .1
6 3 1 77 .1 7 9 .7
6 3 2 10 6 .6 9 6 .7
6 3 3 5 9 .5 -5 4 .7
6 3 4 14 5.6-.1 4 9 .3
6 3 5 8 6 .6 -7 9 .1
6 3 6 18 .7 2 0 .5
6 3 7 3 7 .5 3 5 .7
6 3 10 8 7 .3 - 8 2 .7
6 3 12 4 9 .4 50.1
6 3 13 2 1 .0 - 2 0 .3
6 3 14 4 3 .4 - 3 5 .0
6 3 16 3 2 .0 - 3 0 .3
6 3 ie 2 7 .4 2e .3
6 3 20 4 1 .3 -3 7 .3
6 3 21 3 3 .3 -2 5 .1
6 3 22 2 4 .6 2 6 .0
7 3 0 2 4 .6 -2 2 .8
7 3 1 2 0 .2 - 7 .9
7 3 2 3 9 .7 4 2 .3
7 3 33.1 - 3 3 .p
7 3 9 4 .3 - 8 6 . c
7 3 7 6 7 .9 6 c . 6
7 3 9 3 2 .0 - 2 3 .0
7 3 10 19 .2 4 .7
7 3 12 2 9 .4 31 .4
7 3 13 2 1 .5 - 2 2 .5
7 3 15 3 1 .° 2 7 .5
e 3 2 4 3 .2 3 9 .3
3 7 9 4 .9 9 7 .3
3 4 127.0-■ 12 4 .6
3 9 47 ,4 -4 ? . }
3 10 7 1 .fi - 7 1 .0
12 64 .3 6 1 .6
17 5 1 .6 53 .4
14 5 4 .9 - . 3 . 1
° 3 IF 34 .2 35 .3
3 ?0 6 0 .R -5 4 .7
22 ?6 .5 2 9 .6
G 15 9 .'• 16 4 .^
161.7-■ 1 6 2 .D
n 3 2 4 .5 2 4 .5
9 7 4 35 .4 35 .3
H K L |F o | Fc
9 3 6 101 .5 101.7
9 7 3 3 .0 -3 2 .4
9 3 8 15 2 .3 - 139.2
9 3 9 4 o .5 3 3 .e
9 10 132.1 125.1
9 3 14 7 5 .c -7 7 .3
9 3 15 2 7 .8 -2 8 .9
9 3 16 94 .1 9 1 .5
9 3 18 6 4 .7 -5 5 .2
9 3 21 19 .9 19 .4
9 3 22 2 9 .3 3 0 .6
10 3 1 34 .1 3 0 .7
10 3 2 1 4 2 .0 141.4
10 3 3 2 9 .3 3 4 .5
10 3 4 1 6 8 .6 167.7
10 3 6 9 3 .0 -9 0 .3
10 3 7 2 2 .0 2 2 .5
10 3 9 21 .1 2 0 .7
10 3 10 116.1 121.1
10 3 11 3 1 .2 -3 9 .2
10 3 12 9 8 .3 101.9
to 3 14 P l . t e e .4
10 3 18 6 0 .3 -5 5 .1
10 3 20 £ 2 .9 ? e .6
10 3 22 5 7 .9 - 5 1 .6
11 3 0 1 3 0 .4 125.3
11 3 1 2 3 .6 - 2 2 .3
11 3 2 138.6 130.4
11 3 3 2 6 .0 29.1
11 3 4 2 4 .5 16 .3
11 3 6 9 6 .0 -9 5 .6
11 3 lo £ .8 113 .7
11 3 9 3 7 .9 4 2 .9
11 3 10 7 4 .5 -7 6 .0
11 3 14 8 o .3 82 .1
11 3 15 4 6 .7 4 2 .9
11 3 16 8 9 .2 -9 2 .8
11 3 17 35-1 - 3 2 .2
11 3 ie 5 6 .8 5 0 .5
12 3 2 6 2 .3 6 6 .5
12 3 4 10 0 .0 105.1
12 3 6 7 2 .5 7 7 .5
12 3 10 3 2 .0 -3 2 .7
12 12 70 .1 7 6 .3
12 3 14 4 9 .0 -5 0 .4
12 3 18 37.1 2 6 .2
12 3 20 3 5 .2 -3 3 .3
13 3 1 72 -6 7 6 .2
13 3 3 2 6 .8 -2 1 .2
13 3 14 29 -7 -3 1 .1
13 3 15 2 8 .3 -2 5 .5
13 3 16 2 6 .7 3 1 .7
14 3 3 39 -0 -3 6 .5
14 3 to 3 8 .6 - 3 8 .6
14 3 15 16 .3 14 .3
15 3 0 39 .3 31.1
15 3 l 2 7 .8 -2 6 .7
15 3 2 5 0 .7 -4 9 .8
15 3 6 2 7 .6 2?
15 3 7 2 4 .5 3 2 .4
15 3 3 8 .4 -7 5 .3
15 3 9 3 4 .5 -3 0 .6
15 10 4 5 .4 4 2 .9
15 3 14 17.9 - 2 0 .7
15 3 16 3 9 .5 3 7 .7
15 3 17 12 .8 -1 6 .3
15 3 18 19 .0 -2 4 .2
16 3 1 2 7 .5 -2 4 .7
16 2 5 4 .5 -5 3 .1
16 3 = q.p 8 6 .3
16 6 4 6 .3 -5 0 .3
16 3 9 2 2 .6 -2 7 .3
16 3 10 46 .8 4 7 .0
16 3 12 6 5 .2 -5 7 .3
16 3 14 33 .4 3 3 .5
17 3 0 5 2 .8 -5 8 .5
17 3 1 2 6 .3 2 5 .9
17 , 3 2 6 7 .8 6 0 .3
17 6 6 1 .3 -5 6 .4
17 3 7 3 4 .8 -3 4 .5
17 3 74 .1 7 4 .9
17 3 10 54 .2 -5 3 .7
17 3 14 39 .4 4 0 .0
18 2 3 9 .7 3 6 .7
18 3 4 60.1 -6 3 .8
18 3 6 39 -5 3 7 .6
18 10 2 7 .0 -3 o .o
18 3 12 4 6 .0 5 1 .7
19 3 0 ? 5 .2 3 2 .4
19 3 1 2 1 .8 -1 6 .1
19 3 2 2 1 .6 - 2 1 .5
19 3 6 34.1 3 7 .7
15 7 2 6 .7 2 8 .4
19 3 2 0 .6 -2 5 .5
19 10 2 5 .7 2 8 .c
21 3 0 2 2 .4 28 . 5
21 2 1 .5 -2 6 .7
1 1 5 * .2 - 14?.3
2 d .2
0 119.4 112.3
0 4 2 3 3 .0 2 3 4 .5
5 1 45 .2 12 8 .0
103.8 - 9 7 .9
7 36Q.5- 32 0 .5
6 c . 4 6 4 .6
27P .2 3 0 7 .0
“ 7 .9
1 1 -7 7 .4
13 35. ^ -3 "  • 4
4 2 .7 44 ..)
11 5 9 .4
16 5 5 .4 -5 2 .3
17 27 .? -3 4 .4
0 4 19 44. 4 4 3 . 'i
H K L
M Pc
0 4 21 110. 1 9 4 .7
0 4 22 4 2 .5 -3 7 .1
0 4 23 108.2 1 0 2 .9
0 4 24 2 3 .2 ■ 2 5 .8
4 25 6 5 .6 8 2 .0
4 1 3 5 .5 - 2 2 .7
1 4 2 121.5 140.3
4 3 2 0 3 .2 175 .3
4 4 4 1 .6 - 4 o .6
4 5 2 6 0 .7 -2 6 5 .1
4 6 e 3 .o 77 .1
1 4 7 4 8 .6 37.1
4 9 98 .1 101.1
4 11 1 5 3 .u 164.2
4 12 4 8 .0 45.1
1 4 13 121.4 127.9
1 4 14 2 4 .7 -3 0 .3
4 15 3 6 .5 - 4 o . 5
1 4 16 4 0 .7 -4 1 .4
4 19 119.1 9 9 .9
4 21 121.4 118.6
4 23 2 9 .5 3 0 .3
4 25 3 8 .7 A3.3
2, 4 0 7 5 .5 - 7 3 .7
2 4 3 43.1 - 4 3 .9
2 4 4 4 7 .8 -4 1 .1
2 4 5 1 2 1 .7 -1 2 2 .0
2 4 6 3 7 .6 -2 9 .3
2 4 7 2 6 3 -0 2 6 0 .0
2 4 e 4 7 .4 3 6 .7
2 4 9 188.6 187 .6
2 4 11 2 4 .5 2 9 .2
2 4 12 4 6 .5 - 4 2 .6
2 4 14 4 o .6 -4 3 .3
2 4 15 3 0 .0 31.1
2 4 16 4 0 .9 4 4 .8
4 21 6 5 .9 - 5 2 .7
2 4 23 9 0 .3 7 9 .5
2 4 24 17 .6 -2 2 .1
2 4 25 3 e .e - 5 0 .6
4 6 3 .5 -6 7 .O
3 4 4 5 8 .7 - 6 0 .9
4 5 2 3 .6 2 6 .5
4 6 4 1 .4 35 -2
4 7 8 4 .7 -8 0 .f i
4 8 1 7 .9 2 5 .3
3 4 9 7 1 .3 - 6 0 .0
4 13 3 4 .0 3 4 .S
4 17 4 0 .6 -4 8 .3
4 19 31 .2 -4 0 .7
3 4 21 47.1 4 4 .2
3 4 25 12 .2 -2 0 .6
4 4 0 130.1 - 9 8 .0
4 4 1 130 . 1 2 2 1 .2
4 3 63 -7 - 4 7 .4
4 4 7 136.0 126.8
4 4 136.4 124.7
4 4 9 3 7 .9 3 5 .8
4 4 13 5 1 .0 5 0 .5
4 4 15 12 2.1- 143.1
4 4 17 4 4 .8 4 4 .7
4 22 2 8 .6 2 1 .9
4 23 2 7 .7 - 3 3 .7
4 1 141 .0 129.0
5 4 3 2 2 2 .3 -2 5 6 .2
4 4 85 .1 7 9 .5
5 0 .6 6 c .8
4 6 7 7 -0 - 6 0 .6
4 7 37-1 36 .2
5 4 16 .0 -2 0 .9
4 4 4 .6 - 4 6 .9
4 16 37 -7 71 .4
5 4 11 110.3 102.4
5 4 12 2 1 .5 -1 6 .7
4 13 171.0 165.3
4 14 3 6 .7 3 8 .6
4 17 6 9 .0 6 6 .4
5 4 19 6 4 .9 -6 « .5
5 4 20 6 0 .2 52 .8
4 22 2 1 .4 -2 5 .5
5 23 18 .7 -2 2 .5
6 031 .8 3 4 .0
6 4 1 2 4 4 .2 - 23 3 .3
6 2 5 3 -fi 7 7 .4
6 6 8 .9 7 2 .3
€ 4 4 1 5 .A -1 5 .9
4 5 2 4 .5 19 .9
6 6 6 1 .2 - 6 2 .6
7 17.8 10 .7
6 104. 1 9 1 .7
9 63 .1 64 . 1
11 7 4 .5 - 6 6 .7
6 13 9 4 .0 - 9 0 . 1
14 3 0 .5 4 1 .6
6 15 191.3 195.3
16 2 2 .4 -2 4 .0
6 1*» 12 0.0- 116.6
1- 3 ? . i 53 .1
6 19 33-6 36 .3
6 22 26 .5 - 2 5 .9
6 24 35.1 4 2 .6
7 4 1 12 0.0- 112.3
2 4 4 .7
4 ? P .7 -6 7 .8
7 98 -6 -Qc .fc
35 .3 7 7 .c
7 5 1 .0
17.1
7 36 .9 *3 .5
7 If) 8 0 .3 -5 0 . 7
7 11 12 6 .6 -
7 3 8 .R
7 13 1 5 8 ." lc 6 i?
7 1 4 3 ° .o -3 5 .5
H K L H Fc
7 4 17 7 0 .2 -7 6 .7
7 4 19 101.7 9 9 .5
7 4 20 39 -0 -3 8 .1
7 4 21 3 0 .9 -3 7 .1
7 4 22 2 5 -0 2 2 .3
4 0 104.6 109.2
8 4 1 2 7 0 .9 2 4 3 .0
8 4 3 2 2 .7 -2 8 .8
8 4 4 36 .8 3 1 .9
4 5 2 3 .9 -3 0 .0
4 6 A9.3 4 8 .6
3 4 7 6 2 .4 6 1 .9
5 4 4 9 .4 -4 9 .8
- 4 9 19 .4 -2 4 .0
4 11 62.1 5 3 .2
8 4 13 103.4 102.1
4 14 4 4 .5 -4 7 .1
4 15 120.2-.1 2 8 .7
4 16 3 5 .3 4 1 .0
4 17 127.0 11S .9
4 19 31 .8 -3 4 .8
8 4 22 2 9 .2 31 -5
9 4 1 8 8 .4 8 7 .5
9 4 3 122.5--11 9 .6
9 4 4 2 5 .0 26 .1
9 4 5 7 5 .8 7 5 .5
5 4 6 4 5 .4 - 3 9 .6
9 4 11 6 2 .3 6 3 .8
9 4 12 3 0 .9 - 3 1 .7
9 4 13 7 0 .2 - 7 5 .4
9 4 15 3 1 .6 2 9 .6
9 4 17 4 7 .9 5 2 .7
4 19 3 8 .4 -4 o .2
10 4 1 5 1 .6 -4 6 .8
10 4 3 3 3 .7 3 2 .7
10 4 5 5 4 .4 - 5 9 .6
10 4 7 9 0 .3 9 1 .9
10 4 9 47.1 - 4 7 .8
10 4 15 4 6 .8 4 8 .5
10 4 17 4 1 .4 - 4 2 .2
10 4 21 2 2 .2 - 2 8 .5
11 4 2 2 4 .0 - 2 3 .0
11 4 3 4 1 .9 - 4 6 .5
11 4 5 6 7 .4 7 6 .4
11 4 7 5 5 .6 -5 7 .3
11 4 9 4 4 .6 -4 S .6
11 4 11 4 4 .6 4 8 .7
11 4 21 43 -9 4 o .£
12 4 11 0.5-.1 02 .7
12 4 5 5 6 .3 59 -5
12 4 7 16 8.8-• 180.2
12 4 5 4 .0 5 9 .3
12 4 9 11 2 .6 116 .5
12 4 10 2 2 .4 -2 0 .3
12 4 11 2 2 .4 - 3 3 .2
12 4 13 31-1 -4 3 .2
12 4 14 37-1 4 0 .5
12 4 16 31 .1 -3 3 .3
12 4 17 3 6 .8 - 3 7 .5
13 4 2 55.1 6 5 .6
13 4 3 5 6 .9 84 .1
13 4 19 6.8-.1 50 .2
13 4 7 6 3 .0 63 .1
13 4 G 6 3 .4 6 6 .2
13 4 11 10 4 .7 -• 100 .9
13 4 12 4 o .7 35 -2
17 4 13 6 0 .0 6 l . f i
13 14 3 5 .A -3 6 .4
13 4 19 6 2 .2 6 9 .5
13 4 20 15-4 -2 0 .8
14 4 0 3 8 .4 42 .2
14 4 1 3 8 .5 4 0 .5
14 4 2 38 .5 -4 0 .3
14 3 38 -6 -3 5 .5
14 4 54 . S -6 4 .7
14 4 7 144.4 144.3
14 4 3 8 .6 -3 9 .9
14 4 5 l l r . e - ■ 108.8
14 4 10 37 .8 38 .5
14 4 14 33.1 -3 1 -7
14 16 4 5 .2 4 1 .3
14 17 2 7 .6 3 0 .9
15 2 3 1 .7 -3.0.1
15 4 3 35 .4 - 3 ,; . r
15 4 4 3 1 .6 2 6 .3
15 4 5 9 7 .6 100 .0
15 27.1 -2 1 .5
15 52 .3 -5 7 .1
15 11 6 4 .0
15 12 3 3 .7 -3 4 .8
15 4 13 26.1 -3 2 .5
15 14 3 o .o 2 9 .4
16 4 3 1 .2 -3 2 .4
16 4 6 37 -0 - 4 2 .6
16 4 7 63.1 - 6 8 .9
16 9 53.1 55 .4
16 4 14 18 .5 2 0 .5
17 25 .? 2 6 .7
17 17 IQ .6 -? 2 .2
1R 1 51-4 -5 7 -6
IQ 4 1 29 -7 -3 6 .7
19 3 4 6 .0 52.1
3 5 - r -'12 .3
f l ? 5 .3 -4 0 .6
1 7 1 .9
4 2 3 .7
20 4 15.5 - 1 5 .5
.20 4 I P . 3
1 5 i 36 .4 2 2 .7
1 2 9 0 .9
1 107.5 103. 1
1 * 4 52 .2
1 2 6 .7 2 3 .7
1 5 £ 2 5 .5 -1 7 . ?
H K L M Fc
1 5 7 7 2 .4 -6 8 .8
1 5 5 0 .9 -5 3 .4
1 5 9 10 2 .6 8 2 .4
1 5 10 4 4 .3 4 3 .6
1 5 11 4 2 .8 -4 5 .3
1 5 12 6 1 .4 -5 9 .2
1 5 14 25-1 -2 5 .7
1 5 15 5 2 .2 6 1 .8
1 5 16 41 .1 4 2 .e
1 5 18 2 7 -5 - 2 2 .5
1 5 23 35.1 - 3 5 .0
1 5 24 19-7 -2 0 .5
2 5 1 129.2--1 5 2 .8
2 5 2 16 .7 - 1 1 .9
2 5 3 I7 6 .f i 194.6
2 5 4 124.1 132.9
2 5 5 1 6 1 .5 -1 6 4 .3
2 5 6 5 4 .4 - 5 5 .6
5 .7 35 -6 3 4 .6
2 5 8 17 .8 -2 1 .1
2 5 9 4 6 .7 4 3 .0
2 5 10 7 2 .8 8 4 .2
2 5 11 124.9--11 9 .4
2 5 12 9 4 .7 -8 3 .1
2 5 13 8 6 .3 7 9 .5
2 5 14 6 3 .9 61 .1
2 5 18 4 4 .8 - 4 6 .0
2 5 19 88 .1 8 3 .2
2 5 2U 3 9 .7 4 1 .9
2 5 21 6 2 .0 -6 3 .8
2 5 22 4 6 .8 -4 6 .1
2 5 23 4 o .o 4o. 1
2 5 25 16 .3 15 .8
3 5 0 2 5 5 .2 -•293.2
3 5 1 147.2 166.4
3 5 2 164 .3 175.3
3 5 3 160.6--15 3 .6
3 5 5 6 9 .6 - 8 5 .6
3 5 6 130.2--123-5
3 5 7 164.0 185.7
3 5 e 158 .4 162.1
3 5 9 180.7-■200.4
3 5 10 100.8 - e e .3
3 5 11 9 8 .6 102.7
3 5 13 3 7 .4 3 2 .6
3 5 14 36.1 2 9 .6
3 5 15 8 6 .4 - 9 4 .2
3 5 16 97 -0 - 9 4 .5
3 5 17 6 9 .4 67.1
3 5 18 3 1 .6 3 5 .0
3 5 19 3 7 .9 -3 9 .3
3 5 22 36.1 -3 9 .0
3 5 23 6 9 -9 65.1
3 5  24 4 o .7 3 9 .8
3 5 25 3 1 .9 - 4 6 .7
4 5 1 57 -2 4 5 .9
4 5 2 11 5 .4 111.6
4 5 3 1 8 4.5-•155.7
4 5 4 4 0 .6 -3 8 .3
4 5 5 12 6 .3 122 .4
4 5 6 111.2 103.3
4 5 7 1 1 3.6-• 122.3
4 5 8 34 .8 30 .8
4 5 9 66.1 - 6 1 .4
4 5 10 9 2 .6 - 8 9 .5
4 5 11 107.1 104.5
4 5 12 4 7 .6 4 1 .4
4 5 13 1 0 2.8-• 104.5
4 5 14 2 9 .9 - 2 6 .9
4 5 15 6 5 .4 7 0 .2
4 5 17 38 .8 3 7 .7
4 5 18 4 9 .5 4 9 .9
4 5 19 7 2 .0 -7 2 .5
4 5 20 35 .8 - 3 7 .0
5 21 7 7 -5 7 7 .2
4 5 22 4 3 .2 4 o .3
4 5 23 2 6 .7 -3 0 .6
5 5 0 172.1 155.5
5 1 1 8 6 .3 -•193.5
5 5 3 7 2 .0 66.1
5 5 5 3 6 .9 3 0 .2
5 5 6 4 5 .2 3 8 .8
5 5 7 1 5 0.6-• 146.5
5 1 4 6 .0 -•146.6
5 5 9 163.3 169.3
5 5 10 112.3 103.8
5 11 7 2 .2 - 6 5 .6
5 5 12 1 9 .9 2 0 .0
5 5 13 4 1 .5 - 3 7 .0
5 5 15 5 8 .3 5 5 .2
5 5 16 8 9 .5 5 9 .5
5 5 17 7 0 .9 - 8 0 .3
5 5 18 3 1 .3 -3 4 .1
5 5 19 37.1 3 9 .3
5 5 22 2 4 .0 2 6 .6
5 5 23 4 0 .2 - 3 9 .7
5 5 24 2 4 .2 - 2 8 .7
5 2 3 0 .3 -2 0 .2
5 108 .0 9 5 .6
5 4 4 5 .6 -3 6 .2
6 5 4 2 .4 - 3 6 .9
6 5 6 6 1 .4 - 4 4 .0
6 7 2 3 .2 15. 1
5 34 .3 35 .3
5 9 31.1 3 2 .-fc 5 10 49 .8 4 5 .5
11 3 9 .3 -3 4 .1
6 5 13 3 o .o 26 . c
6 5 15 31 .4 -2 9 .6
6 5 20 2 1 .7 2 8 .4
21 2 0 .0 -2 0 .9
7 5 O 3 4 .3 34 .9
7 5 1 32-6 -1 7 .5
7 5 2 5 3 .2 -5 4 .2
- c o n t ' d~
TABLE 24 -cont' d-
H K L' M Fc H K L |F o  | Fc H K L H Fc H K L M Fc H K L 1 F° 1 Po
7 5 4 2 7 .0 3 0 .2 16 5 5 5 2 .4 5 7 .4 4 6 7 6 2 .8 -6 8 .5 12 6 6 5 7 .3 4 6 .9 4 7 17 ze.e -3 9 .5
7 5 6 3 9 .2 3 7 .4 16 5 6 4 2 .2 4 7 .2 4 6 8 60 .1 - 6 2 .2 12 6 7 4 4 .8 -4 1 .1 4 7 ie 3 9 .6 9 0 .3
7 5 7 3 6 .8 2 5 .1 16 5 7 3 2 .8 -4 2 .2 4 6 9 5 0 .0 - 4 0 ,0 12 6 8 io e .9 10 6 .3 4 7 19 6 8 .2 6 0 .5
7 5 10 3 9 .2 3 0 .5 16 5 9 2 7 .9 -3 0 .2 4 6 10 14 .8 2 3 .3 12 6 10 4 8 .9 5 3 .4 4 7 21 7 2 .3 -6 6 .2
7 5 11 4 0 .7 - 3 8 .9 16 5 10 3 4 .9 3 6 .3 4 6 12 16 .3 - 1 8 .9 12 6 16 3 1 .0 2 2 .7 4 7 23 2 9 .7 2 9 .9
7 5 12 2 5 .7 2 5 .1 16 5 11 4 1 .5 3 8 .3 4 6 14 6 3 .2 6 3 .0 12 6 17 19 .2 2 5 .n 5 7 0 2 0 .9 3 0 .2
7 5 14 22 .1 - 16 .2 16 5 12 2 7 .7 3 0 .4 4 6 15 3 6 .3 - 3 0 .7 12 6 18 2 2 .4 - 4 1 .9 5 7 1 130 .6 19 9 .0
7 5 16 2 2 .4 3 3 .4 16 5 13 4 2 .6 -3 8 .4 4 6 16 5 5 .3 - 5 4 .0 13 6 2 6 0 .3 - 5 4 .3 5 7 2 2 3 .6 - 1 3 .6
6 5 2 89 .1 - 8 6 .4 16 5 15 2 4 .7 2 7 .9 4 6 17 26.1 2 1 .5 13 6 4 112 .9 125.5 5 7 3 69 .1 -6 3 .6
8 5 3 8 0 .5 8 2 .9 17 5 0 5 6 .9 4 4 .7 4 6 18 2 5 .8 2 5 .2 13 6 6 104 .4 - 9 6 .6 5 7 5 6 9 .7 -5 8 .7
5 4 6 3 .7 5 5 .3 17 5 1 2 8 .4 -3 2 .3 4 6 19 17 .7 -2 4 .1 13 6 10 8 0 .0 8 3 .9 5 7 7 6 9 .9 6 8 .7
5 3 2 .3 - 2 6 .0 17 2 2 5 .3 -3 2 .0 4 6 22 3 1 .4 2 7 .8 13 6 12 9 1 .6  - 8 5 .2 5 7 8 5 5 .7 - 9 7 .8
B 5 6 7 9 .9 - 7 1 .0 17- 5 3 2 2 .9 17.1 4 6 23 3 6 .2 - 3 3 .4 13 6 14 4 8 .7 4 0 .2 5 7 9 1 1 9 .2 -1 1 0 .0
5 7 6 5 .8 6 5 .8 17 5 5 2 2 .3 2 5 .3 4 6 24 1 1 .4 - 1 4 .8 13 6 16 20 .1 -2 4 .0 5 7 10 2 8 .0 2 6 .9
5 10 2 8 .8 2 5 .5 17 5 6 2 6 .8 2 9 .5 5 6 1 1 4 .4 8 . 9 13 6 18 26 .1 - 26 .1 5 7 11 2 6 .6 2 9 .3
8 5 11 5 1 .4 - 4 4 .0 17 5 7 7 0 .9 -6 8 .1 5 6 2 3 8 .7 9 9 .3 14 6 0 6 1 .8 - 60.1 5 7 13 15 .8 1 0 .5
e 5 12 5 2 .8 -5 5 .8 17 5 e 7 1 .7 - 6 8 .5 5 6 3 6 4 .0 - 5 3 .7 14 6 1 2 2 .6 - 2 4 .2 5 7 15 109 .3 101.9
13 4 1 .2 4 3 .8 17 5 9 6 4 .5 6 1 .6 5 6 4 8 7 . T- 103.1 14 6 2 3 4 .6 3 1 .4 5 7 16 2 e .7 3 2 .0
9 5 14 4 4 .7 4 7 .4 17 10 2 6 .6 2e .o 5 6 5 7 7 .4 - 7 4 .4 14 6 6 9 0 .4 - 8 7 .9 5 7  17 7 9 .8 7 0 .3
8 5 15 2 2 .4 - 2 5 .6 17 5 11 2 5 .1 - 2 4 .5 5 6 6 7 0 .3 6 1 .8 14 6 7 2 6 .0 3 0 .0 5 7 19 19 .3 - 2 5 .5
B 5 18 4 1 .8 -3 5 .S 18 5 2 2 5 .6 - 2 3 .6 5 6 9 2 7 .2 3 1 .4 14 6 8 1 0 0 .4 10 4 .4 5 7  21 1 6 .0 - 1 7 .5
5 21 2 0 .0 - 2 0 .2 18 5 3 2 o .9 2 5 .2 5 6 10 3 3 .5 -2 2 .8 14 6 10 7 0 .6 -7 3 .7 5 7 22 3 1 .9 3 1 .9
9 5 0 7 7 6 .7 - 18 0 .7 18 5 4 2 7 .6 2 6 .8 5 6 11 2 7 .7 - 2 8 .7 14 6 15 2 9 .5 3 4 .6 5 7 23 9 6 .0 9 9 .7
9 5 1 14 4 .7 13 5 .2 18 5 5 4 2 .7 -4 1 .6 5 6 12 109 .6 123.1 14 6 18 3 0 .3 3 7 .6 6 7 1 9 9 .5 9 8 .7
9 5 2 6 2 .4 5 8 .9 18 5 6 3 9 .2 - 3 6 .7 5 6 14 8 4 .7 -7 3 .1 15 6 2 3 4 .4 3 9 .3 6 7 2 19 .0 - 2 0 .3
9 5 3 3 9 .5 -3 5 -7 18 5 10 3 3 .7 3 4 .5 5 6 16 8 2 .4 7 2 .0 15 6 3 3 1 .8 3 5 .3 6 7 3 2 6 .7 2 0 .6
9 5 4 19 .7 19 .0 18 5 11 2 4 .9 - 2 5 .2 5 6 20 5 0 .9 - 5 2 .7 15 6 4 6 9 .4 -7 4 .8 6 7 4 15 .5 2 1 .8
9 5 5 18 .4 - 2 2 .9 18 5 12 2 1 .3 - 2 0 .9 5 6 22 3 4 .4 3 3 .9 15 6 10 7 3 .0 - 7 0 .7 6 7 5 6 2 .8 7 7 .0
9 5 6 7 5 .6 - 6  6 .6 19 5 7 3 8 .5 4 3 .2 5 6 24 16 .3 -1 8 .1 15 6 12 4 5 .9 4 9 .7 6 7 6 1 3 .9 - 1 6 .9
9 5 7 5 4 .9 5 0 .7 19 5 8 3 8 .7 4 2 .8 6 6 0 2 7 5 .7 317.1 16 6 6 27 .1 30.1 6 7 X 12 .7 - 2 2 .9
9 5 8 107 .2 1 0 9 .4 19 5 9 16 .2 -1 9 .3 6 6 1 4 0 .5 - 3 9 .2 16 6 7 2 3 .8 - 2 7 .8 6 7 0 2 9 .8 - 3 8 .9
9 5 9 68 .1 - 6 7 .6 0 6 1 4 7 .6 -4 5 .3 6 6 2 13 0.2- 148.1 16 6 8 6 5 .6 - 6 4 .0 6 7 10 17 .8 15 .9
9 5 10 4 7 .2 - 4 3 .5 0 6 2 47 .1 4 4 .0 6 6 3 2 8 .9 -2 2 .3 16 6 10 3 5 .8 3 6 .3 6 7 11 3 8 .5 9 9 .7
9 5 11 2 1 .6 2 2 .0 0 6 3 3 7 .2 - 3 8 .8 6 6 4 6 1 .7 4 6 .9 16 6 15 2 3 .0 - 2 3 .8 6 7 12 22 .1 - 1 9 .2
9 5 12 2 2 .0 - 2 2 .3 0 6 4 4 3 .3 5 1 .0 6 6 5 60 .1 -6 2 .9 17 6 2 2 0 .5 17 .7 6 7 13 6 1 .0 -5 5 .1
9 5 13 3 1 .6 3 7 .3 0 6 5 7 0 .5 5 1 .8 6 6 6 8 8 .8 9 6 .9 17 6 14 13.1 -1 7 .7 6 7  23 2 1 .9 -2 0 .8
9 5 14 2 4 .6 3 1 .9 0 6 6 145 .3 15 0 .7 6 6 7 82 .1 80 .1 18 6 0 6 7 .0 68.1 7 7 0 2 2 .8 - 9 .6
9 5 15 7 4 .0 - 8 4 .5 0 6 7 2 7 .0 -2 6 .8 6 6 8 9 1 .6 - 8 2 .9 18 6 2 2 4 .0 - 2 6 .4 7 7 1 19 .9 - 2 7 .8
9 5 16 6 9 .2 - 7 7 .3 0 6 8 2 5 3 .5 - 2 5 3 .0 6 6 9 40.1 -3 9 .1 18 6 10 1 1 .0 14.1 7 7  2 3 2 .8 3 6 .0
9 5 17 6 3 .6 7 0 .6 0 6 9 111 .4 12 2 .9 6 6 10 100 .2 111.7 19 6 2 4 6 .2 - 4 5 .7 7 7 3 3 1 .3 - 3 6 .6
9 5 18 4 0 .3 3 6 .7 0 6 10 1 0 6 .7 11 0 .9 6 6 11 42 .1 4 4 .9 19 6 4 3 9 .6 3 6 .6 7 7 X 9 2 .6 3 9 .8
9 5 19 3 2 .6 - 2 9 .5 0 6 11 2 5 .4 - 3 3 .8 6 6 14 12 5 .7 - 130.5 20 6 0 5 7 .2 - 6 0 .9 7 7 8 19 .8 2 3 .9
9 5 22 18 .2 - 2 0 .3 0 6 12 2 7 . e 1 8 .9 6 6 15 3 6 .9 3 9 .3 20 6 2 35.1 3 8 .0 7 7 9 6 3 .6 - 6 2 .2
10 5 1 4 5 .5 4 3 .4 0 6 13 5 5 .6 6 4 .8 6 6 16 154.8 1 6 6 .0 1 7 0 3 3 .8 4 6 .5 7 7 12 2 7 .7 2 8 .2
10 5 2 10 5 .8 11 8 .9 0 6 15 7 7 .9 - 9 1 .8 6 6 18 9 3 .0 - 8 1 .0 1 7 1 6 9 .0 7 1 .5 7 7 16 3 9 .8 2 8 .7
10 5 1 0 3 .6 - 1 0 7 .4 0 6 16 2 2 .3 9 .5 6 6 21 3 5 .7 - 3 0 .6 1 7 3 3 3 .8 - 3 6 .7 8 7 1 9 2 .3 9 6 .6
10 5 4 10 5 .9 - 9 8 .9 0 6 17 66 .1 7 2 .0 6 6 23 3 1 .5 3 2 .0 1 7 4 3 6 .2 2 0 .0 8 7 2 2 2 .5 - 2 8 .9
10 5 5 6 5 .4 6 4 .6 0 6 18 9 9 .0 -9 6 .2 7 6 2 14 2.4- 160.1 1 7 5 10 .8 4.1 8 7 3 99 .1 - 8 6 .5
10 5 6 7 9 .9 7 1 .6 0 6 20 17 .3 - 2 5 .8 7 6 4 11 0 .4 95 .1 1 7 6 4 7 .7 5 6 .5 8 7 4 3 2 .0 3 9 .0
10 5 7 4 5 .6 - 4 9 .2 0 6 22 9 9 .9 106 .3 7 6 5 2 3 .6 16 .8 1 7 7 100.7 117 .6 8 7 5 112.1 109.8
10 5 8 3 9 .0 - 3 8 .4 0 6 24 4 7 .5 -8 7 .4 7 6 6 7 9 .8 -6 9 .5 1 7 8 6 1 .3 - 6 7 .6 8 7 6 19 .5 - 1 5 .2
10 5 10 67 .1 - 6 6 .4 1 6 1 89 .1 8 4 .2 7 6 9 3 8 .8 - 3 9 .3 1 7 9 9 6 .3  - 8 9 .4 8 7 8 2 5 .9 - 2 6 .0
10 5 11 8 8 .4 8 2 .1 1 6 2 3 2 .7 -3 4 .0 7 6 10 6 5 .8 5 0 .5 1 7 10 36.1 3 6 .7 8 7 9 9 2 .7 - 9 o .2
10 5 12 6 5 .2 6 2 .6 1 6 3 3 5 .3 -3 2 .2 7 6 11 3 1 .0 2 9 .9 1 7 11 4 6 .9 55 .1 8 7 11 6 9 .9 7 2 .6
10 5 13 7 0 .9 - 7 5 .4 1 6 4 2 3 3 .5 2 5 2 .6 7 6 12 136. 2 - 156.1 1 7 13 2 6 .0 2 6 .2 8 7 12 2 3 .0 - 2 9 .9
10 5 14 6 6 .9 - 6 1 .4 1 6 5 90 .1 8 4 .6 7 6 14 9 8 .5 9 3 .7 1 7 15 4 9 .7 - 5 5 .2 8 7 13 5 7 .2 - 5 7 .6
10 15 3 4 .7 3 7 .3 1 6 6 2 1 1 .4 - 2 0 2 .3 7 6 18 108.2 - 9 6 .6 1 7 17 8 3 .8 7 7 .0 8 7 14 19 .8 12 .5
10 5 18 4 7 .0 4 5 .3 1 6 8 7 1 .4 -7 1 .3 7 6 19 33.1 - 2 6 .0 1 7 18 3 0 .7 - 2 5 .4 e 7 17 3 6 .6 3 8 .9
10 5 19 3 7 .4 -3 9 .1 1 6 9 5 9 .0 5 1 .9 7 6 20 6 7 .2 6 8 .9 1 7 23 4 o .6 4 1 .8 8 7 18 2 9 .6 - 3 2 .2
10 5 20 4 0 .2 - 4 o .5 1 6 10 191 .8 183 .2 7 6 21 3 3 .9 3 4 .8 2 7 1 37.1 2 3 .8 8 7 19 5 2 .3 - 9 7 .8
10 5 21 23 .1 2 5 .5 1 6 11 5 2 .7 4 9 .7 7 6 22 3 1 .5 -3 0 .2 2 7 2 6 8 .9 - 7 6 .0 8 7 21 3 9 .9 3 7 .0
10 5 22 2 0 .2 2 5 .6 1 6 12 1 4 3 .8 - 14 8 .7 8 6 0 2 3 3 .3 - 266.1 2 7 3 15 5.2- 174.7 9 7 0 9 0 .2 - 9 5 .0
11 5 0 14 3 .9 130.3 1 6 13 6 5 .7 -5 7 .7 6 1 4 8 .3 4 5 .5 2 7 4 41.1 - 4 1 .5 9 7 1 152. 0 - 199 .5
11 1 1 0 9 .2 - 105.3 1 6 14 3 5 .6 2 7 .7 8 6 2 144.5 149.5 2 7 5 154 .6 154.8 9 7 2 5 9 .2 99.1
11 5 2 5 9 .7 - 5 4 .7 1 6 15 3 6 .9 3 8 .5 8 6 3 3 1 .0 -3 1 .3 2 7 6 6 1 .6 - 5 3 .6 9 7 3 8 1 .9 7 8 .9
11 5 3 4 9 .2 4 8 .3 1 6 18 8 7 .2 - 8 0 .2 6 6 4 4 3 .7 4 8 .6 2 7 7 15 7.7- 148.2 9 7 5 7 6 .9 7 0 .3
11 5 5 46.1 4 1 .3 1 6 19 1 8 .0 -1 9 .5 e 6 5 2 5 .2 2 2 .8 2 7 8 3 4 .0 35 .1 9 7 6 17 .8 -1 7 .1
11 5 6 3 6 .3 4 0 .2 1 6 22 124.2 -5 7 .7 8 6 6 2 1 .2 -1 7 .1 2 7 9 65 .1 -5 8 .1 9 7 7 12 9.9- 132. e
11 5 7 2 1 .3 - 2 5 .2 1 6 22 5 6 .3 -5 7 .7 8 6 7 6 7 .9 - 6 2 .0 2 7 10 12 2 .6 118 .0 9 7 9 126.9 127.9
11 5 8 9 4 .9 - 9 2 . e 1 6 24 -21.5 -2 2 .1 6 6 5 7 .3 4 1 .0 2 7 11 13 0 .0 117.8 9 7 11 2 8 .2 - 2 6 .7
11 5 9 3 8 .0 40 .1 2 6 0 2 4 .e -2 7 .5 6 9 7 5 .4 7 0 .9 2 7 13 6 6 .3 - 5 6 .0 9 7 12 2 8 .6 - 3 3 .0
11 5 10 5 5 .6 6 6 .7 2 6 1 12 1 .2 - 136.3 8 6 10 5 6 .6 -4 5 .3 2 7 15 7 3 .9 8 0 .6 9 7 13 2 3 .9 -2 5 .5
11 5 14 5 5 .9 -4 8 .0 2 6 2 2 1 .3 19 .4 8 6 11 19 .2 - 17 .2 2 7 17 4 o .6 4 o .8 9 7 14 9 5 .2 50.1
11 5 15 8 5 .3 8 2 .6 2 6 3 66 .1 6 5 .8 8 6 13 18 .3 2 1 .3 2 7 18 49.1 -4 5 .7 9 7 15 8 8 .9 7 9 .8
11 5 16 6 8 .5 69.1 2 6 4 5 4 .3 -4 2 .1 8 6 14 I 0 7 . I 108 .4 2 7 19 4 4 .9 - 4 2 .9 9 7 16 5 6 .8 - 9 9 .6
11 5 ’ I 5 3 .0 - 4 9 .8 2 6 5 3 4 .5 3 2 .7 8 6 15 2 0 .2 -2 5 .4 2 7 20 2 6 .2 2 9 .4 9 7 17 6 6 .0 - 65.111 5 18 3 3 .5 - 3 5 .4 2 6 6 17 8 .6 - 17 9 .9 e 6 16 115. 2 - 118.5 2 7 21 8 6 .8 7 6 .6 7 2 i 2 0 .6 19 .7
12 5 1 2 5 .6 -2 9 .7 2 6 7 19 .7 10 .8 8 6 18 50 .8 5 3 .4 3 7 0 14 1 .7 - 14 9 .0 10 7 1 6 5 .2 -9 3 .7
12 5 2 5 7 .5 -5 1 .1 2 6 8 2 0 8 .4 2 1 2 .6 8 6 21 24 .1 2 3 .9 3 7 1 21 6 . 7 - 227.1 10 7 2 7 7 .5 7 9 .5
12 5 3 4 7 .2 3 6 .6 2 6 9 5 7 .7 - 4 6 .7 8 6 23 2 3 .6 - 3 5 .7 3 7 2 2 2 .8 2 1 .8 10 7 3 113 .0 106.2
12 5 4 3 0 .1 2 2 .8 2 6 10 8 8 .8 - 9 4 .0 9 6 2 127 .5 131.8 3 7 3 6 5 .7 7 2 .8 10 7 4 3 6 .2 -2 2 .8
12 -5 5 3 7 .3 - 3 7 . e 2 6 11 2 5 .8 19.1 9 6 3 2 5 .8 16 .0 3 7 4 2 1 .5 2 2 .4 10 7 5 1 2 1 .2 - 11 8 .7
12 5 6 2 1 .7 - 2 1 .3 2 6 12 2 7 .3 - 1 9 .2 9 6 4 90 .1 -8 7 .2 3 7 5 9 2 .8 100.2 7 7 3 1 .2 2 7 .2
12 5 10 2 4 .6 2 8 . e 2 6 13 5 1 .0 -5 5 .0 9 6 7 4 6 .2 4 6 .8 7 6 9 9 .9 - 112.4 10 7 8 2 7 .5 2 7 .9
12 5 11 3 1 .7 - 3 8 .4 2 6 15 5 0 .6 4 6 .6 9 6 12 9 8 .2 9 3 .9 3 7 7 19 5 .7 - 217. 1 10 7 9 3 9 .6 9 0 .5
12 5 12 3 1 .4 - 4 4 .2 2 6 17 4 5 .3 - 4 o .5 9 6 14 7 3 .9 - 7 2 .2 3 7 8 104.6 99.1 10 7 10 3 6 .6 -9 3 .8
12 5 13 5 5 .6 5 6 .0 2 6 18 6 1 .6 57.1 9 6 16 1 7 .9 - 19 .6 3 7 172.5 166.4 10 7 11 9 8 .0 - 101.8
12 5 14 2 6 .0 3 3 .8 2 6 19 2 5 .4 2 2 .3 9 6 16 6 1 .7 5 2 .7 3 7 10 2 2 .9 -1 9 .1 10 7 12 2 8 .7 2 9 .6
12 5 17 2 2 .0 - 2 2 .9 2 6 22 9 1 .0 -7 6 .1 9 6 20 2 7 .2 -2 7 .8 3 7 11 31 .2 -3 1 .5 10 7 13 8 8 .5 8 9 .0
12 5 18 2 e .3 -3 3 .1 2 6 24 6 9 .0 6 8 .7 9 6 21 1 1 .7 -1 5 .3 3 7 13 5 3 .0 - 4 5 .0 10 7 14 3 2 .5 - 3 1 .0
12 5 19 3 0 .4 3 0 .2 3 6 34 .2 - 3 5 .7 10 6 1 3 8 .3 -3 2 .1 3 7 15 115.2 113.8 10 7 15 3 8 .7 - 97.1
13 5 87 .1 - 8 4 .6 3 6 2 32 .8 4o . 5 10 6 2 4 4 .6 - 3 7 .0 3 7 16 4 o .5 - 4 o .5 10 7 17 9 7 .6 -9 9 .9
13 5 1 3 7 .7 3 7 .5 3 6 3 9 6 .4 9 7 .4 10 6 3 42.1 4 4 .3 7 17 128. 2 - 113.2 10 7 18 2 8 .2 2 7 .7
13 5 2 4 3 .7 49 .1 3 6 4 1 1 .6 6 .5 10 6 4 1 6 .2 - 1 3 .9 3 7 18 3 2 .6 3 1 .2 10 7 19 6 9 .9 5 7 .9
13 5 16 17 .8 -2 0 .8 3 6 5 12 .5 4 .9 10 6 5 4 6 .5 - 4 5 .9 7 19 3 1 .5 3 4 .2 10 7 21 9 6 .9 - 5 6 .9
13 5 yi 1 6 .3 19 .7 3 6 6 4 8 .3 3 5 .9 1u 6 6 6 0 .0 - 65.1 3 7 21 3 0 .8 1 7 .9 11 7  0 9 9 .0 9 8 .014 5 4 3 8 .8 4 o .6 3 6 8 5U .J 4 9 .9 10 6 7 4 8 .4 4 8 .9 3 7 23 7 6 .7 - 7 7 .8 11 7 1 135 .9 126.8
14 5 5 2 2 .4 -3 0 .6 3 6 9 4 1 .6 4 5 .2 10 6 6 9 .9 6 4 .1 3 7 24 2 3 .5 2 4 .5 11 7 2 9 7 .1 - 9 7 .9
14 5 6 2 7 .5 - 3 1 .9 3 6 10 9 4 .5 -8 o ,1 10 6 9 37 .8 -3 9 .3 4 7 1 6 2 .0 - 6 1 .8 11 7 3 3 0 .8 - 2 8 .7
14 5 7 3 0 .0 3 7 .5 3 6 11 3 3 .9 -3 1 .4 10 6 14 5 1 .8 - 4 6 .6 4 7 2 2 7 .3 - 2 2 .2 11 7 5 3 5 .2 - 2 9 .5
15 5 4 4 .8 -A o .2 3 6 13 4 7 .4 4 6 .3 10 6 16 4 2 .4 4 1 .0 4 7 3 161.6 174.2 t l 7 7 13 0 .0 122. 1
15 5 5 3 8 .5 -3 6 .3 3 6 14 5 0 .8 5 2 .3 10 6 21 2 1 .6 - 2 7 .8 4 7 4 2 1 .4 1 8 .7 11 7 9 8 8 .9 - 101.1
15 5 6 5 e .3 -5 7 .7 3 6 17 4 7 .2 - 5 1 .5 11 6 3 4 1 .3 - 3 7 .6 4 7 5 1 8 9 .9 - 2 2 0 .4 11 7 10 16 .6 17 .6
15 5 7 3 7 .8 3 6 .3 3 6 20 2 9 .5 - 2 9 .8 11 6 4 6 1 .0 - 6 1 .5 7 6 6 8 .2 6 6 .0 11 7 11 9 6 .8 5 2 .0
15 5 e 43.1 4 2 .3 3 6 24 2 4 .6 2 6 .8 11 6 5 47 .3 4 6 .2 4 7 7 5 5 .0 8 3 .5 11 7 3 8 .0 3 5 .3
15 5 9 4 7 .2 - 5 0 .5 4 6 0 1 6 7.5- 192.9 11 6 6 8 4 .8 8 8 .3 4 7 9 8 6 .3 7 3 .4 11 7 14 9 9 .9 -9 3 .5
15 5 10 2 2 .6 -2 7 .9 4 6 1 114.2 12 0 .5 11 6 7 47 .1 - 4 e .7 4 7 10 4 2 .9 - 4 1 .0 11 7 15 88 .1 -8 0 .9
15 5 16 1 6 .5 - 1 6 .4 4 6 2 3 7 .3 37 .7 11 6 B 31 .2 3 1 .7 4 7 11 1 3 5 .4 - 131.3 11 7  16 9 3 .2 9 3 .3
15 5 17 1 4 . * 18 .3 4 6 3 4 6 .3 - 4 o .3 11 6 10 52.1 - 4 6 .e 4 7 12 2 5 .9 30 .7 11 7  17 72 .1 6 8 .9
16 5 2 37 .8 37.1 4 6 4 1 9 .3 16.3 11 6 16 3 7 .0 32.1 4 7 13 9 8 .3 106.9 12 7 1 31 .8 30.1
16 5 3 5 3 .3 -5 4 .2 4 6 5 5 5 .6 5 3 .4 11 6 21 2 4 .0 - 7 .3 4 7 15 46 .4 -4 6 .8 12 7 2 2 2 .6 -2 2 .6
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A TOSS S (UI!) (U22) (033) (2U23) (2U31) (2U12)
ie 0.034 0,039 0,022 0,004 OoOOO 0.0.07
P(X) 0.031 0.041 0.018 =0,004 -0.000 =OcOOi
P(2) 0.035 0.0 20 0,020 =0,000 0.009 0.008
0(1) 0.055 0.089 0.064 0.001 0.014 =G * QOS
0(2) 0.119 0.091 0.057 =0,075 0.018 Q.033
0(3) 0.10? 0.108 0.066 0.102 -0.070 0.008
0(4) 0.055 0.023 8.069 =Qo 055 0.024 =0.024
tt 0.039 0.053 0.023 -OoOOl 0,001 0.033
FINAL ISOTROPIC THERMAL PARAMETERS (UiJ)*
(for Carbon atoms).
C(i) 0o042 C(i!) 0.055 C(21) 0.066
C(2) 0.072 C(12) 0.051 C(22) 0.077
C(3) 0.034 C.(13) 0.036 C (23) 0.057
C(4) 0.045 C (14) 0.056 C(24) 0.040
C(S) 0.049 C(15) 0.059 £(25) 0.038
0(6) 0.041 0(16) 0.044 £(26) 0.069
C{7) 0.031 C<1?) 0.048 C(2?) 0.077
0(8) 0.034 C(18) 0.050 C(28) 0.080
C(9) 0.Q32 C(19) 0.029 C(29) 0.088
C(10) 0.052 £(20) 0,048 C(30) 0.071
The final results of this analysis establish the
molecular structure and the relative stereochemistry of
bis« (diph©nyX~phosphino) •»© thylasnine molybdenum te tracarbonyl«
The character of the ligand is confirmed as bidentate
with the two phosphorus atoms occupying cis-positicn® Th©
coordination about the molybdenum atom is distorted
octahedral* the distortion arising from the bridging nitrogen
atom in th© P-N®P ligand * which restricts 'the position which
Acoordinating phosphorus atoms can take up* Th® P®fyo®P angle 
is &ka8& 0*X3G, other angles at molybdenum centre range from 
86° to 100° (Tablet®)*
Each of the phosphorus atoms is approximately 
tetrahedrally bonded with an average.- valency angle of 
109*5 ^0p3@® (Table The mean P«C (aryl) bond lengths is 
1*81 £ OpGxS* It is noteworthy that the four independent 
P-C (aryl) bond lengths give approximately th® ease values® 
varying from X®80 to l®8l£ (Table 2Q'» Th© eisan P«*N bond 
length (lo?l - Q*0lX) compares quite favourably with th© P®H 
bond length (1 c72 & G*0l£) in palladium complex (Part 1} and 
doe© not differ significantly from th© value of X&75 £.Q«03X 
for the bond distance between nitrogen and the four® 
coordinated phosphorus In the ethyl iodide adduct (Part XI)® 
The P-N̂ »P angle 103®8 » 1° in this compound (PNP®Mo® 
tetracarbonyl) is intermediate between the value of 
97*7 & Ql*f*obto.3.nod in the palladium complex (Part X) and th© 
value of 111*1 t 1*6° registered In th© ethyl iodide adduct
BIS — (DIPHENYL—PHOSPHINO ) —ETHVLAfYlINE MOLYBDENUM TETRACARBONYL.
Fig. I. Atomic arrangements as viewed dou/n the a-axis.
BIS—(DIP HE (\1YL —PHOSPHIWO ) —ETHYLAIYilNE HflOL YBDENUM TETRACARBON YL .
0 | 2 »
S cale  Li I f i A
Fig. 4. Packing of the molecules in projection down the a-axis
BIS — ( D I P H E N Y L —P H OS PH IN O ) —ETHVLAIY1INE MOLYBDEIMUM TE TRACA RBON YL .
Mo
F i g . I . Atomic arrangements as viewed down the a-axis.
BIS-(DIPH-ENYL-PM,OSPHINO)-ETHYLAIYIINE [Y10L YBDENUIY1 TETRACARBON YL
o . 0 1 Z iS cale  Lii fi A
Fig. 4. Packing of the molecules in projection down the a-axis.
TABLE 2B,.
Snt8r=»atoffile? Bortd Lgnofeha In H„ 
with estimated Standard Daviatlona»
- 9(1) 2o49(0o00?) C(iO) c(xx) XoS5(0o04)
S© - 9(2) 2*52(0,00?) C(1X) - C(l2) Xo40(0o03)
Ho C(3) lo98(0o02) C(12) C(?) Xo46{0»03)
Ho - C(4) 2 c.Q0(0o02) C (13) C(X4) Xo43(0o04)
Ho - C(6) X«97(0o02) C(14) C (15) X04X(0p03)
So - C(6) 2o00(0o02) C(X5) C(X6) Xo42(0o04)
p(d - « i„69(a*02) C(X6) - C(X7) io42(0oQ4)
p(d * C(8) Io8Q(0o02) C(X7) C (18) Xc39(0o83)
p(i) - C (13) io8X(0o02) C(X8) - C(X3) Xo42(0o03)
P(2) 4> C (19) lo8X(0o02) C (19) C(20) I f,44(0*05)
P(2) <9 C (25) Jo8i(0o02) C (20) C (21) 1,36(0004}
P(2) GS> W Xo73(0o02) C(2l) - 0(22) Xo4X(0s04}
0(1) < o C (3) XoX?(0o83) C (22) a> C(23) 1*33(0*04)
0(2) C(4) XoXXCOoOS) C (23) « C(24) 1*43(0*04)
0(3) - C(5) XoX8(0o03) C (24) C(X9) X *45(0 *03)
0(4) C(6) X0X6CO*G3) £(25) • C(26) 1,42(0,03)
C(l) 3S9 C(2) Xo57(0o03) C (26) C(27) X04S(QpQ4)
C(l) « io62(0c04) C(27) 09 C(28) Xo22(0a04)
C(?) «fr C(8) Xo37(0o03) C(28) C (29) XcSX(0oQ4)
c(e) a» C(9) Xo44(0.03) £{29) - C(3Q) Ic49(0o04}
c(9) c C(10) io45(0o03) C (30) C(25) Io40(0p03)
TABLE 2 8 .
1NTER60ND ANGLES (°)
P(I) - Mo • P(2) 65 C (19) - P(2) -= N 107
P(2) - Bio . 0(3) 163 - P(2) - C(25) 111
C(3) - Mo - C(4) 96 P(X) - N - P(2) 104
C(4) - Mo «=C(5) 91 P(l) - N - c(x) 124
C(5) - Mo COC(6) 173 P(2) - N - C(x) 125
C(6) - Mo - P(2) 91 Mo - C(3) - 0 ( 1 ) 177
P(l) - Mo - C(3) 99 Mo - 0 ( 4 ) » 0 ( 2 ) 179
P(2) - Mo - C(4) 100 M© - 0 ( 5 ) - 0 ( 3 ) 175
C(3) - Mo C(5) 90 Mo - C{6) - 0 ( 4 ) 175
C(4) - Mo C(6) 69 Sio - P(D - C(5) 164
C(5) - Mo PCD 91 Mo - P(2) - 0(6) 66
C(6) - Mo - P<2) 100 C(3 ) => 0@ - 0 ( 4 ) 64
M© - P(l) n 96 C(12) - C<7) - 0(B) 122
Mo « 9(1) ĉ > C(8) 111 C(?> -  C(8) C ( 9 ) 120
Mo -  P(l) . C(13) 126 0 ( 8 ) -  0(9) -  c(io) 11?
C(8) -  P(l) - C (13) 101 C(9) -  C(X0) -  C(ll) 121
C(8) -  P(i) S» H 107 C(10) -  C(XX) -  C(12) 123
C(13)- P(l) N 107 C(XX) -  C(X2) -  C(7 ) 116
Mo -  P(2) - N 94 (J8) -  C(X3) -  C(14) 117
Mo -  P(2) - C(19) 129 C(X3) -  0 (1 4 ) -  C(15) 125
Mo -  P(2) (SO C(25) 117 C(X4) -  C(XS) -  C(16 ) 114
C(19)“ P(2) « C (25 ) 99 C(X5) -  C(X6) - C(17) 124
- Coot9d
.TA8i£ 2§ = Cot'i5 d <»
c(is) - c(i?) C(X0) 119 C(23) ~ C(24) - C<19) 119
C(ll) ~ Ciis) - C (13) 121 £(30) = C(25) « C(26) 122
C(24) - G(29) - G(20) .118 C(25) - C(25') ~ C ( 2 7 ) 119
C(19) - C(20) ■- C(21) 119 C{26) - C(27) - £{28} 121
C(2G) - C(2X) - C(22) 123 £(27) - C(28) - C(29) 124
C(2I) - C(22) - C(23) 120 C(28) « C(29) - C(30)• 115
C(22) - C(23) - C(24) 121 £(29) - C(30) • C(25) 117
Ss®s selected Bond angles oifch theig- a.s«d <>
P(l) « §8© - P(2) 64o8(0oI6) 
p(D » N » P(2) 103o8(io00)
(DIPHENYL — PH0SPHIN0)~ETHYLAIY1INE (Y10L YBDEN Um T ETRACARBON YL .
II. Atom ic  a r ra n ge me n t as viewed down the c-axis.
(part XX) ̂ Othor bond Xertgthe and angles &h&$n in 
Tables 27 and 28 are soraal and call for no eoEssent ercept
A four nogabored &Lstg is created by P(l)» H, 0(2) and 
Mo* like the P~N**P««Pd it ia approximately planar (Table 31)*
The regularity of the feur~iaeaiber8d sing fessasd by fch© P«*H«P 
ligand in complex formation, with the transition metals can be 
seen by comparing the two riiags formed by the P-U-P ligand 
with palladium and ssolybdonum atoms (Figs* XXX and H)«
Mean values of bond lengths- are used in the diagrams»
that apart from the P~H distance which is virtually sans© in 
the two cogapleseQp the valency angle at each of fclso four
phosphorus atossc is approxlsa&teiy 95®* Even the P«P distamoec- 
are about the saseo9 despite the fast that the P«N*»P ligand is 
attacked to different entities isa the two scsaplexeso
The equation of tiho mean plane calculated through 
P(l)9 F(2)s c(4) and C{5) is 0*S44& * O-TJOy - 0«0S4s - 7*222-a
whore x, y£ s &r© co**ordismt©a ea&reosed in Aagstrcass units*
The deviations of the at cos frosa this plane are quits snail 
(Tablo 3ft*) «>




Rio o o 0 0(2) 3oQ9 0(1) 0 0 9 0(4) 30 52 0(4) O 0 o 0(14} 3o?8
Rio 0 o o 0(4) 3013 0(1) O O 0 C(H) 3056 0(4) 0 • o 0(25) 3. 78
Rio 0 t 9 k 3ol5 0(1) O 0 o c(e) 3« 72 0(4) 0 o o 0(24) 3 c 9’1
m 0 o o 0(1) 30I7 0(1) O 0 0 C(5) 3o74 H O G 0 0(8) 2c8Q
Rio 0 0# 0(3) 3o 18 0(2) C(i) 3o41 N 4  0  0 0(13) 2. 82
Rio 0 0 o 0(8) 3o70 0(2) « 4 « C<3) 3o48 N © 0 0 0(19) 2 o84
Rio 0  0  0 C(25) 3o71 0(2) C O O 0(2) 3o65 M O 0 « 0(25) 2092
Rio 0 4  0 C (13) 30 83 0(2) O o o 0(6) 3066 N 0  0  0 0(7) 3o 17
Rio 0  0  0 C (19) 3o91 0(2) 0  •  0 0(5) 3o86 M O © 0 0(30) 30 25
p(x) 0 0 o P(2) 2o69 0(3) o O 0 0(16) 3.42 N 0  4  0 0(18) 3.45
p(D 0  O 0 0(9) 2o?5 0(3) 0  4  0 C( 15) 3o68 N 4 0  0 0(6) 3o52
p(D ©  © c C(14) 2078 0(3) 0  9  0 0(3) 3o?3 W O o o 0(14) 3093
p(D o o o 0 (18) 2o86 0(3) o o e 0(6) 3.75 C(l) 0 9 0 0(7) 30 29
p(D 0  0  4 0(6) 3o28 0(3) o 0 0 0(2) 3. 83 0(1) 0 o o 0(20) 3.44
p(D o 0 0 0(3) 30 22 0(3) o o o 0(21) 3o83 0(1) 0 0 9 0(4) 3 o 59
p(D 0 0 0 0(4) 3042 0(3) 0  0  0 0(20) 3.85 0(2) G O O 0(4) 3 o9i
p(D 0 0 o C(19) 3o95 0(3) 4  0  0 0(4) 3o87 0(3) O 0  o 0(4) 2.65
P(2) 0 o o 0(26) 2o?3 0(4) © o © 0(22) 3.39 0(3) 0  o  0 0(5) 2o80
P(2) 0  0  o C(30) 2o81 0(4) 0  o © 0(30) 3046 0(3) 0  0  0 0(8) 3o40
P(2> 0  0  4 0(6) 3,18 0(4) 0  0 4 0(12) 3oS0 0(3) 0  O 0 0(6) 3.97
Cont'd -
TABIC 30 ~ Cont'd -
IftTftA-giQLECULAR NQftS-BQNDED DISTANCES.
P(2) O O o 0(5) 3o47 0(4) O 0 fi» c(7) 3o51 0(3 ) •  0 O 0(9) 3o98
P(2) O Q © c(3) 3o49 0(4) O 0 o C (23) 3o55 C(4) 0 9 9 c(6) 2o79
P<2) O O O C(8) 3o82 0(4) o o o c(4) 3o64 0(4) O 0 0 C(5) 2C 96
P(2) o  o  o 0(4) 3o95 0(4) 0 0 0 C(21) 3o65 C(4) coo c(14) 3o?7
C(6) o  q  m C (25) 3c38 0(4) 0 o c 0(5) 3o?3 C(5) o o o 0(6) 2 c 83
C(6) a q  o C (30) 3o46 C(12) 4 * 0 0(14) 3o93 0(20) o o o c(9) 3o95
C(6) coo 0 (14 ) 3057 0(15) 0 0 o C (18) 2o 86 0(21) o © o c(24) 2o77
C(6) o o a 0(13) 3*79 C(15) O 0 O C(12) 3,71 0(21) o o o c(9) 3o67
C(?) o • o C(24) 307i C(15) o o o C(ll) 3o?4 0(22) o o o 0(28) 3o70
C(8) o o e C(13) 2e79 C(15) o o o C(21) 3c99 0(22) 0 * 0 0(29) 3o79
C(8) o o o C(18) 3o24 0(16) 6 0 0 C(13) 20 80 0(22) 0 O 0 0(9) 3091
C(8) o o • C (14) 3oS0 C(16) O O 0 C(20) 3o96 0(22) O o 0 0(27) 3 c 92
C(9) coo C(13) 3o07 C(23) 6 0 0 0(23) 3o81 C(17) 0 © o C(14) 2o79
C(9) O O 0 C (18) 3o39 C(17) c o o C (20) 3o97 0(25) o © o 0(28) 2o?7
C(9) o o © C(14) 3o86 C(19) 0 0 0 0(25) 2o 75 0(26) 0 0 o 0(29) toGOoCM
C(X0) O 0 0 c(?) 2o79 C(19) 0 0 0 0(26) 3oOS 0(27) 0 0 o 0(30) 2o86
C(10) O O 0 C (26 ) 3098 C(19) 0 •  o 0(30) 3096 0(27) 0 o o 0(2) 3o37
C(12) O 0 0 C(23) 3o74 C(20| •0 0 0 0(23) 2o82 0(28) 0 6 0 0(2) 3*47
TABLE 3 1 , 
IPSTER-jflQtECUL&R DISTANCES 4A
P{2.> 0 ♦ ft C(2)v 3,96 c(;i) 0 0 9 C(3Q)vi 3,9?
P(2) 6 0 0 C(2)v 3,7? C(2) 0 * 0 C(2)il 3,55
P<2) 0 6 0 C(?)y 3,95 C(2) a •  o C(30)¥i 3,57
0(1) 0 o o 0(3)I£ 3,54 C(2) 9 O O C(18)vi 3,89
0(1) 9 6 0 C(S)ii 3,62 C(2) 0 9 0 C(25)¥i 3,91
0(1) 0 0 9 C(23)i¥ 3,69 C(3) o o o C(24)w 3,64
0(1) • » • C(7)v 3o74 C{3) 9 9 0 C(7)v 3,68
0(1) •  0 o C(3)ii 3,79 C(3) 9 9 0 C(5)ii 3,99
0(1) t  « # G(I)ii 3,81 C(3) 9 0 » C(3)ii 3oS9
0(1) « •  6 C{24)v 3,86 C(7) 9 9 # C(I9§wi 3,94
0(2) * « f C(26)i 3,47 C(9) • 9 * C(21)i 3,67
0(2) 0 * 0 C(i6)ii 3,67 C<9) • * 9 C(22)i 3,91
0(3) 0 * 0 C(3)ii 3077 C(9) 0 9 0 C(20)i 3,95
0(3) 0 0 9 0(3)11 3o90 C(10) 0 9 9 C(ll)i¥ 3,63
N 0 9 9 C(20)v 3,56 0(10) 9 9 9 C(10)iil 3,70
ti 0 9 0 C(24)u 3,77 €(10) 0 * 9 C(23)« 3,92
C(l) 0 0 9 C(18M 3o57 C(10) 0 9 0 C(24)v 3,99
C(l) 0 0 * C(13)vi 5O50 C(ll) 0 0 0 C(15)i 3,74
C(l) 9 9 * C(25)ul 308Q C( 12) 0 9 0 C(15)i 3,71
The subscripts refer to the folloping position**
i £-x* iv
ii l~Kp f*>2 w l^s* i£*y«> z
iii 1 » K 0 I-y* 1->2 wi B 2
T A B U  5 2 „
EQUATIONS OF llCAfi} P l & HZS AMD 01 STANCES f?{) OF 
ATOfilS fROSi THESE PLACES.
(a) Plane through C{5}9 C(4-)9 3!&9 P(l)p P(2)e &9 
8o8253« v 0o558Iy  « 0o 0 S S 2 s  - 7 o2590 m O0.
cCs) 0o027 E(l) . 0*162
CCA) «Qo091 C(3) 2o002




Plan© through P(l)e P{2)e H0 C(l).#
0..838 4 k  o 0*5438y - Qa03562 - 704242
P(D 0*060 $0 60 049
P (2 ) Op 059 C(2) ®!<>269
W «QoX95
c(l) Op 076
Plans through P(l)* C(4 ) 9 C(5) 9 P(2)P
Qo8 4 4 2 k  * Q»5295y - g«>G840z - 7 0 2215
P(i) 0o067 C(3) lo996
C(4) -0*061 C(6) <-1.951
C{5) OoOao
P(2) -0,066
Dihedral angle bateeen plana (a) and plans (b)- is 177°
«  »  *  • »  ( b )  »  H  ^  k  ^ 7 7 ^ 0
Tha k t ¥$ z in the plane equations refer to the
Qcoordinates in a SKprassed in tensa of « 9 h5 £ 0
35 *
Equidistant fro® the plana are c{3) and G (6 ) to form a 
distorted octahedral arrangement as suggested by th® values 
of* the valency angles at the molybdenum*
The average value of Mo®C is 1*99 4 0o0l2 while the- mean C«*0 
bond length is 1*15 4 OoOXS^o This value of i*99& for 
Mo«*C is a bit shorter than the: value of 2*06 4 0 oO22 obtained 
by N&jjarian (1 9 5 7 ) the Mo*»C bond length in molybdenum
heaeacarbonylo This difference' is probably significant in view, 
of the dependence of Mo«* G bond length on bond order (Cotton ©& 
ftXj) 19^5 )9
The bond order in the Mo«*C of PNPMo tetracarbonyl can 
be estimated by adopting the method suggested by Cotton ®t 
al (19^5)» Evaluation of this is vital for a thorough 
understanding of the donor«acceptor property of the P«N*»P 
ligand and probably may lead to additional evidence in 
support of the delocalisatlon of the nitrogen lone pair*
The; structure of cis®-{Diethylene tria&ine-) molybdenum 
tricarbonyl lias recently been published (Cotton ©t ale 1965)0 
The comparison of the: Mo«*c bond lengths obtained by Cotton 
with those recorded \r\ the present work shows some differences 
and helps towards the determination of the bond-order of Mo-C 
in PHPKb-tetracarbonyl*
Cotton et al. Present work*
Ho - C(l) 1*93 4 O 0O2X Mo - C(3) 2o00 4 0«02X
Mo - C(2 ) lo95 4 O0O2X Mo - C(*0 1*98 4 O 0O2X
Mo - C(3) 1«9^ 4 Qo02& Mo « C(5) 2o00 * 0«02S
Mo - C(6) 1*98 4 0*02t
Mean Mo » C a X<»9̂ 5L Mean Mo « C « Io99&«
36 o
The30 two values of Mo-C though close differ appreciably ia 
their values of bond-orders (Fig, V), The values of 
9,06 £ O0O2X (Najarin, 1937) Bud 2.08 t  0 , 0 k % (Braelnraye1938) 
for Mo-C in molybdenum hexacarbonyl are on the other hand 
much longer than either Cotton’s value or that obtained in the 
present work.
From all available' data* Cotton et al (1965) obtained the 
graph shown below (Fig© V) for determining the Mo-C boad-order 
from a known value of Mo-C bond-length, The value of Mo-C 
bond length (lo99^) in the present work is plotted on Cotton’s 
graph and its position le indicated by A* Position B 
corresponds to the Mo-C bond length and boad-ofder i a  the 
molybdenum heJtacarbonyl 0
Bend ordtr
Bond-orders 1*5 and 2*0 h a m  been assigned to Mo-C in 
molybdenum hexacarbonyl (B) and eis-Mo(diene) tricarbonyl 
marked (c) ♦ The basis of assignment has been discussed by
Cotton (l$6k)o From the position of A on the graph the
37 o
bond—order in Mo«*C of FNP—Mo—tetracarbQnyi is about lo 752
Tbis is consistent with the theory that there should be more
of double bond character in Mo—C of PNP-Mortetracarbonyl than
in the Mo-C of the molybdenum hexacarbonyl.since P-N-P ligand
is a poorer donor than carbon monoxide»
The shortening observed in Mo-C would cause the
lengthening of the C-0 bond* although C*»0 bond lengths in
complexes are not reliable ©sough for determining differences
between bond-orders in the range 2 to 39 there is ©videnc© to
support th® above statement of C-0 lengthening from the
spectra s&udy0 Payne et al (19^5} obtained the values of
1980cm” for the C-0 stretching frequency in the hexacarbonyl
and 18730®"“ &a the PHP-Mo-tetraearbonyi»
The above value of bond-order (I*75) for Mo—C suggests
therefore that there is more of dir-plf bonding in the Mo-C
of the complex than of the molybdenum hexacarbonyl* This will
also mean that the central metal atom dissipates more of its
charge into the p -orbital of the C-aios rather than into the
d -orbital of phosphorus. The situation leaves the Mo-P as
formed from almost CT-bond » Also if there is partial double
bond formation in P-N due to delocalisaiion of electrons as
previously discussed* this will enhance the single bond
character of Mo-P„ In fact* the value of 2*50 2 0.005s
obtained for Mo-P in this P-N-P complex is not significantly
different from the expected value for a Mo-P single bond(2*46X)
(Rundqvist( 1965)0 This result supports the established fact
that C-0 is a better tp»bonder than phosphorus compounds and




[^^2(5011)2012( ^ 3^ ) 2] I08B Rome at. alop 1960
t(C6H5)(C2Hg)2P]R8Cls i086^0 o05 lo77^0„09 Cotton at alop 1964
[(Ph P) NEt]PdCl2 2 2 - loSl^OoOl Present work.
P(CV 3 1 o8^,003 - tide et alop 1958
p(ch3 )3 1o85-0003 - Sartall et al®9- I960
P(Pto )3 - lo83to003 Dalyp3®30p 1964
[Ph PNEtP.Ph £t]*l“.2 2 1o8ltQ«05 lo81*Q»02 Present eorko
[RaOCl3(PEt2Ph)23 I086 lo?B Ehrlieh at al0& 1963
[Ph P.HEt.PBh lno(CO)2 2 4 «9 Xo8Xi0o01 Present eork.
(8ond»length values are 
type}®
naan inhere there are several of alalia?
<af i^ r<ar g lggBffiggagr WfcgBl iTK ra-T lfrre g lg 'ir.i
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&.X. TtmiQMK/Fim
Th© c<3S3pl©3£i&̂  ability ©f the tliiccy&nat© ±&n has led 
to it© use ia qualitative aad quantitative analyses, ( Vogel, 1962) 
The thiocy&nat© ion exhibit© linkage isoeerisss, bonding t© the 
metal ion either through its sulphur or nitrogen .atom*
When bonded through sulphur, the cosopounds formed are sailed 
thiccyan&t©* If, however, the bond is through nitrogen, 
the nans© lecthioeyanato is appropriate* For simplicity this 
class of ooaspounsis will be referred to as thioey&nates (without 
regard to whether the metal ion is &»bonded ©r N*bonded) 
throughout this test®
Very little has been don© in the study of transition metal 
thlceyanaies by X*Isy methods, but information is available 
fro® other physical methods for some thioayaxiat© complexes®
By studying the C-H and G*»S stretching frequencies attempts 
have been made (Lewis et al, 1961) to classify the isomers of 
the transition metal thiocyan&tes* Xn their discussions, it 
can be inferred that the elements of the first transition series 
are bonded through M in the formation of thiocyan&te complex©© 
whereas the elements of the second and third series are bonded 
through sulphur® Lieber et al, (1959), used measured C<~& 
frequencies to decide between thiocyanato « and isothiocyan&to « 
bending. Fujita et al, (1956), Mitchell el! al, (i960) have 
all examined this criterion in extensive details and have made 
some broad correlations* Difficulty arises, however, in that 
the CrB frequency is affected by a number qf variables apart 
from the donor atom, and in particular overlap occurs between 
the two classes.
39a
-Press the measurements of tfe© ©'«8 1755 e® a sad the
« * XC*S (2X1% osa ) stretching frequencies ©f lead thiocyanafc©*
Torrance (19^5) found that there was not enough evidence
froo the above values to predict the type of linkage involved
in lead thiocyacate* Previous workers have proved that
Mn, Hi* Co and Cu form isothioeyan&tes (that is Unbonded)»
This is established in the crystal structure analysis of
tC©(NCS)£3a*\ Takencki* 1957* of [Ki(NE^)^(HCS)2], Zudanov
et al, 1953» H* Gilli (1961) ha® shown that thiocyanale groups
2 »serve two functions in the structure of Cd(SCN)^”* that is 
bonding through sulphur and nitrogen to form a structure such 
ae SCH • M «* SCK* The situation in lead thiocyanate ia 
not certaino 
4*2* g&PBRIMBNTAL
A sample of the compound - lead thiocyanate - prepared 
by Br* Bacon of the Queen's University* Belfast was kindly 
made available to us by Miss Ida Woodward also of Queen's 
University*. Crystals for the X-Ray work were obtained by 
cutting to suitable sines • A crystal of an average width 
0*015 on was used for collecting intensity data* The value 
of ||R w 5«2 was used to correct for absorptions, R - the radius « 
being taken as half the average width* The ratios of the unit 
translations as predicted by Groth, (1909) are 0*631 t i t  1*623*
jGroth cell as related to that used in this work is shown in 
Fig* 1* The unit cell transformation matrix is given by 
100^010/102,
I gM TKiocVANlATg
j  | M 1 -  C w L L -  Tg-A-MS poA^lL^i
US
F*'0 4 I
Rotat1&n9 oscillation ”cri.?iA^bo:^ p&ofeog^pks
o  __
taken using Oa**KG radiation (a ® I s 542 Aj * Tlio intensity
'data were isu&surad visually fro-sa Vfoiossnberg pkotogr'a.pi ja. for
the la.01s, hilj kSX and h3X aavU obtained by the* multiple fils* 
te c ih s ilq u s  (R o b e r ts o n *  1 9 4 3 ) * T h e  .Ci I d  f a c t o r  us ad t o  
correlate the intensities on ©ueeessiv© friliss of a series 
nofi^equit©rial layers ^as calcul&ted from
R « 1-29 esp(0*94 soc a) where a « the angle Which the 
incident beam makes with the normal fee the film, (Bossxssm, 195 
The intensities w o r e  corrected h y  the usual factors *
Tka various sons© i*or© placed on the ease relative scale by 
comparison &t the' observed asst calculated structure ©siplt trades 
GiaSTAL DATA
C r y s t a ls  o f  le a d  th ic e y a n a t©  w ith .  M *  3 ^ 3 &4 a r e  s s o n o o liu i 
, . . ea » 9 °72 * o«0 3 * b » 6*37 2 0 *0 2 , o cs a»27 - 0-03 A?
«
P » 92°0 «* G a5°* Tolias© of the unit e©3.Is V « 527*8 A *
Pcaj a 4*07 g/csâ t 2 6 4* P{O00) » 5 6 0* P- «■ 580 ®i3*A £©1*
X-Rays» (X « 1*542)* £  ^  » 5?24* ^  ~ 682*
Absent spectra t (hkl) when h*k is odd
■(hOl) n 1 i s  odd
(OkO) n 'it i s  ©ddo
Space Group* C2/c - or Gc - C^* The centred space group
/S K A  &
CZ/o was chosen, without prior application of any statistical 
testso The choice appears to havo boon Justified by the 
successful solution of the structure* This requires tbs
4lo
pb - atom to bo in a special position either at a centre of 
symmetry or on a two-fold axis*
%®5* HEAVY ATOM POSITION^  nanism m  w > n » rts >  umw n i  mi n rw ira f »nai ̂  m w r i fn  iv
The position of Pb * atom was determined from a 3-D* 
Patterson synthesize The atom (Pb) was found to occupy a 
special position O, y9 }• Attempt to solve other vectors 
obtained in the soap only resulted in the probable position of 
sulphur, The co-ordinates thus found were for
Pb x a 0*000 » y » 0*115 * s *s 0*250.
S x « 0 * 3 2 9 * y « -0 * 1 1 5 * a * 0 *1 7 2 *
Since the position of sulphur was not certain, only the 
co-ordinates of lead were used in the first structure - factor 
calculation* R-f&etor was 30*0%, (Table 34) * Using the
signs appropriate to the rest of the atoms and delta 
(|Po| »|?«| ) as coefficients? a three-dimensional difference 
Fourier synthesis was computed along the a-aais, Pseudo- 
-symmetry and anisotropic effect® around Pb rendered the map 
obtained difficult to interpret* In the subsequent structure- 
-factor calculation lead was assigned anisotropic temperature
factor. R dropped to 27*2%, and in a second difference map,
♦
the thiocyaaate group was obvious, The positions of sulphur, 
carbon and nitrogen (Pigs, 2,3 * and 4) are marked B, C, and 0 
on Figs, 2, 3, 4* Vhile the whole structure revealed by means 
of superimposed contours la shown in Fig, 5* Thus co-ordinate© 
were assigned to sulphur, carbon and nitrogen, A set of 












































4 2  ©
hc60 STRUCTURE REFXKEMEMT
The refinement of this str-uet-as5©' w&s by the full-szatrlx 
least-sqwayee method using the.- programme devised by 
Cru&ckshaak and Smith© The details of the programme have been 
described elsewhere ® After sis cycles of refinement with 
isotropic temperature factors for all atoms apart from load 
the H«faotor was 15©3§»© This fell t© Xho0> whan four 
reflexions hollered to have been affected by extinction wore1 
removeda All atoms were now assigned anisotropic temperature1 
factors and the refinement continued© Since the carbon and 
nitrogen atoms war©: difficult to refine at this stage* they 
were kept constant while the refinement of lead and sulphur' 
continued© Convergence was attained after nine cycles and the 
final R«fset©v is 1 3 © 7 (Table 34)©
Results
The final fractional co-ordinates and the corresponding 
standard deviations are listed in Table 35 while the- final 
anisotropic temperature factors occupy Table 36© The 
orthogonal coordinates are in Table 37® Table 38 contains the 
Interest omic bond lengths* The inter-bond angles are compiled 
in Table 39 and the final |fo| and Fc in Table 40 o The 
packing diagram of the structure viewed down the unique.1 axis 





O  I o
L i - 1  i  I A
Fig. 7. Packing of the molecules viewed down the unique axis (b).
COURSE or ANALYSIS a
3-D Patterson synthesis* .'
Found Pb.
late Structure-factor calculations* « 1 c75fi2Pb
R * 30o0#
I®t«, 3-D Diff©ranee Fourier synthesiso 
Spurious peaks rendered sap useless*
2nd* Struciure-faetor calculations* £anisotropic teep* factor)
R * 27o2Sfi
2nd* 3-D Difference Fourier synthesis0
Found Ail light atoms*
3rd 0 Struoture-factor calculations0 8  * 3<> s8 2  For light atom®*
R m 2203$»
1sto Cycle of StF0 t 0 S 0 Refinement* only Pb is anisotropic*
R « 2 0 o2 %
2nd 0 Cycle of SoFoLoS* Refinement*
R 8  18*6%
3rd* Cycle of SofoLoS* Refinement*
R • U c 5 %
4th0 Cycle of SoFoloS* Refinement*
R • 16c5£
5tho Cycle of S*FoL0S* Refinement*
R » 1S08£
- Cont'd -
TflSSLt  34 - C o o t 5d«
COURSE: OF ftHALYSIS.
6 th o Cysle of SoFoLcSe Refinement,
R a 15*3*
Reeo^al of 4?efle@tlons duo to extinction, (ail sioras anleotropiC
R e 14o6^
7ih0 Cyele of SoFoLoSo Refinement^ (£ and ff kept sonstantK
R a 14e0^
Sth0 Cycle of SoFol«So R»fineaent,
R « 13 o 69/6 
9tho Cyele of S 0F aL.S» Rafinsaont,
R s 1$*63
Final scaling of data,
The X«*Ray study of Pb (CMS)g has established bonding 
of Pb to both S and N of different SCH-ions<> Every Pb makes 
(close) contacts with two S and four N atoms-* all of different 
thiocyanato residues© Each S atom makes on© (close) contact 
with Pb while one other S atom stakes a rather large contact of 
3ol4£ and each N atom makes two (close) contacts with 
different Pb atom® This arrangement gives rise to a s±s>»f old 
coordination of Pb with all thiocyanate groups equidistant, 
Fig© 60
* The thiocyanate group is linear within the limit of the 
accuracy of the data- This structure agrees with the bent
M-S-C bond postulated by Lewis (196*0 for sulphur bonded























FINAL ANISOTROPIC THERMAL PARAMETERS (till).
ATOMS (UII) (U22) (U33) (2U23) (2U31) (2U12)
Pb 0,014 O 0 UO6 0,018 QoQQO -0,001 0,000
s 0,041 0,150 0,094 0,049 0,00*5 0,002
N 0,033 0,270 0,066 0,022 -0,021 0,054
C 0,064 0,126 0,073 -0,041 -0,009 -0,116
TASS.E 3 7 o
ORTHOGONAL COORDINATES,Trim—rmnirrrrwn n r  tid i iirr  utii iikm  wr,r  n i w i n i r ' , -»-“ ^ t i > i g rn  mm 11 tt■■
ATOlftS M  (y) (i)
Pb 4,857 ~2o540 1,898
S 2,871 -0,299 1,327
W 4,303 I  c.865 0,334
C 3o?01 Q0888 0,807
TABLE 38„
IWTEB-ATObIXC BOND LENGTHS ( in  8 ) n
Pb - S 3 o05 Pb - ft 2,73
Pb - S 3ol4 Pb - ft 2 072
C - H £o24 C - s 1,54
M(v) - Pb - U )  1.10
«(*} Pb - n i i i ) & t i t s
Pb
O h r e  v x : h d
c  ? •• - \
Pb s{*) h -
S i t )
N t ■■ ■-■ Pb 5 U )
H \ £ i  ) - * Pb - 15 S(viii) - PI sCv‘i.0
subscripts• ?sf®s to tP ioicAPu poa.tp.iopps
•<v>
<vi 5
I'jH) = ^ >  V .
1  -1  ca  }  A  — >•? o  - •  -1  v  V  «
k .
f “ 3 p  1 ?
TABLE
H K L | F o | Fc H K L I f o J Fc
0 0 - 10 4 4 . 5 - 5 2 . 3 3 1 7 5 5 . 2 58 .1
0 0 - 8 6 5 . 3 6 1 . 0 3 1 8 4 9 . 4 4 9 . 7
0 0 - 4 1 12 . 1 8 6 . 2 3 1 9 3 2 .1 - 3 4 . 8
0 0 - 2 1 8 8 .5 - 1 6 5 .6 3 1 10 3 0 . 4 - 3 9 - 5
2 0 - 10 4 2 . 9 - 4 9 . 4 5 1 - 9 3 9 . 7 3 6 . 3
2 0 - 8 8 9 - 9 6 9 . 4 5 1 - 8 5 9 . 0 5 3 .1
2 0 - 6 127 .1 - 116 .1 5 1 - 7 36 .1 - 3 9 - 8
2 0 - 4 1 0 7 .3 1 3 8 .0 5 1 - 6 5 5 . 5 - 7 5 . 4
2 0 - 2 1 7 8 .5 - 1 6 1 .9 5 1 - 5 4 1 .7 5 0 . 5
2 0 0 1 0 0 . 1 9 8 . 8 5 1 - 4 6 1 . 2 7 2 . 0
2 0 2 1 - 9 7 . 1 5 1 - 3 6 1 . 8 - 7 0 . 2
2 0 4 1 0 6 .7 1 2 5 .0 5 1 - 2 5 7 - 8 - 5 6 . 5
2 0 6 9 3 - 4 - 1 1 2 . 5 5 1 -1 9 4 . 3 8 4 . 9
2 0 8 8 7 . 2 7 3 . 1 5 1 0 4 5 . 0 4 4 . 2
2 0 10 4 1 . 0 - 5 2 . 3 5 1 1 1 1 9 -7 - 1 0 7 -2
4 0 - 10 3 9 . 6 - 5 0 . 2 5 1 2 6 6 . 3 - 5 4 . 3
4 0 - 6 7 1 . 5 - 7 4 . 4 5 1 3 4 9 .1 4 7 . 2
4 0 - 4 7 4 . 8 5 9 - 0 5 1 4 6 8 . 8 8 4 . 6
4 0 - 2 1 1 6 .7 - 1 0 8 .8 5 1 5 4 1 . 0 - 5 1 . 9
4 0 0 1 5 2 .8 1*13.5 5 1 6 5 9 - 7 - 7 5 - 6
4 0 2 1 5 6 .8 - 162 .1 5 1 7 4 0 . 4 4 8 . 6
4 0 4 1 4 7 -9 1 5 8 .7 5 1 8 5 5 . 0 5 0 . 9
4 0 6 6 0 . 6 - 7 1 . 0 5 1 9 2 5 - 7 - 3 0 . 9
4 0 8 5 1 .1 5 4 . 0 7 1 - 8 4 2 . 3 3 8 . 2
6 0 - 8 4 7 . 2 5 1 - 3 7 1 - 7 3 4 .1 - 3 7 . 0
6 0 - 6 5 6 . 4 - 7 9 - 8 7 1 - 6 2 5 - 5 - 3 6 . 8
6 0 - 4 8 3 - 5 1 1 1 .3 7 1 - 5 4 3 - 7 5 8 . 0
6 0 - 2 1 2 8 .4 - 1 5 0 .5 7 1 - 4 3 8 . 3 4 3 - 7
6 0 2 1 1 2 .9 - 7 7 . 4 7 1 - 3 5 0 . 0 - 6 1 . 6
6 0 4 6 5 - 5 7 0 . 6 7 1 - 2 8 1 . 8 - 8 3  -1
6 0 6 5 6 . 8 - 5 6 .1 7 1 -1 5 8 . 0 5 4 . 0
6 0 8 6 8 . 0 6 4 . 4 7 1 0 1 1 6 . 4 1 0 4 .5
8 0 - 8 5 8 . 7 5 7 . 0 7 1 1 6 8 . 6 - 5 5 - 9
8 0 - 6 6 2 . 4 - 6 8 . 8 7 1 2 9 5 - 5 - 9 1 . 8
8 0 - 4 9 2 . 2 5 9 - 3 7 1 3 5 5 - 5 4 4 . 5
8 0 0 8 7 . 7 5 9 - 2 7 1 4 6 4 . 7 6 7 . 4
8 0 2 9 9 - 2 - 9 8 . 8 7 1 5 5 5 - 6 - 6 0 . 2
8 0 4 8 8 .1 9 1 . 3 7 1 6 4 3 . 2 - 4 2 . 6
8 0 6 7 1 - 9 - 6 7 . 1 7 1 7 3 7 - 5 4 o . 8
10 0 - 6 3 4 . 0 - 4 1 . 4 7 1 8 2 6 . 7 3 5 - 0
10 0 - 4 7 1 . 2 5 9 - 9 9 1 - 7 2 6 .1 - 3 2 . 0
10 0 - 2 1 0 5 .4 - 8 9 .1 9 1 - 6 4 9 . 6 - 4 9 .1
10 0 0 9 8 . 0 8 7 . 1 9 1 - 5 4 2 .1 4 2 . 2
10 0 2 8 0 . 6 - 7 8 . 3 9 1 - 4 7 6 . 3 6 8 . 5
10 0 4 5 1 . 7 4 9 . 6 9 1 - 3 3 6 . 7 - 3 7 . 3
10 0 6 2 1 . 5 - 4 5 . 6 9 1 - 2 7 1 . 4 - 6 7 . 7
12 0 - 2 4 1 .1 - 4 9 . 5 9 1 - 1 5 5 - 8 5 1 . 0
12 0 0 2 9 . 0 3 8 . 6 9 1 0 4 8 . 9 4 0 . 3
12 0 2 3 1 . 7 - 4 8 . 6 9 1 1 6 2 . 9 - 5 9 - 2
1 - 9 4 7 . 4 3 7 . 2 9 1 2 4 3 . 8 - 3 6 . 0
1 - 8 7 7 . 2 5 7 . 0 9 1 3 5 5 - 9 4 8 . 2
1 - 7 6 2 . 4 - 4 7 . 6 9 1 4 5 1 . 3 4 5 . 0
1 - 6 9 2 .1 - 7 3 . 3 9 1 5 4 3 . 8 - 4 4 . 9
1 - 5 8 8 . 3 6 5 . 9 9 1 6 4 6 . 3 - 4 3 . 3
1 - 4 8 7 . 6 5 9 - 7 11 1 - 5 3 1 . 4 3 5 - 6
1 - 3 10 3 .0 - 1 3 2 . 4 11 1 - 4 2 6 . 3 3 1 . 7
1 -1 7 3 . 3 6 5 . 7 11 1 - 3 4 4 . 5 - 3 6 . 6
1 0 8 1 . 5 7 7 - 3 11 1 - 2 3 4 .1 - 3 2 . 5
1 1 1 1 6 .5 - 9 3 - 3 11 1 -1 5 1 . 6 4 6 . 9
1 2 1 3 2 .3 - 1 6 5 .2 11 1 0 5 1 . 8 4 5 - 3
1 3 8 4 . 0 1 0 0 .3 11 1 1 3 7 . 0 - 3 7 . 3
1 4 1 2 1 .7 1 3 9 .9 11 1 2 6 4 . 8 - 5 9 - 8
1 5 5 1 . 0 - 4 4 . 8 11 1 3 3 2 . 9 3 2 . 5
1 6 7 ^ . 7 - 7 7 . 1 11 1 4 3 9 . 2 4 9 . 6
1 7 5 5 . 4 5 5 - 6 0 2 - 1 0 6 . 2 - 6 . 5
1 8 4 2 . 2 4 6 . 8 0 2 - 9 5 7 . 2 5 7 - 9
1 9 4 2 . 8 - 4 1 . 1 0 2 - 8 9 . 8 6 . 8
1 10 3 1 . 8 - 3 6 . 6 0 2 - 7 9 5 . 9 - 8 7 - 3
3 - 9 4 4 . 0 3 9 . 0 0 2 - 6 1 2 .0 6 . 2
3 - 8 4 6 . 4 4 1 . 2 0 2 - 5 1 0 6 .2 1 0 6 .0
3 - 7 6 0 . 4 - 5 4 . 0 0 2 - 4 6 .1 7 - 3
3 - 6 57 .1 - 5 9 - 6 0 2 - 3 1 1 9 .9 - 116.1
3 - 5 5 8 . 8 6 7 . 9 0 2 - 2 7 5 . 9 - 6 7 . 1
3 - 4 7 8 . 1 9 1 . 7 0 2 -1 9 8 . 5 1 1 8 .0
3 - 3 8 4 . 6 - 7 3 . 4 2 2 - 1 0 3 - 3 - 5 . 7
3 - 2 12 2 .6 - 1 4 9 . 2 2 2  - 9 7 6 . 1 6 0 . 2
3 - V 3 9 . 5 3 3 . 8 2 2 - 8 2 3 . 4 1 3 - 9
3 0 1 6 4 .4 1 7 8 .9 2 2 - 7 8 4 . 2 - 7 1 . 4
3 1 1 2 1 .2 - 1 2 1 . 3 2 2 - 6 3 0 . 0 - 2 3 . 2
3 2 103 .1 - 9 5 . 8 2 2 - 5 7 6 . 0 7 3 - 6
3 3 9 0 . 2 8 5 - 7 2 2  - 4 4 2 . 2 4 4 .1
3 4 5 2 . 5 4 5 . 6 2 2 - 3 1 1 2 .4 - 1 1 5 - 9
3 5 5 4 . 0 - 5 7 . 3 2 2 - 2 31 .1 - 1 4 . 5
3 6 5 0 . 8 - 4 5 . 3 2 2 - 1 1 4 3 .3 1 5 8 .9
H K L I Fo J Fc H K L 1 Fo | Fc
2 2 0 3 2 . 5 - 4 1 . 1 1 3 - 2 6 6 .1 7 8 . 9
2 2 1 1 2 9 .2 - 1 5 4 . 4 1 3 -1 130 .1 1 2 7 .3
2 2 2 1 3 .2 5 . 9 1 3 0 5 7 - 5 - 7 4 . 3
2 2 3 1 1 3 .5 1 2 4 .4 1 3 1 7 7 - 4 - 9 6 . 3
2 2 4 7 . 0 - 3 . 7 1 3 2 6 1 . 5 5 5 . 7
2 2 5 8 6 . 9 - 9 2 . 2 1 3 3 5 8 . 8 7 5 . 4
2 2 6 2 8 . 3 - 2 2 . 2 1 3 4 4 6 . 7 - 4 2 . 3
2 2 7 6 5 .O 7 1 . 3 1 3 5 7 2 . 1 - 7 2 . 8
2 2 8 2 2 . 2 1 8 . 4 1 3 6 3 4 . 5 3 5 . 3
2 2 9 5 0 .  1 - 5 3 . 1 1 3 7 6 4 . 7 6 0 . 2
2 2 10 7 - 6 - 7 . 0 1 3 8 3 7 - 9 - 3 3 . 7
4 2 - 9 5 9 - 5 5 1 .1 1 3 9 5 9 . 8 - 4 9 . 8
4 2 - 8 2 1 . 2 1 0 . 7 3 3 - 9 5 0 . 3 4 5 . 6
4 2 - 7 6 8 . 7 - 6 5 . 1 3 3 - 8 4 2 . 7 - 3 6 .1
4 2 - 5 7 8 . 7 9 9 - 7 3 3 - 7 8 7 - 9 - 6 7 . 4
4 2 - 4 6 . 7 - 4 . 6 3 3 - 6 5 4 . 5 4 9 . 2
4 2 - 3 1 1 4 .9 - 1 3 7 . 9 3 3 - 5 5 9 - 4 8 1 . 4
4 2 - 2 7 . 1 6 . 9 3 3 - 4 3 7 -1 - 4 o . o
4 2 -1 9 5 - 8 1 0 6 .6 3 3 - 3 6 6 . 6 - 6 8 . 2
4 2 0 4 9 . 3 3 6 . 9 3 3 - 2 3 9 - 9 3 2 . 3
4 2 1 1 1 3 .6 - 8 8 . 3 3 3 - 1 6 6 . 5 7 4 . 4
4 2 2 5 6 . 0 - 5 7 . 7 3 3 0 6 5 . 6 - 5 6 . 2
4 2 3 8 3 . 2 9 6 . 3 3 3 1 7 6 . 9 - 9 1 - 5
4 2 4 2 0 . 2 2 3 . 0 3 3 2 5 6 .1 5 9 - 4
4 2 5 6 9 . 8 - 8 9 . 3 3 3 3 9 2 . 0 1 0 6 .2
4 2 6 1 9 .2 - 17 -0 3 3 4 5 1 . 9 - 5 9 - 3
4 2 7 6 4 . 9 7 3 - 3 3 3 5 6 8 .1 - 8 4 . 9
4 2 8 5 - 5 3 . 8 3 3 6 5 4 . 3 4 9 . 8
4 2 9 5 4 . 5 - 5 3 - 5 3 3 7 6 6 . 3 5 8 . 7
6 2 - 9 4 9 - 7 4 8 . 9 3 3 8 4 0 . 9 - 3 6 . 1
6 2 - 8 3 - 4 4 . 4 3 3 9 4 0 .1 - 4 5 - 3
6 2 - 7 5 7 . 0 - 6 4 . 9 5 3 - 9 2 9 . 8 4 0 . 9
6 2 - 6 1 0 . 9 - 1 0 .9 5 3 - 8 2 7 . 8 - 2 8 .1
6 2 - 5 7 1 - 1 7 9 - 8 5 3 - 7 5 3 . 8 - 5 1 . 1
6 2 - 4 3 2 . 3 3 5 . 7 5 3 - 6 3 0 . 3 3 3 - 4
6 2 - 3 6 5 . 0 - 7 4 . 9 5 3 - 5 3 8 . 5 5 6 . 6
6 2 - 2 3 2 .1 - 3 2 . 8 5 3 - 4 3 5 . 2 - 4 1 . 2
6 2 -1 9 3 - 9 7 5 . 8 5 3 - 3 7 2 . 2 - 7 8 . 1
6 2 0 3 8 .1 2 2 . 7 5 3 - 2 6 0 . 4 7 2 . 2
6 2 1 1 0 2 . 1 - 1 1 7 . 2 5 3 -1 1 1 9 -4 114 .1
6 2 3 1 0 5 -3 1 0 9 .6 5 3 0 1 0 5 .7 - 7 9 - 7
6 2 4 6 . 3 - 7 - 2 5 3 1 1 2 0 .5 - 1 0 2 .2
6 2 5 6 5 . 3 - 7 8 . 1 5 3 2 6 0 . 2 53 .1
6 2 6 1 1 . 6 - 9 . 8 5 3 3 6 4 . 3 7 5 . 6
6 2 7 5 8 . 3 6 0 .1 5 3 4 3 6 . 7 - 4 4 . 9
6 2 8 4 . 8 6 . 6 5 3 5 4 8 . 2 - 5 5 . 1
8 2 - 8 1 3 . 4 9 -1 5 3 6 3 2 . 6 3 5 - 0
8 2 - 7 5 1 . 2 - 5 0 . 9 5 3 7 53 .1 5 1 . 4
8 2 - 6 1 5 . 8 - 1 2 . 9 5 3 8 33-1 - 2 7 . 4
8 2 - 5 5 3 . 3 6 5 . 3 7 3 - 8 3 0 - 3 - 2 8 . 5
8 2 - 4 6 . 2 5 . 2 7 3 - 7 5 7 - 5 - 5 0 . 4
8 2 - 3 7 5 . 0 - 7 9 - 7 7 3 - 6 3 4 . 9 3 7 . 8
8 2 - 2 1 7 .0 1 4 .3 7 3 - 5 5 6 . 9 6 3 . 6
8 2 -1 1 1 2 .4 9 6 . 2 7 3 - 4 3 4 . 7 - 4 5 . 8
8 2 0 1 0 .0 2 . 5 7 3 - 3 6 8 . 9 - 7 6 . 2
8 2 1 1 0 2 .0 - 9 2 . 9 7 3 - 2 5 5 - 3 4 7 . 4
8 2 2 1 8 .0 - 1 4 . 4 7 3 -1 6 5 . 5 6 8 . 0
8 2 3 6 2 . 6 6 2 . 0 7 3 0 3 9 - 7 - 2 8 . 7
8 2 4 2 8 . 5 2 2 . 7 7 3 1 5 6 . 0 - 5 2 . 5
8 2 5 5 8 . 2 - 5 8 . 2 7 3 2 3 8 . 7 3 0 . 6
8 2 6 21 .2 - 1 5 . 6 7 3 3 7 4 . 8 6 3 - 0
8 2 7 5 4 . 8 5 5 - 7 7 3 4 4 9 . 2 - 4 3 . 8
10 2 - 6 2 . 8 - 4 . 8 7 3 5 6 8 . 0 - 6 3 . 4
10 2 - 5 5 7 . 2 5 7 - 2 7 3 6 3 6 . 4 35 -1
10 2 - 4 i 4 . o 6 . 7 7 3 7 5 2 . 9 5 2 . 9
10 2 - 3 5 6 . 9 - 5 9 - 2 9 3 - 6 2 1 . 2 2 5 . 3
10 2 - 2 2 7 . 5 - 1 7 . 9 9 3 - 5 3 0 . 9 4 3 . 3
10 2 - 1 6 2 . 4 6 1 . 3 9 3 - 4 3 1 .  1 - 2 9 . 0
10 2 0 3 7 . 5 2 9 . 3 9 3 - 3 5 4 . 3 - 5 2 . 7
10 2 1 6 3 . 8 - 6 0 . 6 9 3 - 2 43-1 3 4 . 3
10 2 2 1 4 .7 - 1 0 . 7 9 3 - 1 6 5 .  1 5 8 . 4
10 2 3 6 9 . 5 5 9 - 5 9 3 0 4 6 . 3 - 3 9 - 5
10 2 4 6 . 4 4 . 8 9 3 1 5 5 . 4 - 6 7 . 1
10 2 5 5 2 .1 - 6 1 . 7 9 3 2 6 1 . 3 4 9 . 9
12 2 -1 5 0 . 4 5 7 - 5 9 3 3 6 0 . 6 6 6 . 7
12 2 0 4.  1 1 .0 9 3 4 4 3 . 8 - 4 0 . 1
12 2 1 4 0 . 5 - 5 6 .1 9 3 5 4 4 . 0 - 4 8 . 7
1 3 - 9 4 5 . 7 4 3 .1 9 3 6 19 .7 2 5 -1
1 3 - 8 3 4 . 7 - 2 9 . 6 11 3 - 3 5 3 - 3 - 5 2 . 2
1 3 - 7 6 5 . 6 - 5 6 .1 11 3 - 2 3 2 . 2 3 3 - 8
1 3 - 6 6 5 . 6 4 9 . 4 11 3 -1 4 9 . 5 4 8 . 5
1 3 - 5 1 0 8 .9 8 7 . 8 » 11 3 0 34 .1 - 3 1 . 8
1 3 - 4 8 6 . 0 - 7 5 . 1 11 3 1 4 5 . 4 - 4 7 . 5
1 3 - 3 9 7 . 2 - 1 1 4 . 1
END 2M 12S
XigancU The C«*N and C**S focsid lengths of 1 * 2k and X© $h% 
(respectively) with high standard deviations are much 
different from the values expected for G*>N triple bond and-C»S 
single bond© However* they do not differ vary much from the 
values registered in &om® other thlocyanates© In his study of 
I©Ho spectra of K~thiocyanate Jonas 4X958) obtained value® of 
1„17 and l<,6ll fos- G**N and C«-S® In some Reineche salts in 
which thiocyanates bond through sulphur values of Xo37 and 
lo6h have been recorded* Lewis et &19(1964)©
The loss of triple bond character in G«*N and the gain of 
double bond character in C-S ar© supported by the measured 
frequencies of C-»N and C«*S in different compounds 0 In organic 
nitrile&s the C-N stretching frequency Is usually 2s250eaj,EB̂ 
whilst the C«*S stretch in mercaptains are in the region 
600«7GQeEacsr̂ & this shifts to a region 700~8G0cia**̂ in thioey&nat© 
complexes* (Nyholm et &1* 9 1964)© The shortening or 
lengthening of bonds In this ionic compound may be explained 
in terms of a resonance balance between ^«C*S^ and fNSC-Si
CHSMCAX. s-nrraesgs
h 5o
Several samples of bis«»(diph&nyl»phGsph±no)*» 
©thyX&ssin© palladium (II) complex wire prepared is different 
media- by varying the mol© ratios of motaX halide and ligand0 
Chemical analysis show that theso are all Xsl e©apl@xe®0 From 
the crystal structure analysis of tho palladium complex 
(Part X)e it was obvious that the ligand (PNPEt) is bidentat*£ 
further attempts were mad© to teat this aspect by preparing 
the- aminophosphine- complexes of some other transition metalsc 
The ligands used are bis« {diphonyl*>phosphino) -alkylamine of the 
formula- Ph2©F«MRaP„Phg (H » H» ll&9 Et* nPr or iPr) 0 
With NiXg (X » 1*% 3r“6 CNS*' or NO^)* apart from the X§1 
cospies* it was possible to prepare the 1«2 and 2 si complex©s-0 
Sine© the latte?- ratios do not conform to the ratio of metal 
to ligand, in the palladium complexfi the- exact nature of the 
1x2 and 2x1 is not known© An attempt to prepare the 
2sercury(XX) halide complexes leads to ih© isolation of the 
Isl* Ii2 and 2x3 adduet&o The- arrangements of atoms in the 
1:2 and 2 i3 are uncertain©
The disulphides and the diselenides of
ibis»(diphenyl-phosphino)-ia©ihylaaain© were prepared by reaction ! 
of the ligand with an excess of sulphur or selenium 
(precipitated) in boiling bansenOo Xn each case white needle- 
like crystals separated on cooling© Addition of ethyl iodide 
to the ligand (PNPBt) in other resulted in a 111 adduct* The 
quatemisation has been proved by X-Ray work (Part II) to 
occur at one P-atom only©
Equidistant from the plan© are c{3) and G{6) to form a 
distorted octahedral arrangement as suggested by the values 
of* the valency angles at the molybdenum*
The average value of Mo**C is 1*99 •& OeGlS. while the mean C«© 
bond length is- 1»15 £ OoOX^JL This value of 1<>99S for 
Mo«*C is a bit shorter than the: value- of 2 o06 £ 0o02£ obtained 
by N&Jarlan (1957) for the Mo«»C bond length in molybdenum 
hesacarbonylo-This difference is probably significant in view 
of the? dependence of M©«®C bond length on bond order (Cotton et : 
ale 1 9 6 5 )0
The bond order in the Mo«€ of PHPMo te-tracarbony1 can 
be estimated by adopting the method suggested by Cotton «t 
al (1965)<> Evaluation of this is vital for a thorough 
understanding of the dcn©r**&cceptor property of the P~N*»P I
ligand and probably may lead to additional evidence in |
fisupport of the daleealis&tion of the nitrogen lone pair*
The? structure of cis«^(Diethylene triamine) molybdenum 
tricarbonyl has recently been published (Cotton ©t alR 1965)0 
The comparison of the? Mo«*C bond lengths obtained by Cotton 
with those recorded ^  the present work shows some differences ■ jf
; jiij.
and helps towards the determination of the bond-order of Mo-C 
in PHPMe-tetracarbonyl*
Cotton et al« Present work*
Mo - c(l) 1.93 2 0.022
Mo - c(2) 1=95 2 0.022
Ko - c(3) 1.9& - 0.022
Mo - c(3) 2.00 2 0.022
Mo - C(4) 1 . 9 8  1 0.022
Mo - c(5) 2.00 * 0.022
Mo - C(6) 1.98 £ 0.02S
Mean Mo «* C « i0 Mean Ko « C a X o99̂ L
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These two values of* Mo-C though close differ appreciably in 
their values of bond-orders (Fig, V)* The values of 
2.C6 £ O0O2X (Najarin, 1957) and 2.08 ± O.OifX (Broclcwayc1938) 
for Mo-C in molybdenum ha sac arbony 1 are on the other hand 
much longer than either Cotton's value or that obtained in the 
present work.
Pros all available data* Cotton et al (1965) obtained the 
graph shown below (Plg» V) for determining the Mo-C bead-order 
from a known value of Mo-C bond-length* The value of Mo-C 
bond length (l«992) in the present work is plotted on Cotton's 
graph and its position is lndioated by A* Position B 
corresponds to the Mo-C bond length and bend-order in the 
molybdenum heamosrbonyl.
Bond-orders 1*5 and 2*0 bars been assigned to Mo-C in 
molybdenum hexacarbonyl (B) and els-Mo(diene) trloarbonyl 
marked (c)* The basis of assignment has been diseussed by
Cotton From the position of A on the graph the
37 o |
bond-order* in Mo—C of PNP—M©—teiracarfoonyl is about lo 75? 1
This is consistent with the theory that there should be more ,
of double bond character in Mo-C of PNP-Mortetracarbonyl than J
iin the Mo-C of* the molybdenum hexacarbonyl. since p«*N*»P ligand j 
is a poorer donor than carbon monoxide * '
The shortening observed in Mo-C would cause the j
lengthening of the C«© bond*, although C*>0 bond lengths in 
complexes are not reliable enough for determining differences 
between bond-orders in the rang© 2 to 3® there is evideme® to 
support the above statement of C-0 lengthening from the |
spectra s&udy0 Payne et al (1965} obtained the values of 
1980cm"*3' for the C-0 stretching frequency in the hexacarbonyl 
and 18y3cm*®^ in the PKP-Mo-iair&carbonylQ
!■ : .
The above value of bond-orcer (1*75) for Mo-C suggests |
therefore, that there is more of dir-plf bonding in the Mo»C ||
of the complex than of the molybdenum hexacarbonyl* This will 
also mean that the central metal atom dissipates more of its 
charge into the p -orbital of the C-atoo rather than into the 
d -orbital of phosphorus* The situation leaves the Mo-P as ;i
formed from almost 0"~hond» Also if there ±3 partial double 
bond formation in P-N due to dolocalisation of electrons as |
previously discussed® this will enhance the single bond 
character of Mo-P* In fact® the value of 2*50 t 0o0052 
obtained for Mo-F in this P-N-F complex is not significantly
m/ \ \
different from the expected value for a Mo-P single bond (2*46&) |
. j i(Rundqvist, 1965)9 This result supports the established fact j
that C-0 is a better TT-bonder than phosphorus compounds and J
!gives a conclusive evidence on the delocalisation of electrons !
in P-N-P ligand* i
Compound P-Calkyl P«Csryl References.
[PtjCSClOjCljfPCjH,)^ lo68 Rose at aio0 2-880
[(c6h5)(c2h5)2p]rscis lo86&0*05 lo77^0009 Cotton at alo? 1964
[(Pfc P) REt]PdCl2 2 2 <o lo81^0«01 Present sork.
P<CH3>3 lo64^.003 •= ■ tide at alo9 1958
K cn,), 1o85-0003 » Bartsll et alo9- I960
P(Pta> )3 GO lo83toQ03 0aly;,3c3ofi 1964
[Ph PBEtP oPh Et]*l" . 2 2 io8lt0e05 Io8li0o02 Present »o?k<>
[R8DCX3(PEt2Ph)23 lo86 Io?8 Chrlieh.et al,0 196S
[Ph.PoN£t«PRh ]Wo(CO) GO Io8110o01 Present aork.
(Bond°length values are mean ahere there are several of similar 




Th© cosapl easing Ability ©f the thiocyanate ion l&as led 
to its use in quail ta,tiv© and quantitative analyses* (Vogel* 19^2 
Tlx© ihiocy&nat© ion exhibit© linkage isomerism# bonding to the 
sstal ion ©ithor through its sulphur or nitrogen .atoa»
When bonded through eulptiur* the compoujsds formed are called 
thiocyanate* If# however# the bond is through nitrogen* 
the name is©thiocyanate is appropriate* For simplicity this 
©lass of compounds will be referred to as thiccy&natos (without 
regard to whether the metal ion is ft«-bonded © r Unbonded) 
throughout this test*
Very little ha© been done in the study of transition net&l 
thiocyanates by 3>&ay methods „ but information is available 
from other physical methods for sosse thiocyanate complexes*
By studying the C-N and G«S stretching frequencies attempts 
have been ssad© (Lewis et al, 1961) to classify the iscssers of 
the transition metal thiocyanate©* In their discussions, it 
can be inferred that the elements of the first transition series 
are bonded through H in the formation of thiocyanate complexes 
whereas the elements of the second and third series are bonded 
through sulphur* Li ©her et al# (1959)# used measured C«N
frequencies to decide between thiocyanate - and isothlocyanato • 
bonding* Fujita et al# (1956)# Mitchell et al# (i960) have 
all examined this criterion in extensive details and have made 
some broad correlations. Difficulty arises# however# in that 
the Crtf frequency is affected by a number qf variables apart 
from the donor atom# and in particular overlap occurs between 
the two classes*
39o
Frcsa the sna&sursne&ts of the 0™S (755 itm *) and the
C«H (211% ©sa~̂ ) stretching frequencies ©f lea & thiocyanate9
Torrance (l9^5) found that there was not enough evidence
from the above values to predict the type of linkage involved
in lead thiocyanate# Previous workers have proved that
Mn# Hi* Co and Cu form i©©thiocyanates (that is Unbonded)*
This is established in the crystal structure analysis of
[C®(WCS)ft]2“, Takenoki, 1957, of [Hi(NH )%(HC8)2], Zudanov
et alf 195&* GiXli{l96l) has shown that thiocyanate groups
2 „serve two functions in the structure of Cd(SCN)^ * that is 
bonding through sulphur and nitrogen to fona a structure such 
as SCH «* M — SCN* The situation in lead thiocyanate is 
not certain*
4o2o BKPiSBIMEHTAL
r iw ,fm w n n i % m &m m am m m bus— o a ta e
A sample of the compound « lead thiocyanate «*> prepared 
by Dr* Bacon of the Queen9 s University, Belfast was kindly 
made available to us by Miss Xd& Woodward also of Queen's 
University* Crystals for the X«Ray work were obtained by 
cutting to suitable slates® A crystal of an average width 
0*015 ora was used for collecting intensity data* The value 
of got » 5°2 was used to correct for absorptions, R * the radius « 
being taken as half the average width# The ratios of the unit 
translations as predicted by Groth* (1900) are 0*651 t 1 s 1*623*
jGroth cell as related to that used in this work is shown in 
Pig* 1# The unit cell transformation Beatrix is given by 
10o/oio/l02.
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<\ ns
. ... C f c u .
H.at&td&ii;) osoiXXfeii on tie:a »oisss&xtbasrg photog£'&ph5
otaken using Gu-Kg radiation {>. - 1 * 5kZ a) fr The intensity 
d a ta  w ere  tre a s u re d  v i s u a l l y  f r c ®  v fo ic s s n b e rg  p h o to g ra p h s  f o r  
th e  Ia01„ l i i l  £ h21 arid h3X n e t a o b ta in e d  b y  i l i e  o i t i i t i p i o  £ i l&  
technique (Kobo Pt son >, 19&3) * The filis factor us ad to 
correlate the intensities on ©uecessiTe frlljss of a serioa in 
n0n*»eqtiitaria! layers was calculated fro®
R « !a29 esp{0*9^ see a) where a » the angle which the 
incident beam makes with, the norcial to the fil&, (Bosesssrn, 195 
The intensities were corrected by the usual factors.
The v a r io u s  ssosaes w e re  p la c e d  ou t h e  ease r e l a t i v e  s c a le  by  
cozBparison of the observed and calculated etraottsro aaaplitudss 
^«4o CCTSTAL.33ATA
C r y s t a ls  o f  le a d  t h io c y a n a t e  w i t h  M «  323^ i  a r e  a d s s o e liu i
,  ,  j  S3
a S3 9*7& * 0«03» h 9  6*57 « 0-02, o o 8*2? - 0*0 3 M
P » p2®0 ^ 0°5°* YoXiaiate of th© unit cell* V « 527°8 Â +
< a  ,  « * ■ ?^eal ° &*Q? g/ca 0 % » 4* F(000) » I* ® 580 "* for
X-Rays, (X e 1'5%2), A  *H D 672%. \  4? ® 682.
Absent spectra t (hkl) when h*k is odd
(hOl) 81 1 is ©eld
(OkO) " k is eddo
Space Group* C2/c •* or C© •*■ The centred space group
02/c was chosen, without prior application of any statistical 
testso The choice appeal's to have been .justified by the 
successful solution of the structure* This requires th©
4lo
pb - atom to b© in a special position either at a centre of 
symmetry or on a two-fold axis*
*«5. K M j n
The position of Pb - atom was determined from a 3-B. 
Patterson synthesis* The atoss (Pb) was found to occupy a 
special position O, y, J. Attempt to solve other vectors 
obtained in the map only resulted in the probable position of 
sulphure The co-ordinates thus found were for
Pb a a 0*000 , y « 0-115 * ® ® 0*250.
8 x » 0 * 3 2 9 , y » -0*115 y s » 0*172.
Since the position of sulphur was not oert&inv only the 
co-ordinates of lead were used in the first structure - factor 
calculation. R-fact or was 30*0%» (Table 3%) « Using the
signs appropriate to the rest of the atoms and delta
as coefficients9 a three-dimensional difference 
Fourier synthesis was computed along the z—antis. Pseudo-
-symmetry and anisotropic effects around Pb rendered the map 
obtained difficult to interpret. In the subsequent structure^ 
-factor calculation lead was assigned anisotropic temperature 
factor. B dropped to 27*2£* ***** *■** * second difference map, 
the thiocyanate group was obvious. The positions of sulphur* 
carbon and nitrogen (Figs* 2*3* and 4) are marked B, C, and D 
on Figs* Zp 3» 4* While the whole structure revealed by means 
of superimposed contours la shown in Fig* 5* Thus co-ordinates
were assigned to sulphur* carbon and nitrogen* A set of
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k2c
h « 6 o  s t r u c t u r e  r e f i n e m e n t
The refinement of this structure was by the full-satrin 
least™squares method using ihe= program̂ ©: devised by 
Cruickshank and Smith0 Tfes details of the programme hare been 
described elsewhere* After sis cycles of refinement with 
isoirepic temperature factors for all atoms apart from load 
the R-factor wae 13«3^o This foil to 1&06$ whan four 
ref lesions believed to have been affected by extinction were* 
removed* All atoms were now assigned anisotropic temperature* 
factors and the refinement continued* Since the carbon and 
nitrogen atoms were difficult to refine* at this stages they 
ware kept constant while* the refinement of lead and sulphur 
continued* Convergence was attained after nine- cycles and the 
final R~f actor is 13+76%9 (Table 3k)«
Ju?. RESULTS
The*final fractional co-ordinates and the corresponding 
standard deviations are listed in Table 35 while the- final 
anisotropic temperature fact ora occupy Table 36 « The 
orthogonal coordinates are in Table 37® Table 3& contains the 
tutor-atomic bond lengths* The inter-bond angles are compiled 
in Table 39 and the final |fo| and Fc in Table 40© The 
packing diagram of the structure viewed down the unique* axis 






L-i-J . 1 A
Fig. 7. Packing of the molecules viewed down the unique axis (b).
C O U R S E  O f  A S 8 A U S X S .,
3-D Patterson synthesis* .
round Pb*
1st0 Structura-factor calculations* * IoTsB2P h
R « 30o0£
leto 3-D Diff©range Fourier synthesis*
Spurious peaks rendered map useless«
2nd* Strugture-fagfcor calculations* (anisotropic temp* factor)
R * 2?02%
2nd0 3-D Difference Fourier synthesis*
Found Ail light atoms0 
3rd* Structurs-factor @aleulations0 B * 3o s82 for light atom®*
R « 22 o3^
Isto Cycle of StFoLoSo Refinement* only Pb is anisotropic0
R » 20*2%
2nd a Cycle of SoFolcSo Refinement*
R » 19c,6%
3rdo Cycle of Sof0l©So Refinement*
R • 1705#
4th* Cycle of SoFoioS© Refinement,
R - 1605#





6th* Cysi© of SoFoLoSc Refinement*
R a 15*3^
Removal of Reflections due to extinction* (all atoms anisotropic)
R a U Q$%
7th* Cycle of S«F*L0S 0 Refinement* (C and W kspt constant)0
R « 14o05&
8th* Cycle of S 0F©l«S0 Refinement*
R « 13 08956 
9th0 Cycle of SoFoL.S© Refinement*
R s IS063
Final seeling of date*
R « !3o?6tf
The X*R&y study of Pb (C$fS)2 has established bonding 
of* Pb to both S and N of different SCN~ions» Every Pb makes 
(close) contacts with two S and four N atoms* all of different 
thiocyanate residues» Bach S atom saal:es one (close) contact 
with Pb while one other S atom stakes a rather large contact of 
3ol4& and each N atom makes two (close) contacts with 
different Pb atosu This arrangement gives rise to a six«folti 
coordination of Pb with all thiocyanate groups equidistant* 
Pigo 60
• The thiocyanate group is linear within the limit of the 
accuracy of the data* This structure agrees with the bent 
M-S-C bond postulated by Lewis (19<S*0 for sulphur bonded
Figo Sc View lit X~direction»
TABLE 35o 
LEAD THiOCVA^lTE a 
FRACTIONAL ATOPSIC COORDINATES,
ATOSIS (>s/a) (y/b) (s/e)
Pb 0*5000 -Q o3867 Qo2500
S 0 0 2S5? ~0oQ454 0 o1726
N 0 <>4429 0,2839 0,0586
C 0C3B20 0  c, 1351 0 o1133
STANDARD DEVIATIONS.,
Pb 0*0000 O 0 QOO6  0*0000
S 0oGQ13 0oQ041 0o0020
n 0*0070 0*0149 0*0078
C 0*0085 0*0X37 0*0099
TABLE 36o
FINAL ANISOTROPIC THERMAL PARAMETERS ( U U ) g
ATOffiS (UII) (U22) (U33) (2U23) (2U31) (2U12)
Pb G«0I4 O 0 UQ6 Q 0 OI8 QoOOO -Go0 0 1 QoOOO
S 0*041 0ol50 0*094 Qo049 OoQGS 0oQ02
N Qo033 0o270 Go 065 0*022 -Oc. 0 2 1 0*054
S 0 o064 0ol26 0o073 =0*041 -0*009 -O 0 II6
TA8LE 37o
ORTHOGONAL COORDINATES»
ATOMS (a) (y) (*)
Pb 4085? -2o540 i0898
S 2«87i -0,299 i0327
ft 4o303 1,865 0o334
C 3o?Gl Q0888 0,807
TABLE 38,
%NT£R-AT0f3XC BOND LENGTHS (In R)a
Pb - S 3 o05 Pb - ft 2,73
Pb - s 3,14 Pb ~ ft 2 ,72
C - ft 1 o24 C • S 1,54
33*
U 1 v ) - Pfo - /• I ) I i ) % t
EJ! ,7 <. ,' V;
V<T \  ■ p b  - n i x i) ■> V. X  -
Hiv.) - Pb ~ n(iv)
N 3 i i ) 
S{x ) Pb
■:..n 73 5'U;
j £ ;t . . j  p |j ._ (i >,.* 5 pt - sĈ ii}
Trs subscripts refer to the following poaitde?v2«
(.1) V V -&9 * P (7) -T- {," i p ‘
( i i ) *,~i'>ys i <vi) *<*-¥ i» 2 ■'* -
(lik) i-k,v*i~* Cvii) §*x.,
{ i v» ) (ylii) -i-y.i-i
TABLE
H K L | F o l Fc
0 0 - 10 4 4 . 5 - 5 2 . 3
0 0 - 8 6 5 . 3 6 1 . 0
0 0 - 4 11 2 . 1 8 6 . 2
0 0 - 2 1 8 8 .5 - 1 6 5 .6
2 0 - 10 4 2 . 9 - 4 9 . 4
2 0 - 8 8 9 . 9 6 9 . 4
2 0 - 6 127. 1 - 116 .1
2 0 - 4 1 0 7 .3 1 3 8 .0
2 0 - 2 1 7 8 .5 - 1 6 1 .9
2 0 0 1 0 0 . 1 9 8 . 8
2 0 2 1 . 9 7 . 1
2 0 4 1 0 6 .7 1 2 5 -0
2 0 6 9 3 . 4 - 1 1 2 . 5
2 0 8 8 7 . 2 7 3 - 1
2 0 10 4 i . o - 5 2 . 3
4 0 - 1 0 3 9 - 6 - 5 0 . 2
4 0 - 6 7 1 . 5 - 7 4 . 4
4 0 - 4 7 4 . 8 5 9 . 0
4 0 - 2 1 1 6 .7 - 1 0 8 .8
4 0 0 1 5 2 .8 1 4 3 .5
4 0 2 1 5 6 .8 - 162 .1
4 0 4 1 4 7 -9 1 5 8 .7
4 0 6 6 0 . 6 - 7 1 . 0
4 0 8 5 1 .1 5 4 . 0
6 0 - 8 4 7 . 2 5 1 . 3
6 0 - 6 5 6 . 4 - 7 9 . 8
6 0 - 4 8 3 - 5 1 1 1 .3
6 0 - 2 1 2 8 .4 - 1 5 0 . 5
6 0 2 1 1 2 .9 - 7 7 . 4
6 0 4 6 5 - 5 7 0 . 6
6 0 6 5 6 . 8 - 5 6 .1
6 0 8 6 8 . 0 6 4 . 4
8 0 - 8 5 8 . 7 5 7 . 0
8 0 - 6 6 2 . 4 - 6 8 . 8
8 0 - 4 9 2 . 2 5 9 - 3
8 0 0 8 7 - 7 5 9 . 2
8 0 2 9 9 . 2 - 9 8 . 8
8 0 4 8 8 .1 9 1 - 3
8 0 6 7 1 . 9 - 6 7 . 1
10 0 - 6 3 4 . 0 - 4 1 . 4
10 0 - 4 7 1 . 2 5 9 . 9
10 0 - 2 1 0 5 .4 - 8 9 . 1
10 0 0 9 8 . 0 8 7 .1
10 0 2 8 0 . 6 - 7 8 . 3
10 0 4 5 1 . 7 4 9 . 6
10 0 6 2 1 . 5 - 4 5 . 6
12 0 - 2 4 1 .1 - 4 9 . 5
12 0 0 2 9 . 0 3 8 . 6
12 0 2 3 1 . 7 - 4 8 . 6
1 - 9 4 7 . 4 3 7 . 2
1 - 8 7 7 - 2 5 7 . 0
1 - 7 6 2 . 4 - 4 7 . 6
1 - 6 9 2 .1 - 7 3 . 3
1 - 5 8 8 . 3 6 5 . 9
1 - 4 8 7 . 6 5 9 . 7
1 - 3 1 0 3 -0 - 1 3 2 . 4
1 -1 7 3 . 3 6 5 . 7
1 0 8 1 . 5 7 7 - 3
1 1 1 1 6 .5 - 9 3 - 3
1 2 1 3 2 -3 - 1 6 5 .2
1 3 8 4 . 0 1 0 0 .3
1 4 1 2 1 .7 1 3 9 -9
1 5 5 1 . 0 - 4 4 . 8
1 6 7 4 . 7 - 7 7 . 1
1 7 5 5 . 4 5 5 - 6
1 8 4 2 . 2 4 6 . 8
1 9 4 2 . 8 - 4 1 . 1
1 10 3 1 . 8 - 3 6 . 6
3 - 9 4 4 . 0 3 9 - 0
3 - 8 4 6 . 4 4 1 . 2
3 - 7 6 0 . 4 - 5 4 . 0
3 - 6 5 7 .1 - 5 9 - 6
3 - 5 5 8 . 8 6 7 . 9
3 - 4 7 8 . 1 9 1 . 7
3 - 3 8 4 . 6 - 7 3 . 4
3 - 2 1 2 2 .6 - 1 4 9 . 2
3 -1, 3 9 . 5 3 3 . 8
3 0 1 6 4 .4 1 7 8 .9
3 1 1 2 1 .2 - 1 2 1 . 3
3 2 103. 1 - 9 5 - 8
3 3 9 0 . 2 8 5 - 7
3 4 5 2 . 5 4 5 . 6
3 5 5 4 . 0 - 5 7 - 3
3 6 5 0 . 8 - 4 5 . 3
H K L I f o | Fc
3 1 7 5 5 . 2 5 8 .1
3 1 8 4 9 . 4 4 9 . 7
3 1 9 3 2 .1 - 3 4 . 8
3 1 10 3 0 . 4 - 3 9 . 5
5 1 - 9 3 9 . 7 3 6 . 3
5 1 - 8 5 9 . 0 5 3 .1
5 1 - 7 3 6 .1 - 3 9 - 8
5 1 - 6 5 5 - 5 - 7 5 - 4
5 1 - 5 4 1 . 7 5 0 . 5
5 1 - 4 6 1 . 2 7 2 . 0
5 1 - 3 6 1 . 8 - 7 0 . 2
5 1 - 2 5 7 . 8 - 5 6 . 5
5 1 -1 9 4 . 3 8 4 . 9
5 1 0 4 5 . 0 4 4 . 2
5 1 1 1 1 9 .7 - 1 0 7 .2
5 1 2 6 6 . 3 - 5 4 . 3
5 1 3 4 g .  1 4 7 . 2
5 1 4 6 8 . 8 8 4 . 6
5 1 5 4 l . o - 5 1 . 9
5 1 6 5 9 - 7 - 7 5 . 6
5 1 7 4 0 . 4 4 8 . 6
5 1 8 5 5 . 0 5 0 . 9
5 1 9 2 5 - 7 - 3 0 . 9
7 1 - 8 4 2 . 3 3 8 . 2
7 1 - 7 3 4 .1 - 3 7 . 0
7 1 - 6 2 5 - 5 - 3 6 . 8
7 1 - 5 4 3 - 7 5 8 . 0
7 1 - 4 3 8 . 3 4 3 - 7
7 1 - 3 5 0 . 0 - 6 1 . 6
7 1 - 2 8 1 . 8 - 8 3 - 1
7 1 -1 5 8 . 0 5 4 . 0
7 1 0 1 1 6 . 4 1 0 4 .5
7 1 1 6 8 . 6 - 5 5 - 9
7 1 2 9 5 - 5 - 9 1 . 8
7 1 3 5 5 - 5 4 4 . 5
7 1 4 6 4 . 7 6 7 . 4
7 1 5 5 5 - 6 - 6 0 . 2
7 1 6 4 3 . 2 - 4 2 . 6
7 1 7 3 7 - 5 4 o . 8
7 1 8 2 6 . 7 3 5 . 0
9 1 - 7 2 6 . 1 - 3 2 . 0
9 1 - 6 4 9 . 6 - 4 9 -1
9 1 - 5 42 .1 4 2 . 2
9 1 - 4 7 6 . 3 6 8 . 5
9 1 - 3 3 6 . 7 - 3 7 - 3
9 1 - 2 7 1 . 4 - 6 7 - 7
9 1 - 1 5 5 - 8 5 1 . 0
9 1 0 4 8 . 9 4 o . 3
9 1 1 6 2 . 9 - 5 9 . 2
9 1 2 4 3 . 8 - 3 6 . 0
9 1 3 5 5 - 9 4 8 . 2
9 1 4 5 1 . 3 4 5 . 0
9 1 5 4 3 . 8 - 4 4 . 9
9 1 6 4 6 . 3 - 4 3 . 3
11 1 - 5 3 1 - 4 3 5 - 6
11 1 - 4 2 6 . 3 3 1 - 7
11 1 - 3 4 4 . 5 - 3 6 . 6
11 1 - 2 3 4 .1 - 3 2 . 5
11 1 -1 5 1 . 6 4 6 . 9
11 1 0 5 1 . 8 4 5 . 3
11 1 1 3 7 - 0 - 3 7 . 3
11 1 2 6 4 . 8 - 5 9 . 8
11 1 3 3 2 . 9 3 2 . 5
11 1 4 3 9 - 2 4 9 . 6
0 2 - 1 0 6 . 2 - 6 . 5
0 2 - 9 5 7 - 2 5 7 . 9
0 2 - 8 9 - 8 6 . 8
0 2  - 7 9 5 - 9 - 8 7 . 3
0 2 - 6 1 2 .0 6 . 2
0 2 - 5 1 0 6 .2 1 0 6 .0
0 2 - 4 6 . 1 7 . 3
0 2 - 3 1 1 9 .9 - 116 .1
0 2 - 2 7 5 . 9 - 6 7 .1
0 2 -1 9 8 . 5 1 1 8 .0
2 2 - 1 0 3 . 3 - 5 . 7
2 2  - 9 7 6 . 1 6 0 . 2
2 2 - 8 2 3 . 4 1 3 - 9
2 2 - 7 8 4 . 2 - 7 1 . 4
2 2 - 6 3 0 . 0 - 2 3 . 2
2 2 - 5 7 6 . 0 7 3 . 6
2 2 - 4 4 2 . 2 44 .1
2 2 - 3 1 1 2 .4 - 1 1 5 . 9
2 2 - 2 3 1 .1 - 1 4 . 5
2 2 -1 1 4 3 .3 1 5 8 .9
H K L | F o | Fc
2 2 0 3 2 . 5 - 4 1 . 1
2 2 1 1 2 9 .2 - 1 5 4 . 4
2 2 2 1 3 .2 5 . 9
2 2 3 1 1 3 .5 1 2 4 .4
2 2 4 7 . 0 - 3 . 7
2 2 5 8 6 . 9 - 9 2 . 2
2 2 6 2 8 . 3 - 2 2 . 2
2 2 7 6 5 . 0 7 1 . 3
2 2 8 2 2 . 2 1 8 . 4
2 2 9 5 0 .1 - 5 3 . 1
2 2 10 7 . 6 - 7 . 0
4 2 - 9 5 9 . 5 5 1 .1
4 2 - 8 2 1 . 2 1 0 . 7
4 2 - 7 6 8 . 7 - 6 5 . 1
4 2 - 5 7 8 . 7 9 9 . 7
4 2 - 4 6 . 7 - 4 . 6
4 2 - 3 1 1 4 .9 - 1 3 7 . 9
4 2 - 2 7 . 1 6 . 9
4 2 -1 9 5 . 8 1 0 6 .6
4 2 0 4 9 - 3 3 6 . 9
4 2 1 1 1 3 .6 - 8 8 . 3
4 2 2 5 6 . 0 - 5 7 . 7
4 2 3 8 3 . 2 9 6 . 3
4 2 4 2 0 . 2 2 3 . 0
4 2 5 6 9 . 8 - 8 9 . 3
4 2 6 1 9 .2 - 1 7 . 0
4 2 7 6 4 . 9 7 3 . 3
4 2 8 5 - 5 3 . 8
4 2 9 5 4 . 5 - 5 3 - 5
6 2 - 9 4 9 . 7 4 8 . 9
6 2 - 8 3 . 4 4 . 4
6 2 - 7 5 7 . 0 - 6 4 . 9
6 2 - 6 1 0 . 9 - 1 0 . 9
6 2 - 5 7 1 .1 7 9 - 8
6 2 - 4 3 2 . 3 3 5 - 7
6 2 - 3 6 5 . 0 - 7 4 . 9
6 2 - 2 3 2 .1 - 3 2 . 8
6 2 -1 9 3 . 9 7 5 . 8
6 2 0 3 8 .1 2 2 . 7
6 2 1 102 .1 - 1 1 7 .2
6 2 3 1 0 5 .3 1 0 9 .6
6 2 4 6 . 3 - 7 - 2
6 2 5 6 5 . 3 - 7 8 . 1
6 2 6 1 1 . 6 - 9 . 8
6 2 7 5 8 . 3 6 0 .1
6 2 8 4 . 8 6 . 6
8 2 - 8 1 3 . 4 9 -1
8 2 - 7 5 1 . 2 - 5 0 . 9
8 2 - 6 1 5 . 8 - 1 2 . 9
8 2 - 5 5 3 - 3 6 5 . 3
8 2 - 4 6 . 2 5 - 2
8 2 - 3 7 5 . 0 - 7 9 . 7
8 2 - 2 1 7 .0 1 4 .3
8 2 -1 1 1 2 .4 9 6 . 2
8 2 0 1 0 .0 2 . 5
8 2 1 1 0 2 .0 - 9 2 . 9
8 2 2 1 8 .0 - 1 4 . 4
8 2 3 6 2 . 6 6 2 . 0
8 2 4 2 8 . 5 2 2 . 7
8 2 5 5 8 . 2 - 5 8 . 2
8 2 6 2 1 . 2 - 1 5 .6
8 2 7 5 4 . 8 5 5 - 7
10 2 - 6 2 . 8 - 4 . 8
10 2 - 5 5 7 - 2 5 7 - 2
10 2 - 4 i 4 . o 6 . 7
10 2 - 3 5 6 . 9 - 5 9 - 2
10 2 - 2 2 7 . 5 - 1 7 . 9
10 2 -1 6 2 . 4 6 1 . 3
10 2 0 3 7 - 5 2 9 . 3
10 2 1 6 3 . 8 - 6 0 . 6
10 2 2 1 4 .7 - 1 0 . 7
10 2 3 6 9 . 5 5 9 - 5
10 2 4 6 . 4 4 . 8
10 2 5 5 2 .1 - 6 1 . 7
12 2 -1 5 0 . 4 5 7 . 5
12 2 0 4 .1 1 . 0
12 2 1 4 o . 5 - 5 6 . 1
1 3 - 9 4 5 . 7 4 3 .1
1 3 - 8 3 4 . 7 - 2 9 . 6
1 3 - 7 6 5 . 6 - 5 6 .1
1 3 - 6 6 5 . 6 4 9 . 4
1 3 - 5 1 0 8 .9 8 7 - 8
1 3 - 4 8 6 . 0 - 7 5 . 1
1 3 - 3 9 7 . 2 - 1 1 4 . 1
H K L | f o ) Fc
3 - 2 6 6 .1 7 8 . 9
3 -1 130 .1 1 2 7 .3
3 0 5 7 - 5 - 7 4 . 3
3 1 7 7 - 4 - 9 6 . 3
3 2 6 1 . 5 5 5 - 7
3 3 5 8 . 8 7 5 . 4
3 4 4 6 . 7 - 4 2 . 3
3 5 7 2 . 1 - 7 2 . 8
3 6 3 4 . 5 3 5 - 3
3 7 6 4 . 7 6 0 . 2
3 8 3 7 - 9 - 3 3 - 7
3 9 5 9 - 8 - 4 9 . 8
3 3 - 9 5 0 . 3 4 5 . 6
3 3 - 8 4 2 . 7 - 3 6 .1
3 3 - 7 8 7 - 9 - 6 7 . 4
3 3 - 6 5 4 . 5 4 9 . 2
3 3 - 5 5 9 - 4 8 1 . 4
3 3 - 4 37 -1 - 4 o . o
3 3 - 3 6 6 . 6 - 6 8 . 2
3 3 - 2 3 9 - 9 3 2 . 3
3 3 -1 6 6 . 5 7 4 . 4
3 3 0 6 5 . 6 - 5 6 . 2
3 3 1 7 6 . 9 - 9 1 - 5
3 3 2 5 6 .1 5 9 . 4
3 3 3 9 2 . 0 1 0 6 .2
3 3 4 5 1 . 9 - 5 9 - 3
3 3 5 6 8 .1 - 8 4 . 9
3 3 6 5 4 . 3 4 9 . 8
3 3 7 6 6 . 3 5 8 . 7
3 3 8 4 o . g - 3 6 . 1
3 3 9 4 0 .1 - 4 5 . 3
5 3 - 9 2 9 . 8 4 0 . 9
5 3 - 8 2 7 . 8 - 2 8 .1
5 3 - 7 5 3 - 8 - 5 1 . 1
5 3 - 6 3 0 . 3 3 3 . 4
5 3 - 5 3 8 . 5 5 6 . 6
5 3 - 4 3 5 - 2 - 4 1 . 2
5 3 - 3 7 2 . 2 - 7 8 .1
5 3 - 2 6 o . 4 7 2 . 2
5 3 - 1 1 1 9 .4 114 .1
5 3 0 1 0 5 -7 - 7 9 - 7
5 3 1 1 2 0 .5 - 1 0 2 .2
5 3 2 6 0 . 2 5 3 .1
5 3 3 6 4 . 3 7 5 . 6
5 3 4 3 6 . 7 - 4 4 . 9
5 3 5 4 8 . 2 - 5 5 - 1
5 3 6 3 2 . 6 3 5 - 0
5 3 7 53 -1 5 1 . 4
5 3 8 33-1 - 2 7 . 4
7 3 - 8 3 0 . 3 - 2 8 . 5
7 3 - 7 5 7 - 5 - 5 0 . 4
7 3 - 6 3 4 - 9 3 7 . 8
7 3 - 5 5 6 . 9 6 3 . 6
7 3 - 4 3 4 . 7 - 4 5 . 8
7 3 - 3 6 8 . 9 - 7 6 . 2
7 3 - 2 5 5 - 3 4 7 . 4
7 3 -1 6 5 - 5 6 8 . 0
7 3 0 3 9 - 7 - 2 8 . 7
7 3 1 5 6 . 0 - 5 2 . 5
7 3 2 3 8 . 7 3 0 . 6
7 3 3 7 4 . 8 6 3 . 0
7 3 4 4 9 . 2 - 4 3 . 8
7 3 5 6 8 . 0 - 6 3 . 4
7 3 6 3 6 . 4 35 .1
7 3 7 5 2 . 9 5 2 . 9
9 3 - 6 2 1 . 2 2 5 . 3
9 3 - 5 3 0 . 9 4 3 . 3
9 3 - 4 3 1 .1 - 2 9 . 0
9 3 - 3 5 4 . 3 - 5 2 . 7
9 3 - 2 43 .  1 3 4 . 3
9 3 -1 6 5 .1 5 8 . 4
9 3 0 4 6 . 3 - 3 9 . 5
9 3 1 5 5 - 4 - 6 7 . 1
9 3 2 6 1 . 3 4 9 - 9
9 3 3 6 0 . 6 6 6 . 7
9 3 4 4 3 . 8 - 4 0 . 1
9 3 5 4 4 . 0 - 4 8 . 7
9 3 6 1 9 .7 2 5 .1
3 - 3 5 3 . 3 - 5 2 . 2
3 - 2 3 2 . 2 3 3 . 8
3 -1 4 9 . 5 4 8 . 5
3 0 3 4 .1 - 3 1 . 8
3 1 4 5 . 4 - 4 7 - 5
END 2M 12S
kho
ligand® The C«*N and C~S focxxd lengths of 1®2k and 1 ® 5^2 
(respectively) with high standard deviations are saueh 
different from th© values expected. for C»N triple bond and G®S 
single bond® However 9 they do not differ very much from the 
values registered In som® other thiocyan&teee In his study of 
loRo spectra of K~thiocyanate Jonas (1958) obtained values of 
1 o 1? and 1o61a for C**N and C « S I n  some Reineche salts in 
which thioeyanates bond through sulphur values of Xo37 saaA 
106h have been recorded9 Lewis et &19(196M<>
The loss of triple bond character in C«»N and the gain of 
double bond character In C»S ar© supported by the measured 
frequencies of C«»N and C«*S in different compounds 0 In organic 
nitrile&s the C-H stretching frequency is usually 2 
whilst the C«*S stretch in mercaptains are in the region 
600*»700exsT̂ & this shifts to a region 700««»8G0cei®>̂ in thiocyanate 
complexes$ (Nyholm et al*9 X9&^)0 The shortening or 
lengthening of bonds in this ionic compound may be explained 
in terms of a resonance balance between ^»C*S^ and jN&C«Sl

Several samples of bisw(diph©nyX«»ph©sphin©)«»
®thylami.no palladium (II) eGsapXox wer© prepared is different 
media by varying the mol© j’afeios of metal halide and ligand0 
Chemical analysis show that these are all 1*1 complexes0 Frets
!
the crystal structure analysis of ths palladium complex
(part l)& it was obvious that the ligand (PNPBt) is bident ate-3
further attempts were made to test this aspect by preparing** :
the aminophosphin©’ complexes of some other transition metalso 
The ligands used are bis-{ diphenyl** phosphino)«*alkylasiin© of the • 
formula- Ph2®F«NR®P ®Phg (R » B, 2>3@s Efĉ  nPr or iPr)0 
With NiXg (X * I**B 3r*% CNS*' or &0^)s apart from the ljl |
complex*, it was possible to prepare the 1«2 and 2*1 corapleses-o |
:|!
Sine© the latter ratios do not conform to the ratio of metal j!
to ligand in the palladium camplest* the exact nature of the [j
1*2 and 2*1 is not known® An attempt to prepare: the |
2s<areury(XX) halide cejaplsxos loads to the isolation of the ]
lxl» 1<2 and 2*3 adductso The arrangements of atoms in the j1
Hj
1*2 and 2*3 are uncertain0 |!j
The disulphides and the diselenides of |
f
bis-(diphenyl-phosphinoJ-methylamin© were prepared by reaction 
of the ligand with an excess of sulphur or selenium i|
(precipitated) in boiling benzeneo In each case white needle®* 
like crystals separated on coolingc Addition of ethyl iodide ,
to the ligand (PNPBt) in other resulted in a 111 adduct* The ' H
quatemisatioxi has been proved by X-Ray work (Part II) to 
occur at one P-atom onlyo
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS,
Dichlorobis (dlphenylphoaphino) e.thyl&2Dinepall&dluz!2( XX); 
Bis(d±phenylphosphino)ethyla&!ine' (80268 gOS) 0*0200 mola) in 
wars acetone (120 ol«) and water (3 sale) was added drepw£ae> 
i© potasaium tetr&chloropall&da&e-(XX) (3<>265 g0f> Q©Q10 aole*) 
in water (100 ssl») and acetone* (h si©}* and ©n standing gave 
a: yellow crystalline.- solid (6©081 g©g 67$)* sup® 276-278®
(from alcohol.) Found 1 C*53©1$ H*4o3l Cls10o8$ N*2o?t P91002fb§
M (from unit—coll and density measurements)* 59® *»





Bis(diphenylphosphino)otlsyl&iBlna (Q©97^ £0 * Z G36 mmole-) with
(0<>5^ ®Xo& 5°&5 mmoles) of ethyl iodide gave-whit© asedle^lite [
!;
crystals (0©533 e*S 40$) (Found* I923©2o C28H30^^2
I®22o2̂ 9)o
Bis(diplienylphosphino )ra© thylamin© f.1 © 509 go*
3o?9 mmol©s) was refluxed with sulphur (0o253 g O0 7©91 ssmolee) 
in sodium-dried benzene (25 ml©)© After removal of the axeos© 
of sulphur* the solution was evaporated* to give 
bis(ti±phenylphosphisiothioyl)f&ethylamin©« which formed long 1
whit© neodlss(from absolute alcohol)* ©©p© 168-170°
(Found5 C&6U08$ H*5©0 ? N*3©0* P*13°1q C 2^ 23^ Z S2 
C 96k 08 $ K*5oO$ N*3o0j P*13®l*^)o The diselenide was proparad 
by r©fluxing with an excess of selenium (precipitated) in 
benzene© The filtrate gave white needle-like crystals
!
HhrtPoNH»oPPh-» S®2 (96©7^)* ®op«. 192^1 °C© (Found! C,53°8f
*7o
P811o3^ requires C s £3 0 91 H5402| P0XjU2.£>)o
Tb®- aaisiopSL©3piling soaplasses of nickel (II) and 
mareury (XI) were prepared by tb© addition of tbe XXgas&sS 
dissolved in bet acetous to- tins corresponding saetal -salt la 
hot ethanol.* The results of tbote etoaical analyses ar® Hates* ■[ 
la Table felo The word ^©quires* is abbreviated *E* and 
*found9 is abbreviated ®F9 § oihes* symbols in tb® table refer 
to the following compounds j***
R* « Phg3?NPHPha
M H et Ph2PNPM©Ph2










r r r R r$  w  #« -yu jt* ISoPto(°C)
ROKSo 1 RIIXPdQl2 52 .,0 53.1 4.30 4.30 2.40 2.70 277*1
» 2 ffIV(NBiqj)2 28.2 28.4 2.35 2.60 1.20 1.23 178*2
n 3 rI¥(ncci2)2 33.4 32.9 2.79 3.02 2.00 1.80 174-1
n 4 rix(s«)2 53 o 9 53.8 4.20 4.20 2052 2.50 192-1
t 5 RXI(wil2)2 2905 26.2 2.23 3.63 1.35 1.33 234-2
« 6 rxw(n h 2)2 30oB 29.9 2.57 3.96 1.30 1.40 194-2
tt 7' RwRiI2 43.8 43.7 3.66 3.51 1.89 1.78 200*1
H 8 RIVN1Bs2 50o2 45.0 4.18 4.22 2.17 2.32 295*1
tt 9 RVNiB?2 50.2 50.0 4.18 4.32 2.17 0.59 300*2
tt 10 RIXWi8r2 48.6 48.4 3.72 3.79 2.27 2.00 308*2
tt 11 R!Nil2 41.3 42.9 3.00 3.50 2.01 1.80 168*1
N 12 RlMiBe2 47.7 47.9 3.48 3.66 2.32 2.20 250*1
tt 13 (RIX)2Ri(«03)2S7o5 58.2 4.41 4.48 5.70 6.26 185*3
tt 14 (rxv)2»i(no3)2,5:702 59.7 4.92 5.21 5.50 6.27 174*1
tt IS (RW)2Ni(W03)2 57*2 5?o4 4.92 5.28 5-50 6.46 178*2
t 16 R?HgB&2 38.6 38.8 2.82 3.00 1.90 1.76 157*1
tt 17 Rn HgBs?2 39.5 39.4 3.03 2.98 1.84 2.00 202*2
N 18 rH^HqB?2 40.3 40.2 3.23 3.20 1.81 2.06 187*1
tt 19 (RXtf)2CHgB«»2^ 33.S 32.7 2.80 2.96 1.40 1.70 163*1
tt 20 RVHgB?2 41.1 41.1 3.43 3.55 1.78 1.86 173*2
tt 21 RXMgl2 34.3 34.1 2.50 2.67 1.67 1.80 150*2
tt 22 (Rn )2HQl2 47.8 47.6 3.70 4.04 1.83 1.79 165*1
H 23 (Rx n )2Hgl2 49.1 47.8 3.90 4.00 2.00 1.80 182*2
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4:3 inpnei- was KiadCf zm. Sis ydynlasi -axnsrs xl’" 5ry3'4'̂ . 
© ix d ls s  :l$i I f ’l S f  -^hesi VH:-: s a x  i a s e  s^rte S .is xaax^c&eaxe.ynS 
eS t&c £~&& y diffracties by cry^biJ?» This Bissxrcry •
q u ic k ly .  yacm  sdk© bo  ia p « i4 ia & b  S i e i f u *  fa ©  x ^ f u y
spset-rosoopy maloti is associated with tax- sssas .of S4SU fxt- 
Ifrî alsy asad d© Br©^14©» ucx.: ', ' - x . - n sc ■
analysis uxicfe. is mayfly .xlxk&S 1;x tax uxuos xi xcxuvx
sad bis ess Lawrence*. if sax Skfay Giiftks.sf;isx.' f a.
yei?fXik.4J, k d l  f s i 1 i h s  s ts x ix fu x e  s-.f s x k ix x
oo i ia  a fx s i is  e x a la  a n d  e i i l i i i x i s g  tfe.® d e t a i l s  c f  (%x 
s ix x ^ o e h x m is t r y  is fd s l^ x a  ix . v a x ia x e  M k ls e illfs s  xsct ■srys^slix-c
Xy Mevw®mb&£ ! p l Z , ‘if  oh *  Idxxyxg p u b l is h e d  tl?.© £SU:©i- y e y s s  
as. crystal structur© mimlyziiB ia which h& gaae tbs xsd;isx 
1 s t a s *p r# ta t . is b  g fk L & u p 3& d iayxxm i o f  e ix x x  M g o s .  b x x x  x x s ^  
lie oMaisad tfc© ;b©2iplet«3 streetur© of Sia03.s Ski xsxt' 
fax ©tfet$2?a* By t,ais,. d o t i t a  t 1 c*si s eeaie ids? tlio 
m®&®nrQmm%t of at ©miss cHxixxxus in exyxxxls and xxsx x.,,ti 
wane tm ig th ®  waa cdxgainxd. f a x  Sdx fix x u : xxx-u. x k u  s i , u i  
fifsat ts*i-omphs of tti© aaê . soieaoe of k̂ fcay eryst&l 
structure &sa&lysda mostly ±n the field af iBorg&siic
ehQsaistry* ~W«H> • and W*L» Brajgg in their study of caloiix 
aini found the carbonate ioia to be piais%r and. the thr©© 
©xygjesi at os a to foo equivalently related earbosi a:i.;ix
-Tula wiped out the old theory that on© of the oxygen afxx 
was attached to tlie o&rboB &x-a ‘by a, double boia4»
With the advaneement la this technique* If *lt» Bragg®©
School solved soma of the problems isvolwd ia silicate 
structures®
The heavy computation oft on involved ia this work ©f 
structure analysis made the early work very slew and tedious© 
Many structures solved at first were in two dimension© 
but the availability of the recent high speed digital 
electronic- computers ha© made possible the investigation 
in three dimensions of structures which slight not have 
yielded to the effort© of one individual in a lifetime 
of old style computation*
Among ©rganis compounds* progress was at first. sl&? 
but the pace accelerated as soon as the structures of the 
normal paraffin -’chain, of the ben&en® ring and naphthalan© 
nucleus were well established {sine© these fores-the skeleton 
of ss&my organic structures)® Subsequently# structures 
of ©uch complex: substances as pbth&loeyaninos, steroid©t 
carbohydrates* penicillin and vitamin B 12 were determined* 
JU2® I->MY DIFFRACTION ACC0RB1IIG TO LAUE
A crystal can be defined as a substance in which the 
Internal atomic or molecular arrangement i© regular and 
periodic in three dimensions over distances which are X&rg® 
compared with the unit of periodicity*
If the atoms in a crystal are replaced by points each 
array of points thus forced represents a lattice of the 
crystal® In order to provide the lattice with the iasan© 
of scattering radiation, it is assumed that an electron is
itooioo. at ezujM oabiies ooiaft onoH- ooino aaaassa
a ©isaî e of se&tthired ©phoric-al sy&v&Xoti* mms#& th® • 
stimulation. by as i&cidoni eô otbsiooaooia radi&t'iosw
*Phs sod© o f1. p ro p & g & t 1 ox* ( F ig .  1 }  i s  ^ a p re s -e n te d  by 
its %'av§ vector Jkasni it's digestion is- that of tfeg nofaai 
to t&© plaa®s ©f equal phase o.r wavo frent®
Xf the three doctors by %?hich a crystal is described 
ara y©pras©st©& by af. b sis js* than any lattice point a^a to 
described by ’the oo^orcliaat® vector gg — u& -5- vfe v •'*-*
u* v and 5» are- integers aad' as*© called the ee°5i?diEmte 
»usabo.rs«
2n fig* l» if’.a a atom is indc&ed a, th& jiast one is . 
a * 1, - and. the vector between - them is the translation j|5 
then. for full ee«ope?&t 1 on of all w a i s t s  froai these a&o@&» 
a condition i® sought 'such that wav@l©to ’froas nto&o 
a aosS a ❖ l arrlife' at fcfc© point of observation without %my 
difference in phase*- . The .path difference between. wavelets 
of as * I and a itva «* v^a shea asea^urod ia nave lengths*
wave lengths say dw • a diffracted a?*£Bisrty«s oeĉ o-c id
v is such that
(jL ^  Xh* ' ( l # l )
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If on© eong£de:r& a set- of SB*! eq&i distant; at ©si© plan®® 
of sp&otng d, and. a stoaoohsroisati© X-Ray beam falling' on it 
at a glancing angle Fig* 2 * and also assumes that as.ctfe 
atcHB r® fleets a •verF ••isgs&ll fraction of tbs i net dent 
amplitude, sasall ,v©neugh fox1 t-h.® weakening effect ©f tliis 
reflection on the incident amplitude to be neglected 
throughout the crystal■* ■ -then full rainfoilcement is obtained 
should all the reCLeeted ^av*©e arrive in the s m »  "phase*
to- diffraction problems* W &L* Bragg.(l) (1913) shotted 
their significance by relating the integers h, k9. 1 to the 
Millerian indices of the lattice planes,- The rel&fc'ionshi 
between Bragg5a Lay and th© Lana equations ia shown belows
. Since ®/h*jS ® X* (is8)
fe/J| 33 X * (i * 9)
and e/l*S ® 1j (l.io)
therefore« by subtracting ©qsmtien (l«9) -from (leg)
(a/h ■* b/k)*-.S. ,*» 0 j (1*11) 1*©* the vector
is perpendicular-̂ :©/ '{j*/h «*. j/k)* ’the latter can be shown 
to be the plane /of •Miller' indices* Similarly j$ is 
perpendicular to,-̂ 0k .«?: c/l)* Thus- in Fig* 3 (i)
S is perpendicular to the plane defined by the intercepts 
&/h® b/^s c/lj plan© with Miller indices hldU
kV
Since by definition th© vector J5 bisects the incident and 
the diffracted foeoras, Fig* 3(ii)» and it is perpendicular 
to the lattice hkX* a close analogy with reflection is 
easily drawn* The spacing© d(h«£l) of the planed is the 
perpendicular distance from the plane hki to th© origin 
(Fig* 3(i) &nd it is equal to th© projection of e/h9 h/k,
6*
and ■«/! c» the vector §►«
dhki ** S/h* 2^§ (Z*3-£)*
But fro is  th® te u a  esq,ti&tioss, & /h . '  S' ,a 1> { 1 * B)
and |s|*b Z B±n §/X t (Fig* 3(1:1}* wikar® 8. is the
glancing angle on plan© hltiU Therefore 2d sin S. « ~k* (l̂ lk) 
'This is kmwn as the Bragg9© tew and indicates that a 
reflection from. & lattice plane can only take -pls&o 
the angle of incidence ;of the &*flay b©mm satisfies the 
condition of the equation®
!*&* THIS A T O M I C  SOATT/SEIBC- F A C T O R
It is often said that the actual ac&ttearing units ±m 
crystals are the electr©ns and- not atoms so that fcho atomic 
linear - dimension© may fe© aeglcctod. in comparison with hot A 
the ©pace lattice dimensions asad the wave ‘lengths of X«»Eco;v « 
Also, since these electron© are assayed to be loosely boi-sgsd 
in at039© any change of phase on scattering is the ©ass© fo.E“ 
all 'of theias thus the amplitude scattered in the forward 
direction could be written a© S times that due to a siMgl.@ 
electron where -2 is th© atomic. number of the atom* At ©ss» &b 
crystals*. howeverr have the diasieter of the -electron cloud 
of the same order as the interatomic distancess heae© they 
cannot he regarded as. point©*' ■ Tims there always ©slats 
interfereaoe between rays scattered from different parts 
of the atom and therefore the intensity of the resultant 
emergent beam is. reduced i»o« loss than Z tis?<3s that d«® 
to a single electron* In general, the phase - differences 
depend upon the angle of scattering* the wav© length of the
s?adiaii ©n arid the ®e tbreugticmt which the el©ctron© 
as*© dIstributedU Thus the scattering factor* f* will 
approach % for small angles of scattering' and will fall off 
with increasing angle at a rate that for a given wave length 
is determined by the distribution of electrons in the at©sa»
Atoisic scattering factors have been deduced for many 
atoms from the intensities of reflections measured for 
crystals whose structures have been established (James (2 ) 
and Brindley* 1931)* But it is also possible to' calculate 
the values from the electronic structures (Hartree* 192B) ©f 
the atoms* Other workers who have done enormous work 
in this branch include (Thotms (3), Fermi (h) McWeeny (5)* 
TeaiULe and Stasia. (6). Berghuis et al (?). So far the 
calculated values have agreed quite reasonable with the 
exp eri ment &X *
Xti practice the theoretical-atomic scat ter lag factors 
available in the literatures make no allowance for the atoisic 
thermal vibration® For such calculations atoms are assumed 
to be at rest but even at absolute sero atoms have a finite 
amplitude of oscillation* The frequency of this oscillation 
is so much smaller than that of the X-Rays that to a train 
of X-R&y waves the atoms would appear stationary but 
displaced from their true positions in the lattice*
The general result is to spread the electron distribution 
and so decrease the intensities of the spectra* If the 
X-Rays are incident at an angle 9 and the sie&n thermal
8.
aiBplaeo^si: sst sm isnnn-ll ua id a alua-a ad teu
<=?>is represented by ^  iii&m the yadfe @o®paa?©&
to £&&&. of1 asi at am at rest is 2p, sin 8 sl&& tho(phase o.b,&&gs 
±3 2*/«»* zfi sim § « %5̂ i sis ©/JW Xt t m is '#A>
scattering factor ©.£ the undisplaced at ess » then, the effect 
®t theaaal viferatioit is gives* as
:!j .f> as 1? x;- ** If* (®lB &/&) .- (1 *-X5a). who*?, summed ever^ £«*
t h e  displ&cexeats |£j* X£ the above is as isotropic
displaqeraeat for a oent rosysssetrics ease, the sine terms ©f
the -above egpressipn, disappear aac* its oesine component sas
b© written as
f *3 f • cos[4^pCsis ft/X) ] (l»15h}*
° ' .2 . f t
But 803 st si** gf *' JpT (1*16) »
while expl^s^') « X <* (i*X7).
Ifes to a good approximation
C0S2 * expfHb6*") <2*18}9
f  .  ' f  e - S a ^ C s i j r a / X 8 } ,  ( 1 , 1 9 ) ,  K f c a r o  a .  4Q
the Eieaa square displac©sscmfc of" the atom at right eagle©
*& »d
to the reflectistyg; plane*
a - - *
#> *£
But B » 851 pd (B is the Debye (8) tezap* factor#
« * r  *  „ -©r a“*B aia ®A* (1,20)0 ' *
The overall -'value of B ©as be determined by Wiiscs-*© 
method (9)*
Xm is any organic crystals* the molecules foohave as rigid 
bodies* '■ Since these ar© linked by relatively weak
arcs large compared with the raovementis ©f atoms which have 
strong covalent bonds within the molecule <> For such casss} 
anisotropic temperature factor ssay b© required* This problem 
has boon discussed by Cruickshank (1956) (lQ&» b)*
If the motion i© anisotropic» then the fcharmaX 
displacements require an assumption of an ellipsoidal 
distribution rather than spherical. In this case, the mean 
displacement is represented by a vector function or a 
tensor instead of a single vector normal t© the reflecting 
plane« Thus in an anisotropic harmonic potential field 
th© vibrations of atoms can be described (10a, b) by a
3?symmetrical tensor XJ with six independent components*
Each atom in the structure requires one such tensor
rU * The mean square displacement or amplitude of vibration 
in a direction of a unit vector X, with components 
(ijL* 2.3 * 1 )̂ can be written as
3 3
U a L \> IJij *1 (lorf-0
i»l j®l
w ^ n 1 i^gs1 2*U331*3*^i2H12*^i3iii3*2lI23A2i3
Since » TJ„„, etc- (Xo2£)
U and I are h©re defined w«r«t« the reciprocal axss b^s e*9
so that the component of U in the {X#0*0) direction parallel
Xs tXia anisotropic case the transfers of the
q{a) *  © x b [ ^ S ^ ( 2  £  '0,  ̂,s, s ,) ji d  ■ i \ i (i* 23) (1,23)
whora & w (s S^4. 3 ,,) is ike roeiproc&l vec*c>f
o f  . a r e  A ”\  - t h e  u n i t  a of* a r e  A  ‘‘"' „ A t  a  r e c i p r o c a l  
l a t t i c e  p o i n t  j» »  (ha**, i?lr-s i e ^ }  a n d  u® m&y w r i t e
T h is  i s  t h e  fo rm  u B u d  f o r  a n i s o t r o p ic  v i b r a t i o n s  is .  tfee 
Glasgow SFLS programsiso*
1*6* STMJOTUES FACTOR ^SXTHESSXOH
A crystal wita H at0230 per unit cell can fee 
to consist o f  M  interponotrating lattices with all lattice 
paints occupied fey atoms* Individually* each of those 
lattices will obey Lane and Bragg conditions but in general 
the Intensities of the various planes will depend on' tfee 
atomic arrangement3 within, the unit cell-.
*V ̂The position o f  the J1*1* &feo»* situated at the point 
8jg Tj» whore 2̂ * y and are fractions of the unit cell 
vectors can be represented by
The path difference between the waves scattered by the atom in 
j position and aa.atojn at the origin can b e  written as
A n  o*:iyj*Gks-aicu f a r  a?.3. t h o  & t r » s  ip. **£von fey
(1.25)
scattering factor of
\ s- e2®-(sj§f ♦ yjM. * **£»). (1.28)
sine® r, » s.a * y.b ❖ j£,c. (l *25)
j  j -  ■* 3"“ 5 - ‘
This quantity I* is called the structure factor*
It is a ceinpiosc resultant vhioli can be represented by an 
amplitude |Fj and.a phase constant a* The structure 
amplitude J f | can be obtained from measured intensities 
but the phase is not an observable quantity (hence the 
phase problem)* The amplitude and phase of the wave 
scattered by the reflect ion (tiki) are given by the equati
r(ua) - K h k i f lalhkl) h-as). The complex
'̂(hkl) Gasa *De separated into the real and' imaginary parts
F (hkl) “ A (hkl) * iB{hkl) (1 *3 0) , so that 
H
A (hkl) 55 1* 008 2a(tej * k^j * 18j) (l*31) and
A*
B(hMl) “ fj sil1 2^(hsj ♦ k>"j * iSj'ls (1*32)
3 ■» 0, for a centrosymmetric systeia (provided origin is 
at centre of sys&set ry)«
(̂takl)* a J^ Z * ®2> (1-33)
and a(hM) “ *aa”i °4 (i"3*»)
The structure factor.can also be expressed in terms
of the electron density* p(xy®)« At a point x* y9 m 9
the assoiiat ©f scattering? K&tter iM the v&lu«2© ©leaaent 
dxdydss is p{d3sdydte}$ se that # the structure factor 
expression for tils tstai scattc-ring ia unit cell voXuss©
T is givsa as
1 1 1
jf  ̂  ̂ ?^(hklJ .1 J P(^y®) exp[2%i (hx*ky*Xss) ] dxdyds (l*35)*
© © ©
1*7* FOIJBSEE SERIES AS APPLIED TO CRYSTALS&fr̂ Ĉ >;j£3r̂ g,arrr-«nr:3Tii,̂ '̂ -»̂ X>̂ jjjjaE,-̂TXy-£iWrfa.. -.rr**~rtr-pp̂ v*i?r.*:+
Xt is an © si* ah 11 shed faet that a periodic function 
oas be represented by an appropriate suss of the cosin© and 
sin© terms known as ' tlx© Fourier Series* Sin©© & crystal 
iiiwl¥8$ such a periodic function in three dimensions* 
its eXeetrea density ©an be easily represented by a 
Fourier Series* - Xn general* a Fourier Series can be written 
as a function T(^) which is the sum of an infinite nuiaber of 
nr@±ght©d exponentials o f  possitiv© a n d  negative values o f  
a phase angle *?* expressed as
’T
T(q>) © A e:ep(i2ag>) (1*3 )̂*
or T(<$) «■ A  &n expC^iasp) , (l*3?)*
The latter fona has bean found useful, in the crystal 
studies® This - .function ©an be extended to acooassodats 
several variables such as the ease with the electron density* 
p(xys)* which is a function of the three axial ©©^ordinates* 
Sine© ©very point in space has to be covered* there should 
be a triply infinite nuaber of Fourier coefficients A *
1 %
Thy period!city the crystal i&tiice f e w o w '  lisglte. the
nu'sabsr of t&xmm to. those &ho&e direoticc &u%d w&va <;&
eorre* spend to 'a particular crystal plan©*-
A Fourier s@i*is-s which represents the electron d^&isity
as a function of :&»• y* z, i«e« tha fractions ©f the tares
c©-*crdinafc©& asses' of the unit oellf ha® a torss fer every
crystal plan© hkl*
Thus aa electron density at the point \Kjm) m&y be
represented by a Fourier series-in the fern 
•> ear
pCx.y.*) • I I  I * ( w )  ®”2ai(»««*♦»> <1.38).
«  *»
where pf q» r are integers and A(p,q,.r) the Fourier 
coefficient which ait&st first be known before the value of 
p(xya) is obtained at any point in the crystal*
Sines th© expression for the structure factor is # l w n
1,^4 -... , 1
fey ̂ (hkl) ** Ml «T -4- ${&¥&) ©sp 2*Jii {hx*ky*Is) dzdydst (1*39)*
' c? © ©
therefor© by sub.siii-uting th@ p{xya) value fro® equation 
(1*38}* the F/^j^j expression becomes 
1 1 1
F (hkl) * I i J i n -  exp 2‘iki [ { h«p )x*( k«*q } y* (1 ■~r ) a ] dxdydss
• • •  U*fc©}.
Because of .the periodic nature of the exponential function®*
on integration,. every ter® is sere- over a single ©onplet©
period except in the case when h » p, k » q and 1 »
1 1 1
Th“S F (ttl) * I I i VA(pqr) ** fiy dK> U . M ) ,
So thafc * S ^ i y v  (l.h'j)
tfhea this value [equation C 1*43)1 of the Fourier 
ceeffIclont is substituted in equation (X*3S)» the expresaloa 
for the electron density baoossos
*<■»■) - k  L J J .  »<«.) U . » )
but the above Fourier series expression for the electron 
density can be written in such a way that the resultant 
F(hkl) ®plit into its components * " )I* 
the asaplittid® and a^h1g1 y» the phase angle*
Thus the appropriate equation in the most general ease 
(a© centre of symmetry) is
p(xy^) • XX X —ilS&il cos 2a[hx*ky*Xa**a^^ J • (1*45)
The phase angl© a ^  can be regarded as' saemstiring 
the displacement of the peak of the wav® from the origin*
Xn the centrosysisetrical case however the displacement 
is restricted to © or % in radians provided the origin is 
taken as a centre of sysssetryo These two possible values 
of the displacement can be taken ear® of by making the signs 
of the coefficients either positive or negative, and so for %
14- «
This should read*- e... end ao for such a eentrosymaetricsl 
ehuetuffft irt# rourli? 8ft;i0t ean ba written aa 
p(»yx)»3E2tlP(hklflB0af<(ftm4'ky»lz) » e«.. •««, .lo46«—eo y
lodo TML PATTCRSON fWCTSOh - f2 «arleaQ
In 1934* a nas approach to the aolution of phase problea was 
developed by A «I.»Patterson* In this technique* the calculation does 
not involve the phase* instead the known structure factor amplitude 
is used to generate all possible interatomic vector peaks available 
the structureo This however often results in the overlap of many ' 
vectors but immediate success of this method lies in the fact that t 
interatomic vector peaks due to relatively heavy atoms are vary 
prominent and these often lead to the atomic coordinates of the hcav 
atoms vhose phases are used as a prelude to the actual phases due to 
all the atoms. Thus the structure is solved0 The Patterson function 
ean be written as
in
P(U»V*tt) * vjjyp(xyz)f>(x4u,y«v*z+w)dxdydz • lo4
In general* for a system of N atoms* M(N-l)/2 non-origin vector 
peaks will appear on a Patterson map*
The probability that every vectos peak that appears on
continued on page 15*
5;© is w&i-y s-Will* irt
t3 & g^SUp ,@f S^GE© of Siaaplp iso s2 «•.&?:($ 3$l.hn-fcf0%?'l&3g. p W §  bS7ib
to. evarlap and this &t&®n rsiiiSes-s S?i.o- •.>•&>• too diffienlt t© 
is&terpr&ls except wh^re there ■ is a relatively heavy atS'Su
If* hcw&ver, esa ;.:pfvths unit ceil ascss 1© fairly shGs*t> say
' ■ . .
© f  t h e  © r d e r  3 ts'5;..^-i t h e  m o le c u le s  b o s u p y is .g  • s u ch  e e l  i s  ta t id  ;
■foe flat sind- prefect i;©si &ms$z Bnah -:oi OEcis ofsaa l-aada ts tbo
correct sirupivir©*-.
• ' The expression. f1*47) on iat©^mti€?n ooialc! fe-s wriitotv as
jp f !'" sip 2sii ̂ hu-frkv^lw) |.1*:
For tli® purpose o f Qomput-a&lon, the  ̂ f o r  sib the-
coefficient. of the. ifourî i* series given by ife.@ Psi/feterssm 
express iesji&
■ %  'The sharpening -of th© F“J ean ha effected by modifying
£ ■ . the F values with ttie values obtained from th© 'e^pros-siGn
^ «3t </> _ -3 ^M{SL) «* [f eszpfe&ln t/X*3) I***'-** The product ©f F~ asd M(SL.)
2gives t&o sharpened values of W « The sharpening: ©f t-oeos
2 .F before they are used in the Tatterson express! ©22. ©ftaa 
enhances the chances of getting these vector peaks whiob 
are due to the relatively heavy at ©ass while it helps to 
suppress diffuse ones*
In 193&* Barker pointed out that- for crystals with 
symmetry ©laments* it should he possible to specify os which 
plane or along which'line of the vector ©ell* the sy-cassefcyy 
related peak® could be founde . This often provides, a useful 
iaeahs of solvins: the Patterson function*
To.®© i ao eo-'v he-̂ rr B.'B: ■■.©:" ;• m-.-.I •; soft
.4i , ; . . .w 4% i* 'p T i- r fe  . i , : . ' . - | | ' , f >  ‘•■•'Wi?- * > ’£■.•.£'• 5 B  0 ? :.\v
ass ' tt?© iigmi ar© Tory aial t-siea,
i n  a  -p iy la ir-a  th a & y ro v e & X  th e  p c © ib i{y o B  o f  th e - l ig h v -  odours*
TaitP pa&if&pteprisitis ' of tfe® aapp Is sb-ô m ; p fho w:.;
’'Of Spestos&m (Itp m  the Eabiaiaa and Pota&si&a! hy&rsgeB 
bisph^nyl^aeetatss*’ '
up, MBMLJ2LS
T b e  feea^y atosa 3H®tliad a® t h e  xiasse ie»p.Xis^ i s  baSed. ■&£■■ HU& 
■aiyb &£ osslc scattering b@w@£* of the relatively his&vy atosy la a 
stz^i©tur&o Ths/: struatm?© factor expression fof a . csfyss::;-,!
one atos§ in--' t h e  m i i t  c e l l  s a y  ‘be.’ w r i t t e n  sus
FCt*D “ sn - + .
B • 
jwl
vs!i@i?© -"sW-is. tfe© .scattering faster op the heavy at©» s/bgbb 
co^ordias.tes ’ are ‘ and n is the s.?as*r of ii#d* ;,tei3&se.
The first knowledge of the so^es-diPaiay :»̂ y„\as„ 1b o & ta ia G fG, iH tt.
frosa t h e  s o lu t io n -  o f  t h e  P a t t e r s o n  f m is t  ion*.
Sisie® th© Patterson imp ean also reveal distinctly rsots? 
peaks - between the heavy, ate® and fairly heavy at ess# 'It is- 
often .possible to locate ah well the eo~ordinat.es of sudh ato?r,s 
The term * heavy* is ■ relative, where this soi«a$ that 
^ /, ^ the 'heavy atom.’ might -be too light for the
purpose. of phaS-tug*- • ■ . Xf' r * v  !.«*,. >  X* alfch<m§h nearly
all the phases, ^sd&eted;’ by 'the heavy mt$m-'will be- right*
the position of iirery 11 ghM ato«» Giglit fe:© difficult to lo.rav?,}.
&t n:k-̂h abSGapvi-'B vi-if aiab,sg
Ba&h heavy ateii iam' &stja;©& - of rippl-ee*. a^saelatof
V g V gwith tbess* 1* -leovsy©! 2. r y  z f \  *6 juet. greater th&ii ssiy, 
the . condition© are • optimum for ©olutioh- ©f the ©bmoturae- 
G* Sim (1957) (12) has performed ©alcuXatisms on the 
fraction of structure fact©re whose phases should fee 
determined within 'Specified limits by a ©©I-soisd at os? or pr^yj 
of atoms* Those struct are fact or ter^s whose phases ha© by? 
regarded a© being approximately correct are used to carry out 
a first Fourier .synthesis which results in a map revealing scaue 
or all.* 'of the features of the structure® If only part of5 the 
structure is obtained after the first-• Fourier synth®si© the 
position of atosss revealed are included' in the n&Kt round- of 
phasing calculations and this. successive appr o&to&tion i© 
continued. imtiXt the whole structure is revealed*
*s ®M-* Bobert son/and Woodward in 193? (13) dsMpast rat ad rue 
• strength of the -Heavy Atom Technique in the so 5. at ion of 
structures .of Phfchalooyanine complexes'"of hi and Ft* Though v 
is true that* in, general * direct methods- of structure analysis 
•are not possible* yet in special cacao they can b© applied* 
SojiiotiMias the structure coat&iBS one or two heavy at ©sis in 
special positions* and this at033 is&y so much overshadow 
all th© ©ther atossa la th© 'unit ceil that it controls the* 
signs of the structure, factors* One such heavy atom at the 
origin-will sake-all, er nearly all, the structure factors 
positive* A first Fourier synthesis based on, these te;r-wcs 
will reveal the positions of all atoias but If ©aleulations
of the subsequent structure fastest result in &±$ggm of 
tile terms changing* then. one or tw o  further Fourier syntheses 
ar© often sufficient* This method was used in the ease of 
platinum phthalocyaain© (R o b e r ts o n  @t &1 (1957) (l4)»
it was clear that although there war© two molecules/unit 
cell the tvo Platinum atoms had to lie at centres of.symmetry 
and predominantly determined the signs of the Fourier terss©* 
1*10* METHODS OF STRUCTURE RiSFINEMSOT
The discussion up to this point has been mainly on
the methods of determining the atomic positions in crystals
in order t© establish the structure and the stereochemistry
of the compound under investigation* Even when the structure
is revealed by these preliminary m@th.0dS5 the atomic parameters
are seldom accurate enough to give the best possible atomic
co-ordinates that ean be derived from the intensity data and
hence the process of refinement is necessary*
A very efficient method of refinement discussed by
Booth (1948»b) (15) and Cochran (1951) (16) is based on the-
“Difference Fourier Synthesis5** The expression for the
Difference Fourier synthesis is easily obtained by subtracting
the p  expression from that of P *  c ©
& «*
Thus it P » X X  Is *v? (1-51).• '■-; «o <•
where «P « 2&(hs^ ♦ hy^ * ls^ ) (l*52)»
Then by subtracting equation (l* 53} f rois{l* 52)9
&■ css
\ V r- F^ F . ̂ «a> p  fig y } ) ^-&o«j^ot-«a4.'a» 0  \   ̂*  5̂  1 ♦© ‘ © t-J-b*-'- v '
But fr0) aa^(Fc)., a;r,@ both complex quantities charaeteris©d
by amplitude |F| and phase constant a*
Therefor© if (Fq) «|fJ  ©ia (1*55)*
and (F0) ®|f0| @^G (1*56)*
When T and F values in {1*55) and {1*56) ar© substituted
Cp C5
in equation {1*54} the expression becomes
p » p . T Y y  Pol “ Pol (1.57),
©  (Q /_.. £„s leaBamKacxûastKajar »
• 1 1 1  .-i t«'-‘W  (1.58) '
« *  «»
Applying F : sdel®s 'Law, Fh!gl a ̂ hkl
Thus P - b as T y  y  J cos (.USUI .̂iSiSE « a,
© ■ e ■ rU-: L L . ¥  4 a  o @ ihkl/& 
(1.59)
where a * tan** ^
Thusl^f becomes a eoafficieat of the Fourier synthesis but 
unlike F synthesis, signs precede |^J o
The sign, positive or negative, depends on whether 
or not |F0| - |Fc| ^  ©* When Jf J  - j F j  * 0, the
expression gives aero and this is the case expected theoretically 
when a structure has been exactly determined«> However, this 
does not happen la pra«tie@e The final difference sap often
in the data*
According' to-■Booth and Cochran, if the calculated 
©©^ordinates. (x y 3 ) aj?o platted'on the difference- -imp,. 
th© directions'of steepest ascent at these peit&s give the 
direction© of the shifts of the atosoe from their positions as 
revealed by the -electron-density map, ' The magnitude of the 
shift can be calculated from the relation
€ «? r & f«»»r«pĝ g=ŵCTig,j f l2^{o)p3 • {l»60)f whore' 8'{p̂
® is the magnitude of the shift;
p • p are the observed and calculated electron-densitiese c i—-
respectively# and P (̂o) is the electron density at • the at easts 
centre wher© p ha© ah average value of -5'o6»- 
1.10(b) LEAST ~8QUAH8S HS1H0D ■' * ■̂ae«3̂n««^aaggr^8«s»KWgSsĵ w>u,gJ>,itftoiai UJH i.rn .Wffl* 0
Hughes (194I) introduced the method ©f 1 ©astums~@-s 
refinement* This like the difference. Fourier - eys&hesi- a 
overcomes the effect© due to termination of series and ;
provides a means of diminishing the influence ©f inaccurate 
ocefficients on the result©*
The object of this preoaaa 1© to find the best set of 
atomic parameters that will result in minimising the quantity
* “ X  * P«(Hkl)| ^
where th© sum is■over the set of crystallographi©ally independ 
observed plane© and 'W(fckl) is a 'weight for each -term* Xn the
derived parameters* the value of the weight which gives the
21.
lowest standard deviation can b© represented by
¥{hkl) ** '4 s?here $7^* \ is ®k« standardw  ̂ £ \ .iatLs. |
deviation for each * Calculated ©truetaro factors
arc obtained from the relation
V ̂  2«i(hx ❖ ky * is ,) ,-̂x
L in° n a a U.o2).
fly using Taylor®s series, the expression {1. 6l) can
as€i *"s
approximate to a linear equation. If* the unrefined
thco-ordinates ©f the at atom are x » y , s i the correctn a n
position ean he defined as
x * s x , y * « y * s * « s .n a n n n &
So that
T6 » f(xn * e *a. yn ♦ « yn» Ba + « *„)» (1-63)
and *a « Ftx^^). (1.64)
Then-by applying'Taylor* s series, b
r - V  V  l<<* sa J a  * * r * *  * s sn 2») " '•* U*«3).
^n n
~
Thu© P a £ (« X- ic* ♦ *yn * « “nas^ (1.66).n *n nn
An equation of the type (l»66) can be set up for all the
measured structure amplitudes and these equations usually
greatly out number th© unknowns * If refinement is along
s» y» a, these equations can be reduced to 3̂  normal equations
(H being the number of atoms) and the a of these cap be
obtained by multiplying both sides of the observational 
^c ■'equations by W and, adding the left-hand sides and
sn .
right-hand ©ides of the equations separately, W being ih©
weighting function for the summation over all the tarias within
the limiting sphere. Thus
r* dp d p  §P
2. w(Ay>sjr - 1 m ^ )  «* * * { ^ ) ( fs£)@g ]
t si n  n m * n  n a  “
«  dp dp dPw dp •
* 2.3i^lS2'®3̂  * 3y£*e5ra * -Si2'8^)- (1.67)a a s -S3
|̂jwhere ) denotes a susa ©ver all the terms except the si*
r. dP dp 
©  GXt th© atoms ay© well resolved* suoh teyss as / llhT5* a<r@
V dF 2likely to be small compnred with 2, W ) .
t sn
„  ap
Also if th© axe© are orthogonal or nearly so.
"8 m
can be neglected and th© normal equation (l«67) reduce© to
Y y a*s S_ L H(^~) * 4* w (AF) (1.68)
a
Hence th© normal equation ean now be soiled by ordinary 
methods. Similar equations ean be obtained for th© 
temperature factors, th© being replaced'by up to six
thermal parameters (*>££• ^22* **33' **i? ̂ giv@ °P to
6H normal equations. Th® scale factor can also b© refined 
by the least squares method.
Alternatively equation 1.68ean bo expressed in matrix form
y a i j e i - b j < * . e > .
* V a®U aycwhera - 2. *3^“ Ip* (4°?°)*
3L J
and b. « (l«7i)»1 Fj •
where p̂ , Fg» Ps are th© parameters occurring in the F̂ .
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